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Abstract 

 

The shipbuilding industry has adopted IT convergence as a 

new engine for growth that encompasses conventional 

production know-how and economies of scale. New solutions for 

enterprise IT, such as three-dimensional (3D) computer-aided 

design (CAD) systems, enterprise resource planning (ERP) 

systems, and product lifecycle management (PLM) systems have 

been adopted and customized by shipyards to enhance their 

productivity. As part of IT convergence in the shipbuilding 

industry, we examine the adoption of business process 

management (BPM) in the ship hull production design process. 

Ship hull production design, a process-based task that is directly 

connected to ship production, requires the most man-hours 

(M/H) of all ship design processes. For this reason, 

improvements in this task can greatly enhance the productivity 

of this process. First, we explain the concept of the executable 

model, which presents an essential condition for executing 

defined processes in a business process management system 

(BPMS). In addition, we analyze the hull production design task 

and use the results as the basis of a process for building 

executable BPM models using Bonita Open-Solution 5.7, a 

representative open-source BPMS. In addition, we present the 

expected effects of the BPM execution of the hull production 

design process; among these, we focus particularly on the job 

assignment process of the design manager. As an improvement 
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of this process, we suggest the standardized block design man-

hour, and the design engineer man-hour availability. For the 

scenario of a single assignment that is performed only once for a 

single construction drawing, we obtain optimal assignment 

results using the Hungarian Algorithm. To estimate the results of 

the job assignment in a multiple-assignment scenario that 

assigns many construction drawings to a limited number of 

design engineers simultaneously, we explain the utility of 

discrete-event system specification (DEVS) and Event Graph 

modeling, which are detailed modeling methods for discrete-

event simulation. We model and simulate the hull production 

design process on the basis of Event Graph using Simkit, which 

is an open-source discrete-event simulation engine. Finally, for 

a design manager who needs to perform job assignments on the 

BPMS, we propose a framework for a decision support system 

that generates the current status of the scenario automatically, 

and presents optimal assignment results that assist in decision-

making, based on real-time simulation. 

 

Keywords : Business Process Management, Discrete Event 

Simulation, Job Assignment, Hull Production Design Process, 

Decision Support System 

Student Number : 2005-20862 
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1. Introduction 

In 2003, the Korean shipbuilding industry became the world 

leader in terms of all major indicators: new orders, shipbuilding 

volume, deliveries, and order-backlogs. It achieved this by the 

development of a skilled labor force, flexible design capabilities, 

and economies of scale, and it maintained this leading position 

until 2006. At that point, it was overtaken by China’s shipbuilding 

industry, whose strengths included cheap labor, extensive 

government support, and economies of scale, which kept it at the 

forefront from 2007 to 2010. Since this threat from China had 

been predicted earlier, the Korean shipbuilding industry began 

seeking to develop a new engine for additional growth as early 

as the year 2000. In particular, Korea sought to apply 

information technology (IT), which had been rapidly advancing in 

this same period, to its shipbuilding industry. This goal involved 

the adoption of three-dimensional (3D) computer-aided design 

(CAD) systems, enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, and 

product lifecycle management (PLM) systems, which are typical 

examples of this new trend. In short, the shipbuilding industry 
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adopted IT as its new engine for additional growth, and made 

efforts to increase the user-friendliness of various IT 

applications and to increase productivity by making work 

processes more efficient. As a result of these efforts, Korea’s 

shipbuilding industry again assumed a position of world 

leadership, which it has maintained since 2011. 

To contribute to this positive trend described above, in this 

study, we conducted research on shipbuilding-IT convergence, 

with a focus on IT and a process that improves both efficiency 

and productivity. Not surprisingly, the area in which this 

research could most effectively produce superior performance 

that could most effectively improve productivity is the area of 

production. In approaching this goal, we recognize that many of 

the processes involved in production have already achieved a 

high level of efficiency through the adoption of manufacturing 

execution system (MES) and manufacturing resource planning 

(MRP II), among other initiatives. We see, then, that the areas 

that present the greatest potential for improvement owing to the 

adoption of PLM systems are the areas of process planning and 
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design (C. G. Kim, 2012). In this regard, this paper focuses on 

the area of ship hull production design, which is closely 

connected to the area of production.    

We analyze the design process for ship hull production, and 

propose a prototype model of this process that can be executed 

in a business process management system (BPMS). In addition, 

based on the developed model, we particularly focus on an 

analysis of the design manager’s job assignment process, which 

offers much room for improvement, and present the improved 

results that can be achieved using a simulation. To provide a 

context for our proposed improvements, we next offer a review 

of relevant parts of the shipbuilding design process, business 

process management (BPM), and modeling and simulation (M & 

S).  

 

1.1.  Shipbuilding Process 

After a ship is ordered, the following processes are necessary 

for building a ship in a shipyard: basic design, detail design, 
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production design, and fabrication including steel cutting, 

assembly, erection, launch, trial test, and delivery (Lamb, 2003; 

Storch, Hammon, Bunch, & Moore, 2007). Through each design 

phase, the design becomes more sophisticated and specific, so 

the output of the final production design phase is good enough to 

be used in the ship’s production. The basic design process is 

sufficiently covered academically in undergraduate courses on 

naval architecture and ocean engineering (E C  Tupper, 2005; E 

C Tupper & Rawson, 2001; Watson, 2002; Zubaly, 1996). 

Detailed design includes the hull design and the outfitting design 

which is separate from the functional classification of a ship. The 

hull design deals with the structure of a ship. And the outfitting 

design deals with the essential equipments for a ship such as 

propulsion, piping, electrical, and accommodation, and with 

installations of the specific equipments according to the purpose 

of the ship. In this paper, we focus on the hull design. Because a 

hull detail design is performed for each major compartment of a 

ship according to strength calculations based on structural 

analysis of the whole ship and local structures (Hughes & Paik, 

2010), it is single task-level work rather than process-based 
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work. 

As shown in Figure 1-1, hull production design is a final-stage 

design and acts as a bridge between design and production. 

Concretely, based on the construction drawing which is output 

from the hull detail design, hull production design is the task 

which is done by a block, to generate the working drawing, 

which is exquisite enough to be used in the production, the 

cutting plan, which describes dimensions and the manner of the 

cutting and the marking for plates and stiffener, and the 

manufacturing bill of materials (M-BOM) (Son, Lee, Kwon, Kim, 

& Sharma, 2011), which includes whole parts in the block, and 

their quantities, properties, and relations between them, and so 

on. Hull production design is closely related to the facilities and 

production processes of an individual shipyard so that the design 

standards and methods differ from one shipyard to another. 

Because the design standards and methods are given in the form 

of a shipyard work manual, and engineering calculations are not 

required for the design, hull production has rarely been analyzed 

and studied academically. 
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Figure 1-1 Shipbuilding process and ship hull production design 

process 

Compared to basic design and detail design, the hull production 

design process requires more man-hours and output to complete, 

and is a process-based work. Here, the process-based work 

means that there exist various tasks in a series that are 

dependent on a precedence relationship in a process, and there 

exist various outputs at the end of each task. In addition, hull 

production design process is a formal process. Thus, if a 

“standardized process model” is developed, it could be possible 

to execute repetitively after the instantiation for each ship, for 

each block and for each design engineer. Due to these 

characteristics, hull production design is expected to show the 

most business improvements and productivity gains when 
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approached from the perspective of a workflow or a business 

process. 

 

1.2.  Business Process Management 

After the adoption of the workflow as an approach to grasp and 

execute works from the perspective of a process, BPM was 

introduced with the intent of achieving the continuous monitoring 

and improvement of a process through the closed loop of “plan-

do-check-act,” including the complete roles of a workflow (W M 

P Aalst, Hofstede, Kiepuszewski, & Barros, 2000; Smith & 

Fingar, 2003; WfMC-TC-00-1003, 1995; WfMC-TC-1011, 

1999; WfMC-TC-1016-P, 1999). In other words, as shown in 

Figure 1-2, workflow is an approach to grasp and execute works 

from the perspective of a process so that the process can be 

defined by a developer and used by a user in a certain workflow 

system. BPM includes the workflow, which models, manages, and 

executes the process, and has additional functionalities such as 

the real-time monitoring, the process improvement through the 
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analysis of logs, and the work improvement through a simulation  

so that in this paper, we use BPM as a technique to manage a 

process-based work.    

  

Figure 1-2 Relation between the workflow and the BPM 

BPM itself is a process with the following six tasks: discovery 

(clarification of how business processes work), design (building 

product definition models [PDMs] for business processes), 

execution (providing enactment services), operation (interacting 

with participants while monitoring the business processes), 

optimization (improving PDM), and analysis (Smith & Fingar, 

2003). 

In other words, as shown in Figure 1-3, it needs various experts 
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in various developing environments to make the process of an 

actual work into the one in BPM environment. First, a domain 

expert captures the corresponding work in the form of a process, 

and next, a process modeler converts this into the BPM model 

for execution in a BPMS (D. Lee, 2010). A BPMS engine assigns 

the implemented BPM process model to an end-user of the 

BPMS, who is also in charge of the corresponding work in the 

real business world, to create a process instance. Whenever a 

participant starts and completes a task, the BPMS engine carries 

out the tasks automatically according to the process. These 

kinds of process instances can exist for several participants, and 

a single participant can have multiple process instances at the 

same time. Even within a single process, participants can be 

different for each task. This is demonstrated by the approval 

process: this process is accomplished when different participants 

confirm in sequential order (e.g., staff, assistant manager, 

manager, and director). 
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Figure 1-3 Development procedure for the BPM model 

When BPM is adopted, not only process execution and 

management using BPMS but also other functionalities are 

possible; these include business activity monitoring (BAM) for 

grasping work progress in an instant and rescheduling of job 

assignments or load balancing during run-time, the 

rearrangement and optimization of the PDM during build-time, 

and business process reengineering (BPR) to improve the 

business process itself after log analysis for certain periods of 

time (D. Lee, Shin, & Choi, 2010). 

 

1.3.  Modeling and Simulation (M & S) 

With the advances in technology, the general assembly products 

that are used in large vehicles such as automobiles, airplanes, 
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and ships, and which number in the thousands, are becoming 

increasingly complex. In addition, the periods for their 

development have become increasingly short owing to the 

rapidly changing demands of the market. Though there may be 

various design alternatives, the situation has become such that 

the time and cost that would be required do not allow for the 

production of actual prototypes of different alternatives that 

would be submitted to a variety of tests. By utilizing the great 

computation power that has rapidly grown in recent times, we 

can implement various models for each design alternative, and 

can use computer-based testing to test for different 

environments and the detailed methods that contribute to a part’s 

development, from the initial stage to its realization. As a result, 

we are able to reduce the amount of trial-and-error that has 

traditionally been involved in the development of this great 

number of complex parts. This not only reduces the total cost of 

development, but also shortens the period of development, as 

well. In this new approach, computer simulation technology has 

become an essential element in the product development process. 

Such simulations are also being utilized now in a variety of areas 
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such as education, stock trading, finance, war games, computer 

games, virtual reality (VR), and augmented reality (AR).     

Theoretically, computer simulation can be separated into the two 

activities of modeling and simulation. For example, in the 

submarine simulation shown in Figure 1-4, the subject of 

interest is a submarine. When there are various design 

alternatives, a design engineer would like to know the 

performance of each alternative. However, owing to constraints 

of time, space, and cost, it is unrealistic to perform experiments 

using multiple actual submarines. For this example, then, let us 

consider a simulation that serves the function we have just 

explained. First, we must construct a submarine model on a 

computer. At this point, we can implement a virtual model that 

functions like a submarine in the real world, and we define the 

characteristics of that submarine as its “attributes.” These 

attributes would include such items as features, positions, 

velocity, and bearing. We also need to replicate the actions and 

activities of the subject in their entirety, as well as the parts 

involved, which we define as the “manner of action.” Examples 
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of this would be the interaction between a submarine and the 

marine environment, the interaction between that environment 

and a propeller, or between a propeller and an engine. Thus, 

modeling is a procedure by which a system is created that 

behaves exactly like the subject of interest, based on reasonable 

assumptions. Simulation, then, is the task of operating the model 

according to specified manners of action within a specified time 

frame, in order to estimate the model’s performance (K. Y. Lee 

et al., 2009).  

 

Figure 1-4 Definition of modeling and simulation 

As we can see, then, the level of modeling varies, depending on 

the purpose of the simulation. In general, in simulation-based 

design (SBD), we use a precise model that has a highly 
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engineered level of attributes and manners of action, while in 

simulation-based acquisition (SBA), we use a more simplified 

model, which is called an engagement-level model. An 

engineering-level simulation of a submarine is a continuous-time 

simulation that determines the solutions of ordinary differential 

equations (ODEs) or partial differential equations (PDEs). 

Computer-aided engineering (CAE) is a representative example 

of this kind of simulation. An engagement-level simulation of a 

submarine is a discrete-event simulation that provides an 

analysis of the measure of effectiveness (MOE) in various 

scenarios. Some representative examples of this kind of 

simulation are a target motion analysis (TMA) simulation of a 

submarine in an engagement with surface vessels (Son, Cho, Kim, 

Lee, & Nah, 2010), and a torpedo evasion simulation, to develop 

evasion tactics for a submarine (Son & Kim, 2012b). 

When we apply such simulations to the production design 

process, which is the focus of this paper, they will be structured 

as shown in the outline in Figure 1-5. More specifically, the 

subject of interest is the design manager’s process. As in the 
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construction of multiple complex parts, in the real business 

world, it is difficult to perform various tasks related to decision-

making alternatives on a trial-and-error basis. As a solution to 

this difficulty, simulation can be used to predict the results of 

alternative decision-making scenarios. In this case, a design 

manager process model can be modeled using the “drawing 

analysis ability,” “job assignment ability” of a design manager as 

attributes, and using “block generation and the difficulty involved 

in estimation based upon the results of a drawing analysis” and 

“assignment of block to available design engineer in various 

strategies” as manners of action. 

 

Figure 1-5 Modeling and simulation in a business process 

In addition to this model, in order to perform the simulation, we 

must apply the important concept of a “simulation engine.” To 
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understand a simulation engine, we then need to understand the 

two-fold concept of “events” and “states,” which are 

conceptually represented in Figure 1-6. A state represents the 

key attributes of the model, which were explained earlier. In a 

discrete-event simulation, in particular, this is one of the key 

elements that indicate that the state of the model has been 

changed. Using the example in Figure 1-6, we see the server 

model in a general queuing model, in which there are two states, 

namely, “IDLE” and ”BUSY.” In other words, the server has been 

modeled so that it functions in only one of these two possible 

states. Although a server in the real world may have more 

number of diverse states, in this case, the model has been 

modeled so that it operates in only the two states that will be 

analyzed for the purposes of the simulation. An event is defined 

as an event that causes a state change in the model. In this 

example, “arrival,” which is when a client comes to the server, is 

an event. In other words, when “arrival” occurs, the state of the 

server model changes from “IDLE” to ”BUSY,” and the server 

model performs its task. Performing the task of the model in 

order to interact with the client in the “BUSY” state must be 
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modeled as a manner of action. Based on this manner of action, 

when the server model completes the task that was determined 

by the client, an event called “job done” occurs. At this point, the 

client leaves, having achieved his intended purpose, and as a 

result, the state of the server switches from “BUSY” to ”IDLE.”   

 

Figure 1-6 Representation of states and events 

Designed in this way, the simulation requires a module that can 

proceed in time, in addition to the model. This would be a module 

that is separate from the model and proceeds in time and that 

plays the role of generating an event at a set time. In this study, 

this function is performed by a simulation engine. As shown in 

Figure 1-7, the simulation engine has an event queue, and it 

schedules the events that will be run in the simulation. The 

queue in the simulation engine evaluates the time order using the 
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event occurrence time, which is generated from various models. 

If multiple events occur at the same occurrence time, the 

simulation engine assigns the event that has a higher value to an 

earlier position in the queue, based on the preset priorities. 

 

Figure 1-7 Definition of simulation engine 

In this way, a simulation that advances the simulation time 

whenever an event occurs is called a discrete-event simulation. 

In the earlier example of a simulation, a discrete-event 

simulation is mainly used in an engagement-level simulation. 

Contrary to this, there is a kind of simulation that advances the 

simulation time at a continuous preset time interval (delta t), and 
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which computes the change in the model’s attributes whenever 

the simulation time changes. This kind of simulation is called a 

discrete-time simulation. In the simulation example, an 

engineering-level simulation is this kind of simulation. In other 

words, a discrete-time simulation is appropriate for the 

calculation of a dynamic model based on mathematics and 

physics, and also for the real-time visualization of the simulation 

results. As shown in Figure 1-8, there are also two other 

possibilities. One is a combined discrete-event and discrete-

time simulation (or hybrid simulation), which runs the discrete-

event simulation and the discrete-time simulation alternatively. 

The other is a flexible discrete-time simulation, which changes 

the time increment of the discrete-time simulation in the course 

of the simulation (Son & Kim, 2012a).  
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Figure 1-8 Classification of simulations according to the manner 

of the time increment  

The intention in this study is to simulate a business process 

using a discrete-event simulation. We selected this approach 

because, since a task in a business process can be modeled into 

the state and the transition between tasks can be modeled into 

the event, as shown in Figure 1-9, a business process can easily 

be represented in a discrete-event simulation model. It is for 

this reason that most business process simulations have been 

developed using this kind of simulation (W.M.P. Aalst, 1998; 

W.M.P. Aalst, Nakatumba, Rozinat, & Russell, 2010; Lin, Fan, & 

Loiacono, 2004; Rozinat, Wynn, van der Aalst, ter Hofstede, & 

Fidge, 2009). 
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Since there is the terminology for a business process simulation 

as BPS, it is a practice that is widely used in conjunction with 

BPM. The main purposes of BPS are to reproduce a previous 

work using the log data in BPM, and to predict a process 

according to a new scenario, and thus improve the process itself 

(BPR). As shown in Figure 1-9, in the development of a process 

in the simulation model, most previous research has focused on 

the modeling of states and events. As regards the manner of 

action, the criterion is used that reflects the actual status most 

closely among various probability distributions (uniform, normal, 

Poisson, etc.). In addition, the configurations of previous 

simulations only represent changes in the number of servers 

who perform tasks and their service rates (probability 

distribution), or changes in the arrival rate (probability 

distribution). In other words, in order to develop a BPS, we have 

to implement models for that BPS using a BPS module that is 

provided by a BPMS, or using a commercial simulation program. 

However, the level of detail for a model cannot exceed that of a 

probability-distribution-based model, which is derived from the 

queuing theory (M/M/1, M/G/1, M/G/∞, etc.) (Banks, Carson, 
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Nelson, & Nicol, 2009; Stewart, 2009). 

 

Figure 1-9 General business process simulation 

 

1.4.  Related Works 

There have been many studies based on detailed analysis of the 

shipbuilding design process. Bronsart et al. developed the model 

of communications required for the ship design process to create 

an environment for seamless collaboration (Bronsart, Gau, 
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Luckau, & Sucharowski, 2005). Kim et al. analyzed the 

shipbuilding process from design to production in order to 

implement a simulation model for SBD and digital manufacturing 

(H. Kim, Lee, Park, Park, & Jang, 2002). Wu and Shaw analyzed 

the basic ship design process from the workflow perspective and 

applied this to set up the knowledge-based engineering (KBE) 

system (Wu & Shaw, 2011). Hiekata et al. suggested an 

educational framework for the ship basic design process based 

on Tribon M3 using ShareFast, which is a semantic Web-based 

e-learning system (Hiekata, Yamato, Rojanakamolsan, & Oishi, 

2007). Furthermore, Hiekata et al. also analyzed and approached 

the basic ship design process in terms of the workflow to 

implement an executable workflow model using ShareFast 

(Hiekata, Yamato, Oishi, & Nakazawa, 2007). Ze, Qiu and Wang 

suggested a process model on the basis of analysis of the 

shipbuilding process from the perspective of collaboration design  

(Ze, Chang-Hua, & Neng-Jian, 2005).  

In addition to these academic approaches, there have been some 

attempts to adopt the workflow system or BPMS for the design 
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process in shipyards, but all were applied to initial ship design 

phases such as basic design or hull structure design (Astrup & 

Wøien, 2006; B. S. Jang et al., 2010; Park, Suh, Lee, Astrup, & 

Andersen, 2007). To the best of our knowledge, no studies have 

analyzed and presented the ship hull production design process 

from the workflow perspective; thus, this is one of the original 

contributions of the present research.  

The BPMS must extend the PDM to be BPMS-appropriate and 

implement this model well enough for it to be executed through 

the BPMS. In this paper, we implemented the executable model 

using the Bonita Open-Solution (BOS) 5.7.2 (Bonita Open 

Solution, 2012), which is used and updated most often among the 

open-solution BPMSs, and which has been selected as one of 

best open-source BPMSs by experts in enterprise computer 

security systems (Carhuatocto, 2011). A previous work dealt 

with the executable model using the BOS to address one case 

that represented the implementation of the dynamic workflow 

system for a collaboration environment (Charoy, Guabtni, & 

Faura, 2006), but detailed results at the level of the specific 
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executable model were not presented. Recently, the 

implementing method of the executable model using business 

process modeling notation (BPMN) 2.0, the international standard 

for BPM modeling, was published, and it explains the BOS (Silver, 

2011). However, it includes no analyses or applications involving 

actual business work-level processes like the ones presented in 

this paper; thus, the presentation of detailed implementation 

methods using the BOS for an executable model is another 

original contribution of the present research. 

The classical assignment problem (AP) of dealing with m agents 

to be assigned to m tasks can be easily solved by the Hungarian 

Algorithm (Kuhn, 2006). The Hungarian Algorithm was 

developed and present by Kuhn in 1955; it is a combinational 

optimization algorithm that can solve an AP in polynomial time 

(Burkard, Dell'Amico, & Martello, 2009). Furthermore, James 

Munkres, Edmonds, and Karp improved this method to solve an 

AP in the execution time of O(n3) (Munkres, 1957). The 

Hungarian Algorithm has been widely applied in various 

industries to solve APs: for example, target assignment research 
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for an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) (Shima, Rasmussen, 

Sparks, & Passino, 2006; Turra, Pollini, & Innocenti, 2004), job 

assignment of mobile robots (Kwok, Driessen, Phillips, & Tovey, 

2002), and the dynamic berth allocation problem for a container 

port (Imai, Nishimura, & Papadimitriou, 2001). By combining AP 

research with the BPM process, Kamrani et al. suggested 

assigning jobs for a simple process using the Hungarian 

Algorithm and a simulation (Kamrani, Ayani, & Moradi, 2012). 

Shen et al. (Shen, Tzeng, & Liu, 2003) and Kamrani et al. 

(Kamrani, Ayani, Moradi, & Holm, 2009) dealt with the AP in a 

process based on BPM by analyzing and modeling the human 

performance and task, but both of their results are limited in 

value as they did not tackle practical issues but an example AP 

scenario with a simple process. In this study, we solved the job 

AP in a process based on BPM using the Hungarian Algorithm 

after modeling the workers and tasks with multiple criteria, 

similar to the previous two studies. However, another novelty of 

this research is that target processes and tasks are practical 

issues for the ship hull production design process in shipyards; 

hence, we designed separate models for the design engineer and 
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the production design tasks. 

Most previous instances in which BPM was adopted in the 

shipbuilding industry were minor and passive applications that 

were used for a general work process in conjunction with the 

ERP system. It is hard to find the case of an active and major 

application in which BPM was adopted in order to monitor and 

manage the block assembly process for outside of shipyards. 

Figure 1-10 shows an example of this, which is an outsourcing 

block assembly monitoring system. When using this system in 

which BPM is adopted, there is no disruption in production 

because the number of delayed blocks has been reduced, 

producing a cost savings of up to half a million dollars per year  

(J. A. Jang, 2008). In shipbuilding, the potential of BPS is an area 

in which little academic research has been done, apart from a 

brief simulation of the outsourcing purchase process using the 

Extend tool (Han, Kang, & Song, 2009). 
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Figure 1-10 Case of adoption of BPM in the shipbuilding industry 

For a general case, a brief simulation has been created for the 

re-design of a current process through an analysis of the 

interaction between the user and the IT system, using a tool 

called Business Process Analyser (Gregoriades & Sutcliffe, 

2008). A previous work also deals with a simulation of the 

patient admission system in a hospital, which was run using the 

tool WinPeSim (Barjis, 2008). That paper reported that this kind 

of commercial tool or open BPS tools could be suitable for a 

small, simple BPS model, but that for detailed and effective 

analysis and modeling, a high-level tool such as Colored Petri 

nets (CPN) was recommended. In addition, there is another 

approach that deals with the simulation of the decision-making 

process in credit card applications, which uses detailed modeling 
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performed with a CPN tool (Wynn, Dumas, Fidge, Hofstede, & 

Aalst, 2008). However, as was pointed out earlier at the end of 

subsection 1.3, there is limitation involved, in that this simulation 

is based on a probability distribution model. In this study, using 

the discrete event system specification (DEVS) (Zeigler, 

Praehofer, & Kim, 2000), which is most widely used in discrete-

event simulations, our intention was to perform detailed 

modeling of a complicated simulation, such as the design process 

of ship hull production. In addition to this goal, another original 

contribution of the present research is to suggest a 

representation method of the model and an implementation 

method of the simulation using the event graph modeling method  

(Schruben, 1983), which is capable of representing the detailed 

procedures of a process. 

In a general manufacturing industry, in order to make a plan for 

materials, the manufacturing resource planning (MRP II), which is 

software based on the complementarity of a scheduling algorithm 

and a simulation, or one of the member modules in the ERP, is 

used. In other words, using MRP II, one can predict what quantity 
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of a given material will be needed at a given point in the process. 

Most commercial MRP II software packages provide simulation 

functionality based on a probability distribution model, as we 

pointed out earlier, which is the limitation of a BPS. Recent 

theoretical academic research supports the creation of detailed 

modeling using a discrete-event simulation (Helal, 2011). In 

addition, this approach is similar to the discrete-event-based 

BPS proposed in this research. However, for stock production 

alone, MRP II cannot be straightforwardly applied to the 

shipbuilding industry for production on demand, as it needs to be 

customized (Yue, Wang, & Zhang, 2008). Therefore, as shown in 

Figure 1-11, the discrete-event-based BPS proposed in this 

research is similar to the new DES framework in MRP II in terms 

of being an overall method. However, there are huge differences 

between the two in terms of the area of application, as this 

approach is intended not for a general manufacturing industry, 

but for the shipbuilding industry. Furthermore, this approach 

deals not with a scheduling plan in a production area, but with a 

design process, which is why the present research represents an 

original contribution to BPS.   
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Figure 1-11 How the proposed discrete-event BPS differs from a 

simulation in MRP II 

 

1.5.  Outline 

In this study, we explain the design process of ship hull 

production using a 3D CAD system as the domain expert, based 

on professional experience in ship hull production design. In 

addition, we designed the ship hull production design process 

into the PDM from the perspective of a process model, and we 

present the implementation results of the executable BPM model 
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that can be executed in BPMS using BOS, which is a 

representative open-source BPMS. Once we have set up this 

kind of BPM execution environment for the ship hull production 

design process, we address the design manager’s problem of 

optimal job assignment in order to provide a distinct business 

improvement. We propose the application of the concepts of 

standardized block-design man-hours and the design engineer’s 

man-hour availability as a way of modeling the design engineer’s 

abilities and attributes, the block components of the ship hull 

design production design process, and their mutual interaction. 

Employing this concept, we establish an AP that is assumed to 

be imbalanced, and then solve it using the Hungarian Algorithm. 

Taking a step beyond this kind of assignment process in a static 

situation, we sought a way to predict the assignment process in 

dynamic situations. To do this, we propose a method for 

implementing a BPS using a discrete-event simulation, and we 

present the simulation results of dynamic assignments in various 

scenarios. We also present the implementation of the decision 

support system that utilizes these assignment results in the BPM 

run-time environment of a design manager. 
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Figure 1-12 presents an overview of the present research. In 

Section 2, we explain the key issues involved in ship hull 

production design. In Section 3, we analyze these issues from 

the perspective of a process, explain how to make this into an 

executable BPM model, and then present its detailed 

implementation. In Section 4, we describe the current method 

that is used for assigning blocks, which are the work-item units 

in ship hull production design, to a design engineer, and we 

explain the proposed concepts of standardized block design 

man-hours and design engineer man-hour availability. In Section 

5, we describe the procedure for applying the Hungarian 

Algorithm to the AP of an optimal assignment. In Section 6, we 

introduce a detailed method for the detailed modeling of a 

discrete-event simulation, and present a method for applying 

this to a business process simulation. On the basis of these 

methods, we present the implementation of a ship hull production 

design process simulation, and then present and analyze the 

simulation results for various scenarios. In Section 7, we 

propose a framework for a decision support system that provides 

a design manager with immediate simulation results at the point 
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of decision-making, based on the connection between the 

developed executable model for a design manager process using 

BOS and the implemented discrete-event-based BPS. Finally, in 

Section 8, we present our conclusions and planned future works.  
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Figure 1-12 Outline of this research  
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2. Ship Hull Production Design 

2.1. Ship Hull Structural Design 

Ship hull design refers to designing two-dimensional drawings of 

the hull structure using predefined symbols and lines for each 

compartment; these compartments have structural consistency 

or are separated by functionality according to the type of ships. 

These compartments can be parts of a ship, such as the engine 

room, main deck, bow, or stern, or structural modules with 

special functions, such as the shaft strut, funnel, or sea chest. 

The resulting construction of a ship hull design is based on key 

plans such as the general construction, general arrangement, and 

mid-ship section. The construction includes details such as the 

position and specifications of stiffeners, endcut method, bracket, 

and collar plate for a cutting hole to ensure sufficient structural 

strength. Depending on the type of ship, there may be 20-50 

construction tasks, but they are not issued and completed all at 

once. The construction is started and issued sequentially 

according to the manpower capacity of the hull structural design 
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team or to secure structural consistency between compartments. 

The construction that is done on the basis of the hull detail 

design cannot be completed only from the design and structural 

analysis of the corresponding hull structure. It also requires 

confirmations from relevant co-workers in the outfitting design 

team, review from the design part manager, and approval from 

the ship owner. In other words, the construction is affected by 

various outfitting equipments that are installed in its 

corresponding zone so that design changes are frequent. 

Therefore, depending on the work difficulty and the correlation 

with the relevant team, this process may take one month to one 

year to complete. As it is required to represent creative and 

robust structural design information, the design engineer in this 

field must have lots of work experiences, and knowledge for ship 

hull construction, and academical background of structural 

engineering, and their combinational application to actual design.  
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Figure 2-1 Example of a construction drawing  

Figure 2-1 shows the example of a construction drawing. The 

construction is made in 2D CAD program which can provide a 

drafting. Mostly, it represents hull structural information, which 

includes block butt, thickness and material property of deck plate, 

seam line, stiffener type, bracket type, and dimensions for each 

of them, and general note, which is general explanation for 

construction drawing and hull structure. By using only lines, 

symbols, texts, and dimensions, key views of 3D structure (deck 

plan, shell expansion, longitudinal section, and transverse 

section) is created and arranged in the form of a large print 

drawing, such as A0 or A1 size and in scale of 1:50 or more. The 

construction may exceed seven meters in length and is 

composed of several sheets in certain cases. 
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2.2. Ship Hull Production Design in 3D CAD system 

The ship hull production design process begins with the issuance 

of the construction, as mentioned above. The production design 

is performed so that work will be convenient for shipyards; in 

order to enhance productivity, tasks are set up in blocks in the 

same manner used for production in shipyards. The production 

design drawing resulting from the ship hull production design 

comprises a working drawing, nesting and cutting drawing, M-

BOM, and production engineering drawing. As the production 

design drawing has to represent all bulkheads and hull parts in 

3D geometry, a working drawing can exceed 40 A3-sized sheets, 

depending on the blocks. These types of drawings require 

several man-hours, and nesting is not easy when done using 

design engineer drafts. In order to solve this problem, not only 

major but also intermediate and minor shipyards have adopted 

and used shipbuilding-oriented 3D CAD systems such as Tribon, 

AVEVA Marine, and Smart Marine 3D. Unlike general 3D CAD 

systems that represent features and geometry, these systems 

have an additional database containing key information for ship 
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design and production as shown in Figure 2-2. The plate that 

has a material property and thickness mold, seam line, slot that 

is penetrated to a stiffener, hole for an outfitting pipe and cable, 

and standard brackets and collar plates, etc. are managed in the 

database and are provided easily and conveniently for a design 

engineer in the form of a template (Roh, 2005).  

 

Figure 2-2 Product information DB of shipbuilding CAD (AVEVA 

Marine)  

In this paper, we explain the ship hull production design task 

using the “Planar Hull” module in Tribon and AVEVA Marine, 
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which is the most widely used shipbuilding-oriented 3D CAD.    

As shown in Figure 2-3, Tribon is a shipbuilding-oriented and 

database-based CAD system for hull production and outfitting, 

which integrates Autokon (a Norwegian CAD system, taken over 

in 1988) and Schiffko (a German CAD system, taken over in 

1992) on the basis of KCS (Kockums Computer System), which 

was established based on Steerbear (developed in Sweden, in 

the 1960s). “Tribon M1,” which is based on MS Windows, was 

released in 1999, and was later extended to “Tribon M3.” 

Hereafter, the integrated system made by M & A with Britain 

AVEVA (the company that owned the plant-oriented CAD system, 

PDMS) is referred to as AVEVA Marine. Thus, AVEVA Marine is 

a unified system that combines Tribon M3 as the core CAD 

system for the hull, and PDMS as the core CAD system for 

outfitting, in a single integrated UI  (AVEVA Marine, 2011). 
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Figure 2-3 History of how Tribon became AVEVA Marine 

 

As shown in Figure 2-4, Tribon and AVEVA Marine can be 

considered to be the same in the hull module that is used in hull 

production design (Atallah, 2010). Therefore, the CAD system 

referred to in this paper refers to the Tribon “Planar Hull” 

module.   
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Figure 2-4 Tribon and AVEVA Marine comparison 

The dimensions that are the most important criteria in detail 

design and the production design of a ship’s hull are based on 

the principal dimensions of a ship, and they follow that ship’s 

general geometry, as shown in Figure 2-5. Specifically, the X-

axis refers to the direction of the ship’s length, and is expressed 

in units of frames (FR) as the main unit, which is the traditional 

unit used for a ship, and in units of millimeters (mm) as the 

secondary unit. There are two different methods for selecting 
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the zero point and the direction of the x-axis, which extends 

from the fore perpendicular (F.P.) to the aft perpendicular (A.P.), 

and these methods are applied differently in each shipyard and 

ship. The Y-axis refers to the direction of the ship’s beam or 

breadth, and is based on the centerline (CL). It is expressed in 

units of millimeters in the directions of both the port side and the 

starboard side. Alternatively, it may be expressed in units of 

longitudinal stiffener numbers (longi. number), which is the unit 

used for the principal stiffener. In this case, one of the two sides 

must be the positive direction, while the other side is then 

expressed as a negative direction. These units, also, are applied 

differently in each shipyard and ship in conjunction with the 

notation for the X-axis of a ship. The Z-axis refers to the 

direction of the ship’s depth, considering the mould line as zero; 

it is expressed in units of millimeters in the direction from keel 

to deck. What these two approaches have in common is that on a 

2D drawing, the X-plane view is created in the forward direction, 

the Y-plane view is created in the port direction, and the Z-

plane view is created in the direction of the bottom.                        
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Figure 2-5 Geometry of a ship used in hull design 

(detail/production) 

 

2.3. 3D Modeling of Ship Hulls  

Ship hull production design begins with the generation of a 3D 

CAD model following an analysis of various symbols and features 

in the construction. The construction deals with a zone that has 
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functional or structural significance, while hull production design 

is performed in blocks. Thus, the design engineer in charge has 

to identify in which construction the block to be designed is 

included, and he begins production design on the basis of that 

construction. As shown in Figure 2-6, the design engineer 

identifies the corresponding block in the construction and checks 

all the hull parts in that block. For model generation, all hull 

parts are labeled for classification in later production phases, 

such as cutting and assembly. These labels lead to the M-BOM. 

The rule for labeling is shared in each yard and ship, and it 

follows a hierarchical structure in the following order: ship – 

block - block assembly – sub-assembly - part assembly – single 

part. An example of can be seen in Figure 2-6, which shows a 

deck plan (i.e., Z-plane view) that represents the deck area of 

block 2501 in the S02 ship. Here, the plates can be identified by 

following the seam line, which is expressed as a solid line, and 

the butt line, which is the boundary between blocks. It can thus 

be seen that each of them has been marked “2501-80DK1-A1” 

and “2501-80DK1-A2.” Long lines, which are expressed as a 

dotted line, indicate stiffeners, which have been labeled “L1,” 
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“L2,” etc., according to their length and type of endcut. Here, 

“L1” was identified with six, and “L2” with two. When parts have 

the same type, material property, and type of endcut, they differ 

only in their placement location, and go through the same 

manufacturing process, so they are labeled with the same 

description. Thus, in M-BOM, this is managed efficiently as 

“2501-80DK-L1” Qty 6 EA, “2501-80DK-L2” Qty 2 EA, and so 

on. On the other hand, if parts are equal in length and type but 

have different types of endcut, they will go through different 

manufacturing processes, and must therefore be labeled with 

different descriptions. In this way, all hull parts in the block are 

labeled, and for single parts, it is determined whether they are 

an upper attached plate or a part. It is possible, though, for a 

significant portion of the hierarchical structure in M-BOM and 

the block assembly process to be determined in this phase, as 

well.  
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Figure 2-6 Labeling of all the parts in a block  

When the labeling of all the hull parts has been completed, a 3D 

hull model is generated in the CAD system. Models are stored in 

separate DBs that are set up for each ship in the yard. The 

project manager enters the principal dimensions, geometry, 

specifications, design standards, and the standard part features 

and their symbols for the ship. Thus, as shown in Figure 2-7, 

this information will already be defined in the product 

information model (PIM) DB in the production design phase. The 
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modeling task is performed using the material information for 

plates, the type and material of stiffeners, and the features of the 

brackets from the PIM DB of each ship. The detailed hull 

modeling results are distributed-stored in the hull PIM DB 

(Figure 2-8), which consists of the CGDB, which stores the 

surface, butt line, water line, frame, etc.; the OGDB, which 

stores the bracket, endcut, block boundary, etc.; and in the 

common PIM DB (Figure 2-9), which consists of the PLDB, 

which stores the plates extracted from the OGDB, and the PRDB, 

which stores profiles extracted from the OGDB, and so on.       
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Figure 2-7 Product information model (PIM) DB of Tribon CAD 

system 

 

Figure 2-8 PIM DB of Tribon CAD system for hull parts 
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Figure 2-9 PIM DB of Tribon CAD system for common parts 

In the case of the shell plate and profile, which are directly 

linked to the hull form, many tasks deal with curved surfaces and 

lines. Therefore, the modeling involves a high level of difficulty 

and thus requires a person with considerable skill and 

experience. For this reason, a shell expert is in charge of 

modeling tasks for the entire ship, separate from the block 

modeling (Figure 2-10).  
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Figure 2-10 Modeling of shell plate and profile 

The modeling, which we explain next, is a task in which the 

design engineer for the ship’s hull production design generates 

all the hull parts for a given block in the CAD system, except for 

the shell plate and profile. First, the design engineer identifies 

the boundary information, which includes the block in charge, 

using that block’s butt lines in the construction. (S)He then 

registers the block information in the CAD system by entering 

the identified block boundary in the form of a limiting box (Xmin, 

Xmax, Ymin, Ymax, Zmin, Zmax). In other words, as shown in Figure 

2-11, the modeling for the hull part that was labeled earlier can 
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be performed only after it has undergone the block creation 

process.   

 

Figure 2-11 “Block Creation” in CAD system 

In a word processing program such as MS Word, the user can 

write a document and review the result in real time. In the 

LaTeX program, on the other hand, once a user writes a 

document to fit the format and syntax of LaTeX, (s)he can check 

the result only after the compilation process and the conversion 

to portable document format (PDF) have been done. By analogy, 

if we consider the modeling job in a general mechanical 3D CAD 

system as a process in MS Word, then the task of modeling in a 

shipbuilding-oriented CAD system is like the process in LaTeX. 
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In other words, the user cannot immediately see the results of 

what (s)he has modeled in 3D, or even in 2D, for that matter. In 

modeling, the design engineer should therefore first create a 2D 

view of the panel that (s)he intends to create, as shown in Figure 

2-12. Then, after performing the modeling task, when the design 

engineer executes the “run” command, which functions as a 

compiler, (s)he is able to review the modeling result, as shown in 

the bottom right panel in Figure 2-12. Thus, the design engineer 

performs the modeling task panel by panel, after breaking down 

a 3D block into several 2D plane views.              
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Figure 2-12 Modeling with view creation 

Modeling is done for a given panel using the specific views for 

the modeling of forms in the graphical user interface (GUI), as 

shown in Figure 2-2. These panel-based modeling results are 

stored in the DB in the form of scheme files (*.sch). Figure 2-13 

shows a panel model that has been generated using GUI 

modeling, and its scheme file, which was generated automatically 

by the system. Thus, the block modeling is defined by the 

scheme files as however many panels constitute a block. A 

skilled design engineer who is proficient in scheme commands 
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that are in the form of a script language is able to complete the 

modeling task quickly by just copying, editing, and modifying 

these scheme files, since (s)he bypassess GUI-based modeling 

(H. D. Lee, Son, Oh, Lee, & Kim, 2012).  

 

Figure 2-13 Modeling and its scheme file 

As shown in Figure 2-14, after rendering, a modeling result in a 

2D plane view can be seen at any time in a 3D view. 
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Figure 2-14 3D rendering view of 2D panel model  

The 3D models are generated separately, piece by piece, for 

nesting. Because the actual steel plates are cut in order to 

permit nesting, the 3D model should be constructed with care 

and precision. Thus, the structural features of the construction 

should be modified to assume dimensions that consider the 

production effects. Most parts of a hull are steel structures that 

are joined together by welding, a process during which shrinkage 

can occur, depending on the thickness or material of the steel 
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plate. In addition to this welding deformation, when the block-

assembly block is completed, deformations may occur in the 

course of block transitions, turnover, and storage in yards. Yet 

another variable is that when a deformed block is to be erected, 

there may be a gap or collision between blocks. In the case of a 

collision, the problem can be solved by cutting off the excess 

part of the block that is to be erected. When a gap occurs, 

though, it must be filled in with beads via welding, which 

involves a great deal of additional work, besides being difficult to 

do. For these reasons, during modeling, the dimensions of the 

plates are determined by postfixing additional margins to account 

for both for the erection process and the anticipated shrinkage. 

Additional modeling is done on the basis of the symbols in the 

construction, the omitted parts, and the end cut information of 

the stiffener, according to the building specifications and the 

standard part features.  
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2.4. Working Drawing  

Completion of the modeling that is explained in subsection 2.3 

means that a block model for production has been generated. In 

shipyards, drawings are still the main reference for the work to 

be done. Thus, for the assembly carried out in each shop, and for 

the erection at a dock in the shipyard, a worker should always be 

in possession of drawings for the block (s)he is working on. 

These drawings refer to working drawings, which consist of 

dozens of A3-sized sheets, for portability. A working drawing 

includes the features, fabrication information, assembly 

information, and parts information for all the bulkheads and 

principal frames. More specifically, a working drawing includes 

the following components: “General Notes,” “Revision History,” 

“Block Process,” “Block Analysis,” “W.C.O.G.,” ”Erection,” 

“Deck Plan,” “Deck Longi.,” “S. Shell Elev.,” “L.B. Elev.,” and 

“T.B. Sec.” We will now look at each of these sections in detail. 

“General Notes,” which is located on the first page, includes the 

weld log, position information of the block, criteria for the welds 

pending, the construction method for the scallop, criteria for the 
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tag-weld of collar plates, and so on. Further, when there is a 

change in the design under construction, or a design modification 

in response to a request from the shipyard that would facilitate 

the production phase, a revision must be issued. “Revision 

History,” which is located in the front part of a working drawing, 

includes the reference constructions for the working drawing, 

the date of issuance, a description of the revision, and the 

revision history. A block is completed after it has passed through 

the stages of cutting, parts-assembly, main-plate joining, sub-

assembly, and block assembly. “Block Process,” which is 

another component of a working drawing, tells the location of the 

work process for parts-assembly parts in the block, the method 

used for sub-assembly, the work process for block-assembly, 

the conditions for tag-welding following the erection, whether or 

not there has been any turnover, etc. Figure 2-15 shows an 

example of the block process in an actual working drawing. The 

block process is completed by the rotation and arrangement of 

the pictured objects, which are panels or parts or even an entire 

block, since they can be loaded in the form of picture objects 

from the completed 3D block model that was modeled earlier.    
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Figure 2-15 Block process in a working drawing 

When this Block Process has been completed, the block’s 

hierarchical structure that has been determined, and whose 

expression in the block modeling has been confirmed, can be 

changed. In other words, the hierarchical relationships in the 

tree structure were at first defined by considering only the static 

status of the block, but at this point, a tree structure that 

considers the actual production is confirmed. If there is a skilled 

production design engineer, (s)he can make out the block 

structure at the same time as (s)he considers the block process 

when performing a labeling task. An unskilled production design 
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engineer, however, often modifies the modeling once (s)he 

finally realizes at this stage that the block structure was not 

made out correctly. “Block Analysis” is another essential part of 

a working drawing, which presents delivery information, the 

assembly stage, and the weight of each of the hull parts in the 

tree view of the block, which has been confirmed, as mentioned 

above. Figure 2-16 shows an example of a “Block Analysis” in 

an actual working drawing.  

 

Figure 2-16 Block analysis in working drawing 

In addition, a block often requires frequent lifting by a crane in 

the stages of assembly, transition, storage in yards, erection, etc. 

For this reason, the weight and center of gravity information for 
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each block unit, or for each assembly-parts unit, are also 

important. This kind of information is computed automatically 

using the area that is calculated from the 3D modeling result and 

the material information in the PIM DB. This information is 

written in the working drawing in a section called “W.C.O.G.” 

(Weight and Center of Gravity). Figure 2-17 shows an example 

of W.C.O.G. in a working drawing. 

 

Figure 2-17 Weight and C.O.G. in working drawing 

“Erection” is the information needed for welding in the erection 

stage after the block-assembly stage, and it includes the 

conditions for tag-welding of the block, detailed methods for 
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welding between blocks, the margins in the erection, gaps in the 

welding, and pending cases for welding. Figure 2-18 shows an 

example of “Erection” in a working drawing. 

 

Figure 2-18 Erection in a working drawing 

The main part of a working drawing is the information for each 

plate and stiffener in a block, which comprises each of all the 

bulkheads and frames that are included in the block, from the 

deck (Z-plane view) and side shell and longitudinal bulkhead (Y-

plane view) to the transverse bulkhead (X-plane view). The 

“Deck Plan” presents the welding method to be used for plate 

joining, sub-assembly parts, deck longi., collar plates, 
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dimensions, and shrinkage. In addition, during the plate-joining 

stage, if the seam goes through a hole, a plate that is used only 

during the production phase must be added. This kind of plate is 

called a “bridge.” In other words, a bridge is a part that is 

removed after the assembly phase, so care must be taken that it 

is clearly marked. Because a bridge must be reflected in the 3D 

model, the design for the bridge should be done in the labeling 

stage during the analysis of a block. Figure 2-19 shows an 

example of this, which represents a deck plan. In particular, the 

bridge can be seen in the shaded part in the small hole located in 

the middle of the deck.   
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Figure 2-19 Deck plan in a working drawing 

“Deck Longi.” provides information on the principal longitudinal 

stiffeners that are attached to the deck panel. This information 

mainly includes the relationship between the deck longi. and the 

transverse bulkhead, the features of brackets, and the welding 

method to be used between each longi. Figure 2-20 presents an 

example of “Deck Longi.”     
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Figure 2-20 Deck longi. in a working drawing 

In the same manner as in Figure 2-19, the same type of 

information is written beside each bulkhead on each page, and 

beside each main frame as well, to complete the working 

drawing.  

This kind of working drawing is not made by drafting, but by 

loading 2D-plane views from the completed 3D model, and 

adding annotations and dimensions to them. In subsection2.3, we 

mentioned that in modeling, the view should be created first, 

before proceeding with the modeling job; this can be done using 

the “View create” function in the CAD system. Likewise, while 
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making a working drawing, one can load each plane view using 

this function, and add the required information automatically 

using the dimension and the annotation function. As shown in 

Figure 2-15, when the 3D features of a block are needed, we 

can utilize the 3D model in the form of pictured objects, using 

the “Insert model” function. Figure 2-21 shows the loaded 

results for a “20 LB24” panel (or in terms of the hull structure 

and longitudinal bulkhead) from a PIM DB, which were obtained 

using “Insert model” and “View create,” respectively.      
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Figure 2-21 Generation of working drawing using “Insert model” 

and “View create” functions  

Likewise, the 3D CAD system automatically converts 3D features 

into predefined symbols and lines that shipyards use in common 

(Figure 2-22). 
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Figure 2-22 Automatic conversion from 3D model to symbol in 3D 

CAD system 

2.5. Nesting and Cutting Plan Drawing  

The first stage in the production of a hull block is the cutting 

process, which cuts the intended features from raw steel plates 

and shaped steel beams. This process requires the geometric 

feature information, M-BOM information, and delivery 

information for each production stage, and marking information 

for where the stiffeners will be attached to the plates. All this 

information can be obtained from the modeling results of the 3D 

CAD system. The 3D block model comprises plates, shaped 

stiffeners, flat-bars, etc., including the information for 

production that was mentioned above. These parts are stored in 
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the plated database (PLDB) and profile database (PRDB), 

respectively, which are converted to inputs for a nesting 

program that is customized for the computerized numerical 

control (CNC) cutting machine of a given shipyard. In the 

conversion result, the type, material, thickness, etc., of all the 

hull parts that have been modeled are listed. At this point, if 

there is missing information or parts, or wrong information, then 

the 3D model needs to be modified so that the conversion to 

nesting parts will reflect these changes. Figure 2-23 shows an 

example of the program that converts the 3D model from PLDB 

and PRDB in order to generate the nesting model, which is 

SPISHULL v.2 from Cadwin System.   
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Figure 2-23 Conversion of program from CAD model to nesting 

model 

Nesting is a task that assigns modeled plate features to raw 

rectangular steel plates based on their material properties and 

thicknesses, as shown in Figure 2-24. In other words, the 

nesting models, which have been converted from the CAD model 

that includes the features of panels, markings, and bevel 

information, are arranged for raw steel plates. This result is then 

used for automatic cutting in the production phase. The aim of 

this task is to ease the cutting work and enhance the allocation 
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yield. At this point in the process, brackets and stiffeners other 

than shaped stiffeners, such as flat-bars, are included in the 

nesting list. These nesting results are transmitted to the CNC 

machine as an input in order to automatically generate A3-sized 

cutting plans, as shown in Figure 2-25. In addition, standard 

parts, such as collar plates, are usually made without nesting, 

and when they are required, the number of each part is the only 

information that is used in the fabrication shop. 
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Figure 2-24 Plate nesting 

 

Figure 2-25 N/C cutting plan drawing 
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In the case of a shaped profile, the nesting program makes the 

optimal allocation in order to maximize the yield for each size 

and type. As shown in Figure 2-26, for a certain length of profile 

that has been stocked by type and size, the shrinkage-

considered nesting models of stiffeners are arranged and the 

marking information is entered. Since the end-cut shapes of 

different profiles differ from each other and are complex, if the 

endcut information were not generated automatically, a design 

engineer would have to make the profile cutting plans by drafting, 

as shown in Figure 2-27. Curved plates and profiles also require 

bending information.  
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Figure 2-26 Profile nesting 

 

Figure 2-27 Profile cutting plan 

When all cutting plans are completed, the required material list is 

compiled; this includes the size and material properties of the 

raw steel plates and profiles to be cut, and the corresponding 
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drawing name and number in the cutting plans. Figure 2-28 

shows an example of a required material list. At this point, in 

order to avoid having to redo work, this task is completed after 

inquiring as to the inventory status of each type of raw steel 

plate and profile. In addition, in the case of raw steel plates, each 

plate, which covers more than about 30% of the original area 

after the completion of nesting, is managed individually, since 

the remaining plate in the yard can be reused in the nesting for 

brackets, flat bars, or small-sized plates.           

 

Figure 2-28 Required material list 

When the nesting process is completed, all the hull parts in each 

block belong to a tree structure and a production plan, thereby 
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making it possible to complete the M-BOM. For example, shaped 

profile M1 is a stiffener that will be attached to plate TB81S, 

which will be assembled together with plate 20LB13, which is a 

member of plate 80DK in block B#2502 that will be cut according 

to cutting plan PR01. All this information for every hull part in a 

block is organized and managed in the drawing for the hull part 

list, as shown in Figure 2-29. In other words, the hull part list 

can be considered as an M-BOM in which the process, quantity, 

weight, area, size, material, drawing number, installation position, 

etc., of each hull part are comprehensively managed.     

 

Figure 2-29 Hull part list 
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2.6. Production Engineering Drawing  

The production engineering drawing includes the lifting lug and 

scaffold plans. The lifting lug plan represents the locations, 

types, features, and strength of the lugs that will be installed 

temporarily for the transition, rotation, and turnover of the 

assembled block. Figure 2-30 shows the representative features 

of a lifting lug. Likewise, standard lug features and the loads 

they can bear safely, which have been computed beforehand at 

the shipyard, are applied depending on their usage. More 

specifically, the lug-attachment positions are primarily 

determined based on the weight and C.O.G. of a block and the 

tensile force of the wire. The lug-attachment positions should be 

located on the bulkheads or the main stiffeners that constitute 

the sub-structure of the block, which can be utilized to sustain 

the block’s weight. In addition, in the block-lifting lug drawing, 

the standard symbol, detail type, and purpose of the lugs being 

used are marked on the lug-attachment position. While the lug 

design and the weight and C.O.G. of the block, which have been 

computed earlier, are the primary consideration, if there is any 
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pre-outfitting equipment, then its weight should also be 

considered. There is also a need to consider whether there may 

be a collision between the block or pre-outfitting equipment and 

the wires. If it is expected that the hull structure will undergo 

deformation because it cannot withstand the load borne by the 

lugs during lifting, and additional structural reinforcement is 

often added beneath the area to which the lugs are attached. 

 

Figure 2-30 Lifting lug  

The scaffold plan represents the locations, types, and features of 

the scaffold that are required in the block assembly stage. 

Because the production engineering drawing is required in the 

final assembly stage of a block, in certain cases, it is produced 

and issued separately from the production design drawings. In a 

recent development, in recognition of the importance of 

production engineering in the shipbuilding process, it is often 
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performed by a dedicated task force, independent of the 

production design team. 

 

2.7. Ship Hull Production Design Process with 

Simple Example 

In this subsection, we discuss an example of the ship hull 

production design process that will be used throughout this 

paper, from the BPM model and the optimal job assignment to 

the discrete-event-based BPS model. In other words, we explain 

in detail how the actual production design tasks that were 

described in subsections 2.1~2.6 are processed. In the hull 

production design section of the ship hull design department at 

Seoul Heavy Industry (a fictitious company), there is a manager, 

Kim BJ, and more than ten design engineers. Most of these 

design engineers have been assigned to the “S01” ship project, 

leaving only four design engineers available to perform the hull 

production design for the “S02” project, which has just begun. 

Looking at the experience of these designers, we find the 
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following: (1) LEE GJ, who has more than ten years experience, 

much of it in block design; (2) YOON GJ, who has worked in the 

company for nine years, though this is only his fourth year in this 

section, having come from the production department after five 

years of experience in production management; (3) MOON DR, 

who joined the company four years ago from a professional 

service company that specializes in hull production design; and 

(4) KIM SY, a new employee who has just completed his 

probationary training, so that this is the first project on which he 

will have full responsibility for his work.      

The ‘Main Deck Construction’ drawing of the ‘S02’ project has 

arrived from the hull construction design part in the ship hull 

design department. As shown in Figure 2-31, manager KIM BJ 

identified six blocks on the basis of the construction and the 

‘Block Division’ drawing of the ‘S02’ project. Six blocks to be 

designed this time are ‘B#2501’, ‘B#3501’, ‘B#2502’, ‘B#3502’, 

‘B#2503’, and ‘B#3503’. Kim BJ assigned blocks to design 

engineers on the basis of the drawing analysis results, 

considering the work difficulty, schedule, etc. It is assigned that  
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‘B#2501’ to LEE GJ, ‘B#2503’ to YOON GJ, ‘B#3501’ to KIM SY, 

and ‘B#3503’ to MOON DR. ‘B#2502’, ‘B#3502’ were left 

unassigned, to be assigned when the design for one of the 

assigned block is completed. During morning meeting, KIM BJ 

informed allocation result of blocks to design engineers, and 

received the expected man-hours for each block from the 

allocated design engineers. Based on these, KIM BJ entered the 

expected man-hours for each block in ERP system, so that 

everyone can see, and share. In addition, the manager developed 

the drawing program in the form of MS Excel file, and shared 

this to production management department in the yard. 

According to this schedule, for each key issue of blocks, the 

manager checks and manages the work progress of every design 

engineer manually. 
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Figure 2-31 Task of design manager ‘KIM BJ’ in hull production 

design process 

From now on, on the behalf of production design engineers, we 

take look at the task of LEE GJ who has been assigned to 

‘B#2501’. As shown in Figure 2-32, LEE GJ is instructed to 

design ‘B#2501’ by KIM BJ; thus, he analyzes the ‘S02-Main 

Deck Const.,’ which contains the assigned block. From the 

analysis, he determines the expected man-hours of the assigned 

block to be 160 M/H and reports this to KIM BJ. Thereafter, he 

focuses on the part of ‘B#2501’ in the construction drawing using 

a highlighter, and performs the labeling task for every plate and 

part represented by lines and symbols in the drawing (8 M/H 

required). After this, using the ‘Advanced Planar Hull’ in the 

shipbuilding 3D CAD system, such as Tribon or AVEVA Marine, 

he models the block in 3D (40 M/H required). Among the 
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working drawing which is described in subsection 2.4, LEE GJ 

completes parts for decks and bulkheads first (40 M/H required). 

Remain parts such as delivery information, ‘Block Analysis’, etc. 

are intended to check and confirm when all production design 

task are done, thus as LEE GJ reviews the design result by 

himself.   

 

Figure 2-32 Task of design engineer ‘LEE GJ’ in hull production 

design process – labeling, 3D modeling, working drawing 

generation 

LEE GJ who just finished the first draft of the working drawing 

executes the program that converts the parts being modeled for 

‘B#2501’, which are stored in PLDB and PRDB, into the nesting 

pieces can be supported by the specific nesting program. Since 
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when LEE GJ checks whether all parts have been converted 

successfully, and there are no missing parts, then, he generates 

‘Tree View’ and ‘Weight C.O.G’ of the working drawing (4 M/H 

required). Here, the design engineer changes his work 

environment from the CAD system to the nesting system in order 

to perform the nesting with the nesting pieces for ‘B#2501 (20 

M/H required). He organizes outputs of the nesting task as ‘N/C 

Cutting Plan’ which is 2D drawing. Now, the design engineer 

changes his work environment to the CAD system again, and 

using a drafting function, he generates ‘Profile Cutting Plan’ 

which describes features for endcut of each stiffener, and ‘Flat-

bar manual cutting plan’. In addition, there are plates and profiles 

that requires the bending press, thus LEE GJ makes out this 

information in the form of ‘Bending Information’, 2D drawing. 

Using all this information, LEE GJ generates ‘Required Material 

List’ using MS Excel (16 M/H required). And using ‘Weight 

C.O.G’, he also generates ‘Block Lifting Lug’ drawing (16 M/H 

required). Using the program that organizes all hull parts 

information comprehensively into M-BOM for the block, LEE GJ 

generates ‘Hull Part Lists’. All these outputs are printed out and 
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organized and requested to be reviewed by KIM BJ, the design 

part manager. Shortly after, the issue of drawings is approved (4 

M/H required), LEE GJ issues the drawings, and by so, the hull 

production design process of ‘B#2501’ is terminated. As 12 M/H 

was saved than expected man-hours, total 148 M/H was spent. 

KIM BJ assigns ‘B#2502’ to LEE GJ, newly, so that LEE GJ 

repeats the process of the hull production design. In other words, 

the hull production design engineer performs the design for the 

allocated block to him in the same process that LEE GJ has done 

‘B#2501’ along. 
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3. Executable BPM Model for Ship Hull 

Production Design Process  

3.1. Executable BPM Model  

A work process is not a brand new concept arising through 

adaptation of the workflow or the BPM; it always exists in 

organized work. In order to enhance work efficiency and manage 

work progress efficiently, it is necessary to visualize the 

invisible processes in the form of a diagram or manual, or 

something similar. Figure 3-1 represents the concept of the 

visualization of an invisible process and the improvement of 

work using the BPM. 

Concretely, in the past, a process existed in which the know-

how of each worker was invisible. Therefore, when a worker 

resigns or is absent, a work vacuum occurs because it is difficult 

to grasp the current status of the work, or, if it is grasped, it is 

difficult to determine how to proceed and what to do. Moreover, 

training a new employee requires many man-hours, and it is 
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difficult to determine whether the work process is handed down 

well or not. Because the process is not shared, if the same work 

is divided between expert and non-expert workers, differences 

in work efficiency and quality of results can be the only 

significant differences. 

 

Figure 3-1 Design process before and after of the BPM  

From the perspective of the business, when the know-how of 

the expert is shared with workers in the same task, productivity 

can be enhanced. Thus, in well-organized corporations or 

departments, the process is written in the work manual. As the 

process exists in the form of a document, everyone charged with 

the task can find work to be done. However, from the manager’s 

perspective, it is still difficult to grasp the current status of the 

allocations of human resources and material and ascertain the 
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degree of work progress on the project. For this, it is essential 

to obtain periodic reports from workers. 

A BPMS shows the process as a visible diagram and provides 

corresponding tasks to the worker in charge. Thus, the workers 

in a corporation or department that has adopted a BPMS perform 

allocated tasks, participate in the business process, and also 

easily see at which stage their work falls in the overall process. 

For the same reason, the manager also checks and monitors the 

real-time status of work progress, human resources, and 

materials in the project.  

In order to operate the BPMS, a business process should be 

expressed in computer-applicable form and should be 

programmed. There are various methods for expressing a 

business process: BPMN, extensible markup language (XML) 

process definition language (XPDL), Petri-Net, unified modeling 

language (UML) activity diagram, integrated definition for 

process description capture method (IDEF3), flow charts, etc.  

(B. Kim & Kim, 2011); however, the fundamental expression of 

the business process is similar in all of them, including process 
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start and end, tasks and transitions, splitting and joining of tasks, 

etc. In this paper, we explain the process in terms of BPMN, 

which is established as the international standard notation for 

BPM modeling by the business process management initiative 

(BPMI). 

After a work process is captured, the graphical expression of the 

capture as a diagram using the BPMN is a kind of PDM. In order 

to make this kind of PDM work with a BPMS and operate 

according to the developer’s intension, dedicated attributes and 

conditions must be programmed in detail. Through this additional 

development procedure, the model deployed in the BPMS to be 

provided to the BPM end-user refers to the executable BPM 

model. In terms of a language to define this executable BPM 

model, there is the business process execution language (BPEL 

but it is structured on the basis of XML, so there is no continuity 

in terms of visibility with the PDM defined using BPMN. 

Therefore, many commercial BPMSs and open-solution BPMSs 

provide functionality that allows the developer to create the 

PDM and define detailed attributes to make an executable model 
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with just an intuitive click of the PDM, then deploy the process 

and perform debugging all in a single studio with a GUI-based 

development environment. Figure 3-2 shows the development 

concept for PDM that is written in MS Visio to the executable 

model in BPMS. If the PDM is represented in the standard format 

of BPMN, XPDL, then after importing this as a diagram to the 

BPMS, it requires additional development procedures such as 

condition setting for splitting, actor selection for each task, data 

generation, and so on.  

The BOS is a BPM open solution developed by French BonitaSoft. 

The BOS provides the development environment for a developer 

to define, execute, and deploy a BPM model, and the 

environment for a user to take part in, and use this model. Figure 

3-3 shows the studio and ‘User XP’ of the BOS. The studio is the 

GUI-based development environment that is provided by the 

BOS for a developer, where the developer makes the BPM model, 

defines detailed attributes with actual work data, implements 

additional functions. And in ‘User XP’, an administrator can 

perform logging, authorization, process management and user 
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management. In other words, because the participants to the 

BPM is stored in the DB of ‘User XP’, so that a developer can 

access the user DB to define which person, who has which 

authority, or which role, will perform the each task in the 

process model. 

 

Figure 3-2 BPM modeling in BPMS from PDM 
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Figure 3-3 Bonita Open Solution – open source BPMS 

The user who is registered in the BPM is able to take part in the 

developed BPM model by himself, and to utilize this, as shown in 

Figure 3-4. When a user connects and logins to the deployed 
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BPM webpage, he can check the assigned task to be done by him, 

ongoing task, completed task, etc. When he clicks the content of 

each task, the UI is converted to the work UI that actual task can 

be performed, and when he completes the task, the UI is 

converted automatically to one defined for next work in the 

predefined process.   

 

Figure 3-4 User environment of BOS 

Using the BOS, the developer can make a diagram directly using 

BPMN or can simply load and use external PDMs in standard 

forms (BPMN, XPDL) defined in other process modeling 

programs such as MS Visio, UML, etc. The BOS provides an 
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executable model-programming environment using a GUI for the 

BPM enactment service. Concretely, the developer can define 

data and implement functions that are used in the actual task, 

and select actor, who will proceed on the process, through the 

connection with user database.  

Various additional configurations are required for the PDM to be 

incorporated into the executable BPM model, including the start-

and-end-conditions configuration for each process, the selection 

configuration of the actor or candidate who is responsible for 

each task, GUI design for each task to be done by a user, data 

mapping between the GUI and the PDM, programming of the data 

process or calculation for user-friendliness, and interfacing 

external functions or programs to the executable model. 

In order to implement the executable BPM model and enhance 

user-friendliness for the BPMS end-user who is the BPM 

participant, automatic tasks processed by the system may be 

added to the PDM. Therefore, we must distinguish the 

executable BPM model from the PDM in the BPMN. In addition, 

the executable model is dependent on the BPM engine. This 
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implies that if we implement the same business process using 

different BPMSs, the implementation results of each executable 

BPM model will not be the same. 

 

3.2. Process Definition Model of Hull Production 

Design Process 

The outputs of the hull production design described in Section 2 

are used for work directly in the shipyard, as shown in Figure 

3-5. The required material list is used for selecting the raw steel 

plate in the open-storage yard where raw steel plates are piled 

up. The selected raw steel plate goes through the preprocessing 

procedure and is transported to cutting shop. In cutting shop, 

cutting plan and manual cutting plan, etc. are being used. If there 

is the profile that needs to be bended among the profiles of 

which cutting is completed, it is transported to bending press 

stage, and is fabricated based on the bending information 

drawing. During the assembly stages from the part assembly to 

the block assembly, hull part list which presents status of each 
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hull part, and working drawing which shows detailed work 

process are used. Finally, in block assembly stage and erection 

stage, production engineering drawing is required.     

 

Figure 3-5 Relations between the hull production design process 

and the yard process  

The hull production design process and the production process 

proceed along the relationship with each other in the output of 

the hull production design as displayed above. From the 

perspective of the actual workers who participate in the process, 

the above process should be divided into a design part manager 

process and a design engineer process. The PDMs of a design 

part manager process and a design engineer process 

represented in BPMN using MS Visio are presented in Figure 
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3-6.  

 

Figure 3-6 PDM for ship hull production design process 

Concretely, a design manager process consists of the drawing 

analysis task which is performed when the construction is 

received, and the job assignment task for each block to design 

engineers. According to this job assignment result, by each 

design engineer, there are tasks of labeling, 3D modeling, part 

conversion to nesting piece, nesting and cutting plan generation, 

required material list generation, working drawing generation, 

hull part list generation for all hull production design process, 

and there may exist designs of lifting lug and scaffold when it 

needs to be done. When all these design tasks are completed, it 

should go through the review/approval procedure to be issued. In 

other words, a design manager process is generated by the 

received construction in the hull production design part, and it is 
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carried out by one design manager. In addition, the design 

engineer process, which is triggered by the result of the design 

manager process, is generated as many as the number of total 

blocks, at this time it is carried out by each of corresponding 

design engineer for the block. In other words, the design 

engineer who takes charge of the block undertakes the whole 

design engineer process from start to finish.                

 

3.3. Executable BPM Model Implementation using 

the BOS 5.7.2 

For the executable BPM model implementations of the ship hull 

production design process, we used the BOS 5.7.2 environment 

for the development of the PDM and the executable model and 

the BOS 5.7.2 as the BPM engine. In order to implement the job 

assignment or other calculations in the hull production design 

process, we used Java (JDK 1.7.0), and for the user-defined data 

types, classes, and functions within the BOS, we used Groovy 

script language (Groovy 1.8.2) (Koenig, Glover, King, & Laforge, 
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2007).  

Figure 3-7 represents the executable model for a design part 

manager using the BOS. First, the PDM for the analyzed 

application domain is modeled as a diagram in the BOS studio 

and all data types and names of the variables necessary for the 

execution are created. The PDM could be designed for execution, 

as a task is subdivided into a sub-process or as a new task for 

automatic operation in the BPMS. In this implementation, as 

shown in Figure 3-7, the task named ‘Construction Analysis’ was 

modeled in sufficient detail to be at the level of a sub-process. 

Within this new sub-process, automatic processes that load input 

values from external files and compute pre-defined calculations 

are added, such as the task named ‘Auto Setting with File.’ 
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Figure 3-7 Implementation overview of the executable BPM 

model for the design manager in hull production design process 

Next, the form pages to be shown on the webpage screen when 

a user executes tasks in the BPMS are designed and mapped to 

the pre-defined system data. At this point, if the data should be 

processed and operated with a simple calculation or sorting and 

searching, it can be set conveniently using the Groovy scripting. 

Otherwise, if the result can only be attained from the execution 

of an external program, or if serial computation through several 

functions has to be performed by a user, we can implement this 

process using the connector which is the external-program-call 
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function in the BOS (Bonitasoft, 2011). When we want to use the 

connector, we can simply use pre-defined functions within the 

BOS that are meant for connection to external programs or Web 

services such as databases, the mailing service, ERP, social 

networking services (SNS), or the system itself. Alternatively, 

we may use the user-defined Java class or the Groovy script 

embedding. When we develop an application program with a 

programming language like Java, C, etc., calling an external 

function developed in a scripting language is defined as script 

embedding (Son et al., 2010). In this implementation, we use the 

user-defined classes developed with Java for the implementation 

of the optimal job assignment and use the Groovy script 

embedding for searching the available design engineers from the 

BPMS. We will look at the specific content and how to implement 

from now on. 

The production design process begins with the generation of the 

process instance as soon as the construction issues. Thus, as 

this concept can be explained when the structural design process 

is generated in the executable BPM model, we made the brief 
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modeling for the structural design process. Figure 3-8 

represents detailed implementation of the executable BPM model 

for the structural design process.  

In the structural design process, ‘ConstDWG’ which is the 

‘attachment’ type supported by the BOS is defined as the sole 

process data. This is the data that can store the construction file 

to be issued that a user registers. As the actor who will use this 

process, we defined ‘Process Initiator’ who is the first user to 

make the overall BPM model be executable by compiling it. And 

we authorize ‘admin’ as the actor for this process as well, so that 

the administrator in User XP also can initiate and execute this 

process.      
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Figure 3-8 Executable BPM model of ship hull structural process 

Figure 3-9 shows by comparison the designed form page and the 

webpage UI where the user deals with the actual task which is 

made by compiling the form page. On the right-hand side of top 

of webpage, the user who is dealing with the task in the current 

process is shown, and it can be known that he is ‘admin’. If the 

user selects the construction to be issued in the form of a file, 

the file will be stored at ‘ConstDWG’ which is defined earlier. As 

shown in Figure 3-9, the user is registering the file of ‘S02-

MainDeckConst.jpg’. And the actual file image can be seen in the 

bottom of the webpage, this is because that we already 
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implemented the function that shows the BOS attachment file as 

an image beforehand at the ‘preview’ item in the form page. If 

the user clicks ‘publish’ button, then the corresponding task is 

terminated, and the end event which is named ‘Message_Const’, 

as shown in Figure 3-8, is executed to terminate the process 

instance.    

 

Figure 3-9 Form page design of ship hull structural process 

As an end event in BPMN, there are ‘end’, ‘end message’, ‘end 

signal’, ‘end error’, etc. As the purpose of this process is to 

trigger the design manager process of the hull production design, 

we implemented the end event with ‘end message’. In Figure 

3-10, it can be seen that we can define data for ‘end message’, 

the target task and process where this message should be 

passed, and the expiration time and day for this message. In this 
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implementation, ‘ConstDWG’ data which is the construction 

drawing that the user registered earlier is copied in the form of 

its own data type which is the attachment to the attachment data 

named ‘dwg_file’, and the name of the construction is set at 

‘name_of_const’ as a text type. In addition, the name of the 

reference drawing is defined at ‘name_of_reference’ as a text 

type as well. These two text types should be input by the user in 

the previous UI, however this implementation does not focus on 

the structural design process so that it is designed as simple as 

possible, and data input for above two data is omitted. In other 

words, we set the name of the construction and the name of 

reference as data default values in advance.    
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Figure 3-10 End message setting of ship hull structural process 

Figure 3-11 represents detail implementation of the executable 

BPM model for the production design manager process. Total 

twenty data are defined as process data. Concretely, 

‘Assignment_result’ is defined as Map type supported in Groovy 

script in the form of [‘design engineer’: ‘block’] that means 

which block should be assigned to which design engineer. And 

‘BlkDivName’ of a text type to store the reference drawing name 

which was defined at the data of the message in the previous 
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structural design process is defined. And to store that file as an 

attachment type, ‘BlkDivFile’ is defined. Likewise, there are 

‘ConstFile’ of an attachment type to store the construction which 

is passed from the earlier message, and ‘ConstName’ of a text 

type to store that name. And it can be seen that ‘BlockNo’ which 

stores names of blocks as List type that a design manager inputs 

as Java text type is defined, and ‘No_of_blk’ is defined as an 

integer type which stores number of total blocks that is entered 

in the process instance. Next, data for the input items to 

evaluate standardized block design man-hours which will be 

explained in the next section are listed. They are a total of six, 

which are ‘Blk_Vol’ (in parentheses: type; <List<Float>>), 

‘Num_of_BHD’ (<List<Integer>>), ‘Num_of_Slant_Hole’ 

(<List<Integer>>), ‘Num_of_Hole’ (<List<Integer>>), ‘Scffld’ 

(<List<Boolean>>), and ‘TO_Lug’ (<List<Boolean>>). Detail 

explanation for these will be done in the next section. For all 

input blocks, these six items are inputted to be calculated the 

standardized block design man-hours for each block by the 

external function. This standardized block design man-hours are 

stored at ‘StdBlkMH’ which is List type of Float. In the same 
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manner, there are ‘EngineerMH’ which stores the design 

engineer man-hours availability of a Float type that will be 

explained in the next section as List type, and 

‘DesignerVariables’ which receives and saves the data for this 

calculation from the BOS user DB. ‘DesignerVariables’ is the 

form of List that stores the class type of the Bonita API by users. 

And there are ‘CostMatrix’, ‘CostMatrixAfterHA’, and 

‘CostMatrixForAssignment’ as a matrix data (in the form of List 

type which stores a set of List types of Float in it) to store the 

intermediate procedure result of Hungarian Algorithm which will 

be explained in Section 5. Lastly, as the business process 

simulation may be executed by a user or not, for this there is 

‘simFlag’ of Boolean type to store this.  
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Figure 3-11 Executable BPM model of ship hull production design 

manager process 

As the actor who will use this process, ‘PartManager’ is set. This 

means that this process can be used only by the user who has 

‘part_management’ role, after searching all roles of users which 

are stored in the BOS user DB. In other words, when the process 

instance is initiated, the BPMS generates and provides the 

process instance only with the user who is given the 

‘part_management’ role. Figure 3-12 shows the example that the 

admin gives a role to a user in the User XP where the user DB of 

the BOS can be managed. At the top side, all registered roles in 

User XP are shown. And it can be known that it is consists of 
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‘admin’, ‘part_management’, ‘production_design’, and ‘user’. In 

the ‘Organization-users’ item of User XP, users list, roles list, 

groups list, and user metadata are included. At the roles list 

among them, the admin is able to set the detail that what kinds of 

roles which are defined on the upper side are to be given to 

which users. For the example using ‘Role Setting’ item in Figure 

3-12, it can be known that ‘part_management’ is provided with 

KIM BJ whose ID is ‘ManagerKim’. If we click each user items on 

the users list, detail information will be appear as well, and 

among them, at ‘Member of’ item, corresponding department and 

role can be found. Therefore, in conclusion this production 

design manager process is one that is provided only with the 

user KIM BJ.   
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Figure 3-12 Roles in User XP of BOS 

As going back to Figure 3-11 again, we can know that the start 

event is defined as ‘start message’. At this point, the connection 

between this and ‘end message’ which is the end event of the 

earlier structural design process can be identified with an arrow. 

However, the actual concrete data of ‘end message’ are not 

linked to this automatically, thus it is required of the function 

which stores these data into data of the production design 

manager process. For this purpose, we implemented this using 

‘Set Variables’ out of the BOS internal connectors (predefined 

functions developed with APIs which are thought to be useful for 
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a process developer). Figure 3-13 shows the setting of ‘Set 

Variables’. The element of left column is the name of data which 

is defined in the current process, and the element of right 

column is the data names of other process which is passed as a 

message. And here, the variable name should be defined as 

GString type of Groovy. In other words, it is not to set the 

absolute value, but to wrap the variable name in the form of ‘${}’, 

so that the defined value can be retrieved by visiting the address 

of that value.  

 

Figure 3-13 ‘Set Variables’ BOS connector setting in start 

message  

Among the tasks of BPMN, ‘Human’ task where the user must 

participate in to perform needs to design a form page as shown 
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in the earlier example of the structural design process. As shown 

in Figure 3-11, ‘Block Assignment’ which has the human icon on 

the upper left corner is ‘Human task’, and has four form pages of 

‘Assignment’, ‘Assignment2’, ‘HungarianAlgorithm’, and ‘BPS’ 

which are executed in the order named. Detailed implementation 

will be explained in Section 7.   

For the connector, there are two functions implemented using 

Java class (‘ComputeStdBlkMH’, ‘ComputEngineerAvailableMH’), 

and five functions developed using Groovy script 

(‘FindCandidates’, ‘GetCostMatrix’, ‘ExecuteHA’, 

‘HA_Assignment’, ‘BPS’), and detailed implementations will be 

presented in Section 5 and 6.  

To look specifically at the example, the hull production design 

manager needs to implement two major tasks to process the 

construction analysis. One is to enter inputs in the BPMS for the 

number of blocks and each block number, which is the work item 

determined from the construction and the block division. The 

other is to enter detailed configuration information for the 

evaluation of the work difficulty of each registered block. 
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Because both tasks need independent UIs, and because the UI 

should be created dynamically and dependently according to the 

number of blocks entered previously, the task needs to be 

separated into a sub-process for the executable BPM model 

implementation. ‘Construction Analysis’ which is shown in Figure 

3-11 is ‘Call Activity’ task of BPMN and calls the sub-process 

which is defined as shown in Figure 3-14. 

 

Figure 3-14 Executable BPM model of ship hull production design 

manager process: sub-process of ‘Construction Analysis’ 

Like this, ‘Call Activity’ task and the sub-process are actually 

defined in the different process separately, thus the sub-process 

which is ‘DWG_Analysis’ must be defined as ‘end-to-end’ 
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process model which has a start and an end. In ‘DWG_Analysis’ 

process, there are a total fourteen process data. Twelve data, 

except ‘Flag_auto’ which is Boolean type data for the splitting 

condition of the task where the user inputs block information 

directly or the task where the BPMS loads the file which 

contains blocks information to process the task automatically, 

and ‘Itr’ which is Integer type data to save current number of 

iterations in the ‘Loop’ task, are same data with those of the 

design manager process where ‘Call Activity’ task locates. Data 

needs to be coupled with each other as shown in Figure 3-15.   

 

Figure 3-15 Data coupling between ‘Call Activity’ task and sub-

process 

‘DWG Analysis’ which is the first task of the sub-process is 

‘Human’ task. Thus it needs to design the form page which is the 
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UI to be shown on the webpage and to be defined the actual 

tasks that a design manager should deal with. The left-hand side 

of Figure 3-16 is the detailed procedure for designing the form 

page, and the right-hand side of Figure 3-16 is the webpage 

where the user deals with the actual task when the BPM is 

serviced after the process execution. In the form page of the 

left-hand side of Figure 3-16, if we decide which types of data 

should be linked for each item with the user-defined data in the 

PDM, and if we implement these, the UI that reflects variables to 

be changed dependently in the process execution is constructed. 

For example, in the ‘Construction DWG Name’ task located at the 

top of the UI, the Groovy variable named ‘${ConstName}’ is 

written as defined in the executable model implementation. As 

‘name_of_const’ which was passed as the message from the 

structural design process was stored at the variable of 

‘ConstName’ by ‘GetData’ connector at the start message in the 

design manager process. This value is passed once more to 

‘ConstName’ in the sub-process as the result of the data 

coupling which is defined as shown in Figure 3-15, so that the 

value to be shown in the UI becomes ‘S02-Main Deck 
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Construction’. By going through same procedure, we 

implemented ‘ConstFile’ which is the construction drawing of an 

attachment type to be provided as downloadable, and through the 

image preview functionality, we made the drawing to be 

presented on the UI as well. Likewise, ‘BlkDivName’ and 

‘BlkDivFile’ are the name of ‘S02-BlkDiv’, and its actual drawing 

in the form of an attachment file, respectively. Below these, 

there is ‘auto-setting’ in the check-box type that enables to 

make a choice. And when a user selects this box to be checked 

then the value of ‘Flag_auto’ becomes ‘true’, else it is ‘false’. 

And the default value for this variable is ‘false’. In other words, 

when this check-box is chosen to be checked, then a user won’t 

input the block information manually, but the system will retrieve 

the block information from the predefined file and deals with it. 

In last, we implemented the UI for a design manager to enter the 

block name identified from the construction and the block 

division using ‘Editable grid’ type supported by the BOS. As the 

numbers of blocks are variable from one to another, it cannot 

receive to store the desirable data flexibly with the fixed table 

type. ‘Editable grid’ which can complement this is basically the 
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form of 2 by 2 table, but a user can add or remove columns or 

rows as many as he wants so that any number of data can be 

inputted. Inputted data in ‘Editable grid’ is the matrix form which 

consists of the double list ([[], [] ... []]). And ‘BlockNo’ stores 

this information.  

 

Figure 3-16 Form page design for ‘DWG Analysis’ task 

The ‘Block info generation’ task is a loop task in the BPMN, 

which repeats a unit task when we define the designed UI in 

Figure 3-17 as the one to use until the escape condition is 

satisfied. As the escape condition, it needs total number of 

blocks which was inputted. Thus, ‘BlockNo’ which is the matrix 

form that the user inputted at the previous task is used. This is 
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implemented in ‘GetNo_of_Block’ which is the connector of ‘DWG 

Analysis’ as shown in Figure 3-14 using ‘Set a variable’ which is 

the BOS internal connector. Concretely, we set ‘No_of_blk’ of 

Integer type data with the simple Groovy script which is 

‘${blockNo.size()*blockNo.get(0).size();}’ for its variable value. 

This is the calculation function to find the inputted number of 

blocks by getting the number of column and the number of row 

of ‘BlockNo’ where the result of ‘Editable grid’ that the user had 

generated, and by multiplying these. Therefore, this 

‘GetNo_of_Block’ is configured as the connector to be executed 

when ‘DWG Analysis’ task is terminated. As a connector is 

configured in a task, its execution point can be selected to be 

one of ‘enter’, ‘start’, ‘suspend’, ‘resume’, and ‘finish’ by a task 

as shown in Figure 3-18.  
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Figure 3-17 Form page design for ‘Block Info Generation’ task 

 

Figure 3-18 Connector setting in the BOS 

‘Block Info Generation’ task is ‘Human’ task of BPMN, and seems 

to be ‘Loop’ task at the same time. As shown in Figure 3-19, this 
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can be done by setting the task as ‘is looped’ and by defining 

loop condition with the variable. And here, it can be seen to be 

set as ‘itr<no_of_blk’. In the BOS, even if a user set the process 

data to uppercase, first character is converted to lowercase 

automatically to be used. Therefore, this implementation means 

that this task repeats while ‘Itr’ which means the number of 

current iteration is smaller than the value of ‘No_of_blk’.  

 

Figure 3-19 Loop task setting in the BOS 

Figure 3-20 represents the implementation of the increase for 

the iteration variable (‘Itr’). As the BOS supports the Groovy 

script as internal data, we can implement simple data 

computations such as ‘itr=itr+1;’ using the Groovy script. We 

implemented this process in detail for the task in which ‘Itr’ is 

created with the initial value. Whenever the “OK and Next 

Block” button is clicked as the information input is completed to 
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terminate the task, it increases by one.   

 

Figure 3-20 Implementation of a loop task using Groovy script 

To look specifically at the designed form page and the UI for 

actual BPM execution as shown in Figure 3-17, we set the data 

mapping for the value of the variable ‘No_of_blk’ to be shown in 

the upper left side, and for the value of the variable ‘Itr’ to be 

shown in the upper right side. And we linked ‘ConstName’ which 

is the construction information being inputted currently, and 

‘ConstFile’ of the attachment file type to the form page, and 

made this drawing to be shown in advance as an image. As 

shown in Figure 3-21, we designed the text box that presents 

the current block name to be entered to the user using the brief 

Groovy script which finds it from ‘BlockNo’ of the double-list 
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type that contains names of blocks entered earlier using the 

value of ‘Itr’ variable.  

 

Figure 3-21 Get the block number from the matrix according to 

the iteration  

For each block, we designed four ‘text box’ and two ‘check box’ 

to enter basic information for the standardized block design 

man-hours that will be explained subsection 4.2. Because the 

input values that are entered in each ‘text box’ are string types, 

they must be converted to be Float type or Integer type to be 

used in the actual calculation. For example, data of ‘Number of 

Bulkhead’ text box that receives the number of bulkheads must 

be stored in ‘Num_of_bhd’ which is the Integer type process data. 

As shown in Figure 3-22, the input in ‘field_Text_field1’ of 
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‘Number of Bulkhead’ text box is converted to Integer type using 

‘Integer.parseInt()’ which is basic type-casting function of Java. 

And this value is stored in ‘Num_of_bhd’, at this time it is not just 

stored but is appended to be added to end of List type. As there 

are ‘Num_of_bhd’ variables which has different values as many 

as the number of entered blocks, to combine these into Java List 

type which is the flexible array type, we designed the concept of 

the append one by one in the name of one variable. In the BOS, 

this can be implemented with the statement of “‘List type 

variable name’#‘List type variable name’#add”. Other input text-

boxes are performed the type-casting of a text in the same 

manner, especially the conversion to Float type is implemented 

using ‘Float.parseFloat()’ function.   
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Figure 3-22 Data type casting from text to integer in the text box 

of the BOS form page 

As above, a user can enter all block information manually, 

whereas it can be done all at once using predefined file. For this 

purpose, we generated ‘Auto Setting with File’ task. This is not 

the task that the user must perform directly, but the task that 

system performs predefined commands so that we defined this 

as ‘Script’ task of BPMN. If the user wants to enter the 

information from files at ‘DWG Analysis’ task, thus if he checks 

‘auto setting’ check box, then the value of ‘flag_auto’ variable 

would turn to be ‘true’. As shown in Figure 3-14, the condition 

for splitting should be defined in the arrow which represents a 

transition in BPM. In other words, if ‘flag_auto == true’ is 

satisfied, then it transited to ‘Auto Setting with File’ task, else it 
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is transited to ‘Block Info Generation’ task.   

Once ‘Auto Setting with File’ task begins, ‘LoadSetting’ which is 

the connector implemented using Groovy script will execute, and 

detailed implementation for this is as shown in Figure 3-23.   

 

Figure 3-23 ‘LoadSetting’ Groovy connector implementation in 

‘Auto Setting with File’ task 

To look this specifically, in line 1, the directory of the file where 

the block information is entered is set, and in line 2, that file 
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name is set. Then, the variable ‘file’ is created in the form of 

Java File class, and this is able to contain all information in the 

file that is located in the directory that is set earlier. Like this, 

as Groovy Script is the high-level script language which is 

developed based on Java, all of basic Java class and data can be 

used, and the program is lightweight to be run quickly and can be 

developed casually as the advantages of the script language.   

Figure 3-24 presents the contents of ‘blk_info_sep.txt’ file which 

is loaded by above script. Concretely, the values for number of 

bulkheads, block max-boundary-box volume, number of holes, 

number of slant bulkheads, installation of T/O lug, and 

installation of scaffold for the six blocks is included in order.      
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Figure 3-24 ‘blk_info_sep.txt’ file for ‘Auto Setting with File’ task 

By going back to the script program as shown in Figure 3-23, 

we continue to explain. Above file contents are loaded to be 

stored in ‘file’ variable of Java File class. After reading each line 

to catch all information as String type, each line is added to  

‘lines’ variable of List type (line 5). In line 7-13, the variables of 

‘def’ type which is unique type supported by Groovy and is able 

to contain any types are declared to be used as List type for 

block name, number of bulkheads, block max-boundary-box 

volume, number of holes, number of slant bulkheads, installation 

of T/O lug, and installation of scaffold. In line 15, by dividing 

total number of line in the file with eight which comes from 
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seven lines for block information, and one line of space for the 

separation between blocks, the number of the entered blocks in 

the file is computed. In line 16–24, there is for-loop statement 

which repeats as many as the number of the inputted blocks. 

Concretely, after retrieving the value from ‘lines’ of List type 

which was generated earlier, it performs type-casting to types 

for each process data defined in the BOS. In addition to type-

casting to Integer type and Float type as explained earlier, the 

type-casting to Boolean type is performed using 

‘Boolean.parseBoolean()’ function as well. Especially as the 

block max-boundary-box volume that a user entered in 

percentage should be converted to the number in the decimal 

point of Float type, extra calculation is added. In line 26–32, the 

values set in the variables in script are passed to the process 

data of the BOS. Therefore, when the blocks information are 

entered in the external file in the form as shown in Figure 3-24, 

a design manager does not need to enter these manually, but is 

able to complete the block information input conveniently.  
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3.4. BPM-based Ship Hull Production Design 

Process 

If the BPM for a process-centric work environment is utilized, 

the potential business improvements for the ship hull production 

design process include job assignment, managers’ ability to 

monitor work, collaboration with other design parts, and follow-

up to the completed production design. First, we examine the job 

assignment for a design manager. During the work process 

described in subsection 3.2, a design part manager registers the 

work items, which are blocks to be designed here using the UI of 

the BPMS. In addition to this, if he registers the basic data for 

the work difficulty evaluation of a block design, such as the 

number of bulkheads and the existence of curved plates, slanted 

plates, scaffolds, and turnover lugs, the block assignment for 

each design engineer can be done using the expected man-hours 

for each assignment calculated on the basis of the calculation 

result of the work difficulties of each block and the design 

availability of each design engineer registered as a user in the 

BPMS (Figure 3-25). 
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Figure 3-25 Improvement for hull design manager process in BPM 

environment – job assignment 

When a design engineer logs on to the BPMS, he may realize that 

the block to be designed has been assigned to him; the expected 

due date for completion is also mentioned. If he starts to work, 

the production design process for the corresponding block is 

created and initiated. First, he enters the expected tree view of 

the block with the BPMS UI according to the labeling output 

performed manually. Thus, modeling progress can be checked 

and monitored on the tree-view to be marked with a check-mark 

whenever the modeling part is generated for an object in the hull 

structure data bank (OGDB) of the 3D CAD system (Figure 3-26). 
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Figure 3-26 Improvement for hull production design engineer 

process in BPM environment 

Therefore, the work progress of a design engineer is shown 

visually so he is able to know which task he should undertake 

next even if he is non-experienced in hull production design. 

Due to such process visibility, a design manager can glance at 

every work in the process at any time he wants to, unlike the old 

way of monitoring, which was to visit each engineer and check 

each one manually. As shown in Figure 3-27, in dealing with the 

construction drawing analysis of ‘S02-Stern Const.,’ a design 

manager clicks the item ‘S02-Main Deck Const.,’ the completed 

process, to check the monthly work progress of part members. 
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Then, the blocks, which are the work items organized in a tree-

view in the BAM window, can be seen with the information 

regarding to whom they have been assigned and the status of the 

current work progress in the form of a percentage. When the 

design manager clicks each work item, the current BPM process 

progress for the corresponding design engineer is shown 

visually. 

 

Figure 3-27 Improvement for hull design manager process in BPM 

environment – BAM 

Ship hull production design tasks are closely related to the 

outfitting design. Generally, the outfitting production design is 

dealt with after the completion of the hull production design 
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because it is essential to arrange the 3D outfitting model in the 

outfitting design and check whether there will be any collisions 

using the completed 3D hull model. 

Let us consider the piping engineer in the outfitting design part 

who deals with the ‘Hull pipe’ design task, as shown in Figure 

3-28. At this time, in order to perform the ‘Pipe arrangement,’ 

the hull model for the corresponding zone is necessary. Thus, he 

inquires about the hull production part’s work related to ‘S02-

Main Deck Const.’ in the BPMS. Then, the BAM UI appears, 

which is same as one shown earlier in the manager’s monitoring 

task, and it allows the piping engineer to check whether the 3D 

modeling of the corresponding blocks has been finished. The 

completed block models are loaded from the planar hull module 

in the 3D CAD system so the piping engineer can perform 

collision detection with his personally designed hull pipe model. 

If a collision is detected, he changes the piping design or, if the 

modification is not easy, he could discuss the reflection of an 

additional hole with the hull structure design engineer who is in 

charge of ‘Main Deck Const.’ 
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Figure 3-28 Improvement for hull production design process in 

BPM environment – collaboration 

Last, let us examine the production follow-up. The example of 

LEE GJ, who has completed the hull production design of B#2501 

and is currently performing the production design of B#2502, is 

shown in Figure 3-29. 

When LEE GJ is dealing with the 3D modeling task B#2502, the 

cooperation request for the additional pipe hole reflection for 

B#2501 from the piping engineer in the outfitting design part is 

received. In order to grasp the production status for B#2501, 

LEE GJ selects the B#2501 work item in the BPMS and 

recognizes that the production has begun, as the item is in its 

sub-assembly stage. As the plates have been cut and attached 
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with profiles and hull parts, he enters his opinion on the 

cooperation request for the additional pipe hole in the BPMS and 

goes back to his work on B#2502 modeling. The BPMS delivers 

LEE GJ’s opinion to the corresponding piping engineer 

automatically and instantly, so the piping engineer begins to 

modify the pipe design. 

 

Figure 3-29 Improvement for hull production design process in 

BPM environment – production follow-up  
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4. Job Assignment in Ship Hull Production 

Design 

4.1. Traditional Job Assignment Method in 

Shipyards 

When a design part manager receives the construction from the 

hull design part, the work process for the ship hull production 

design part begins. The drawing analysis is a task that identifies 

blocks that comprise a unit for the production design as a work 

item based on the corresponding construction and block division 

of the ship. The jobs are allocated and managed with this 

identified unit, or block, which becomes the unit for production. 

In subsection 2.7, we explained the detail job assigning 

procedure to design engineers by blocks with an example. The 

traditional assignment method relies solely on the experience 

and knowledge of the manager, thus it is difficult to determine 

whether an assignment was done well enough to meet the 

objectives or not. To improve on this method, the first approach 

considered was a statistical method. As shown in Figure 4-1, the 
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manager can calculate the expected man-hours of the 

assignment based on a brief empirical formula developed from 

past performance statistics. 

 

Figure 4-1 Job assignment using the brief calculations on the 

basis of statistics  

Concretely, after calculation of the design man-hours according 

to the work difficulty of each block and the experience and 

ability of the design engineers, the expected block design man-

hours per design engineer can be estimated. When this 

estimation is done for all blocks and all possible design 

engineers, the assignment can be optimized depending on the 

objectives. It is more practical to adopt the concept of variable 

rather than fixed man-hours; additional computation is required 

for assignments after the calculation of expected block design 
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man-hours for each design engineer. 

 

4.2. Modeling of Ship Hull Production Design 

In this paper, to efficiently assign jobs in ship hull production 

design, we suggest the concepts of standardized block design 

man-hours and design engineer man-hour availability. We define 

standardized block design man-hours as the time for a skillful 

design engineer who can perform the production design well to 

handle a standard block. Here, we define a skillful design 

engineer as having 3–4 years of work experience, 7–12 blocks 

completed to issue, no record in the re-review of the last five 

designed blocks, and less than two faults in those five designed 

blocks. We define a standard block as having 5–7 bulkheads, a 

standard volume, no holes, no slant bulkhead, and assembled 

using a deck-based method and scaffold. At this point, the 

standard volume is defined as the value from dividing the max-

boundary box volume of the whole ship without a deck house by 

the number of blocks. 
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The standardized block design man-hours are divided into the 

standard required man-hours for each task in the hull production 

design and the fixed man-hours for each block. Figure 4-2 

shows the required man-hours for each task when the standard 

block mentioned above is designed in the hull production design 

process. In this paper, we use man-days (M/D; 1 M/D is 9 M/H 

from the assumption that one business day is made up of nine 

business hours) instead of the more commonly used man-hours 

for a more intuitive grasp of the concept.  

 

Figure 4-2 Standardized design man-hours for each task in the 

ship hull production design process 

At this point, we can approach the variable man-hours depending 

on the feature of a block and its corresponding work difficulty 

and fixed man-hours separately. Fixed man-hours are defined 

for the following tasks: labeling (1 M/D), to name all hull parts; 

review (2 M/D) by the design manager to approve the completed 
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production design drawing; issue preparation (1 M/D) by a 

design engineer to organize the completed production design 

drawing, arrange the number of distributions per workshop, and 

preparation of corresponding documents after the issuance for 

the drawing is approved; and piece generation for nesting (1 

M/D) by the design engineer to generate and check/regenerate 

the pieces for nesting from the block model modeled using the 

3D CAD system. The man-hours of other tasks vary for each 

block, and their required man-hours when the standard block is 

processed are as follows: CAD-based 3D modeling (7 M/D), 

where the 3D block model is generated using the 3D shipbuilding 

CAD system; working drawing generation using the 3D model (7 

M/D); nesting (3 M/D), where all hull parts are arranged in the 

nesting program; cutting plan generation (2 M/D), where the 

nesting result is converted into a cutting plan automatically and 

drafting for manual cutting and bending information is done; 

calculation and drawing generation of a lifting lug using the 

center of gravity information and structural information of blocks 

(2 M/D); and generation of the drawing for a scaffold (2 M/D). 
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The block structural components that can affect the block design 

man-hours are as follows: number of bulkheads; block max-

boundary-box volume; number of holes; number of slant 

bulkheads; installation of T/O lug; and installation of scaffold. 

The number of bulkheads for the work unit, which is the direct 

subject of the modeling, nesting, and generation of a working 

drawing, etc., is defined as a percentage relative to the impact of 

5–7 bulkheads, which is regarded as 100%, as shown in Figure 

4-3. The max-boundary-box volume of a block excluding a deck 

house should be approached differently for the working 

drawing/nesting compared to the 3D modeling because the latter 

is less affected by a block volume than the former. As the block 

volume grows bigger, more hull parts for nesting are created, 

and more man-hours for generation of a working drawing are 

required. We specific modeled the man-hour factors for the hull 

structural components; this is shown in Figure 4-3. 
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Figure 4-3 Standardized design man-hours for a block 

If there are holes, additional man-hours are required for 

modeling and nesting the reinforcement of stiffeners near holes. 

If there is a seam line that passes over holes, this also means 

additional man-hours for modeling of the bridge plate for CNC 

cutting and for notation of the working drawing. Thus, we 

modeled the man-hour factor for each hole to be an additional 

0.5 M/D.  

If there are slant bulkheads, 3D modeling becomes more difficult 

than that of a normal bulkhead, and additional man-hours are 

needed to compute shrinkages and make specific notes in the 
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working drawing. We reflect this effect by adding another 0.5 

M/D for each slant bulkhead.  

T/O lug is the production technology that is required when the 

deck-based method is applied to the block assembly, and for 

erection and transportation either, the corresponding man-hours 

are applied in production design only for the block that needs to 

be turnover. And also, the man-hours for the scaffold are applied 

in production design only when the additional temporal scaffold 

is required because the block to be assembled is too big.   

The calculation sheet of the standardized block design man-

hours is shown in Figure 4-4; this was created using MS Excel. 

First, the analysis result of a block is input for each item. When 

the man-hour factors related to the inputs are generated, these 

factors are converted into M/D according to the standard man-

hours for each task and fixed man-hours for each block to 

calculate the standardized man-hour for the block design. For 

example, using B#2501 in Figure 4-4, the man-hour factors for 

each item are calculated as follows: the number of bulkhead is 9, 

and hence, 115%; block volume is 100%; number of holes is 6, 
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and hence, an additional 3 M/D; number of slant bulkheads is 1, 

and hence, an additional 0.5 M/D; additional 2 M/D for T/O lug 

installation; and no scaffold, and hence, no additional man-hours 

for that. Thus, the total additional man-hours is 5.5 M/D, the 

fixed design man-hours per block is 5 M/D, and the modified 

standard man-hours for each task (23 M/D for standard block) 

by the above man-hour factors is 21.9 M/D, and hence, the 

standard block design man-hours for B#2501 is 32.4 M/D in total. 
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Figure 4-4 Calculation sheet for standardized block design man-hours using MS Excel 
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Depending on their experience and ability, the time to design a 

block is bound to differ for different design engineers. Thus, we 

defined the concept of design engineer man-hour availability as 

consisting of the years of work experience, number of completed 

blocks to issue, work experience in the same block, number of 

re-reviews for the last five designed blocks, and number of 

faults for the last five designed blocks. Detail modeling for these 

man-hour factors is shown in Figure 4-5. 

 

Figure 4-5 Modeling of the man-hour factors with regard to a 

design engineer’s experience and ability 

Using this modeling factor, the calculation sheet of design 
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engineer man-hour availability is shown in Figure 4-6; this was 

done using MS Excel. For example, using Lee GJ in Figure 4-6, 

the man-hour factors for each item are calculated as follows: 12 

years of work experience, and hence, 160%; 100 completed 

blocks to issue, and hence, 120%; zero re-reviews for the last 

five designed blocks, and hence, 100%; one fault for the last five 

designed blocks, and hence, 105%; and he possesses work 

experience in the same block, and hence, 120%. The man-hour 

availability of Lee GJ becomes 241.9% after multiplication of all 

of the above factors. This resulting value is the given engineer’s 

efficiency, which means that a job that takes a 100% worker 2 d 

to finish will be finished by a 50% worker in 4 d and by a 150% 

worker in 1.5 d. In conclusion, when Lee GJ, whose man-hour 

availability is 241.9%, designs B#2501, which requires 32.4 M/D 

standard block design man-hours, the required man-hours is 

estimated to be 13.4 M/D. 
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Figure 4-6 Calculation sheet for the design engineer man-hour availability using MS Excel 
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4.3. Job Assignment in the Executable BPM Model 

Figure 4-7 presents the detailed procedure for the 

implementation of the UI to provide the expected man-hours for 

the corresponding block with a user in the BPMS during the job 

assignment task of the design part manager. Specifically, it 

shows the decision-support system functionality, which provides 

the block structure information and the corresponding estimated 

block design man-hours after complicated computation with 

input blocks information for users of the UI in the BPMS. In 

order to compute meaningful data for user-defined functions like 

this, we made the programming codes in class forms using Java, 

as shown in Figure 4-7; moreover, through the configuration of 

the BOS connector, we could call appropriate functions as 

necessary during the process. This executable model 

implementation used five Groovy script-embedding connectors, 

and two Java class connectors. 
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Figure 4-7 Executable BPM model which provides the real-time 

calculation result from the BOS connector for Java 

As ‘Block Assignment’ task is ‘Human’ task of BPMN as shown in 

Figure 3-11, it requires the form page for the webpage UI where 

a design manager can perform job assignment task. The UI 

which is shown in the right-hand side of Figure 4-7 is the 

executed result of the design form page as shown in Figure 4-8 

by the BPMS.  
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Figure 4-8 Design of the form page ‘Assignment’ in the ‘Block 

Assignment’ task 

A design manager enters the information for each block that is 

described in detail at ‘Construction Analysis’ task in subsection 

4.2. Concretely, the block information input is performed through 

each task in ‘DWG_Analysis’ process which is the sub-process 

as shown in Figure 3-14. Figure 4-8 represents the structure of 

the form page that aims to be checked the entered information at 

a glance. To look specifically, each process data (i.e., 

‘num_of_BHD’, ‘blk_Vol’, etc.) which is defined number of 

bulkheads, block max-boundary-box volume, number of holes, 

number of slant bulkheads, installation of T/O lug, and 
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installation of scaffold are set to be data for each field in the 

form of ‘$(variable name)’. As above process data are all List 

types, the values as many as the number of the inputted data are 

expressed automatically as shown in Figure 4-7. In case of the 

block name, it is entered in the form of ‘Editable grid’ to be 

stored in the matrix form like List type of List type ([[], [] ... 

[]]) as shown in Figure 3-16. Thus to express this, we 

implemented the brief Groovy script to read each List type in the 

matrix to store it in a single List (‘temp’), and we set this result 

as the field value for the block name (‘Block No.’). Lastly, using 

the inputted information, standardized block design man-hours 

for each block are calculated to be stored in the variable 

‘stdBlkMH’ of List type. And ‘stdBlkMH’ is designed to be shown 

in the lower left side of the UI. This result can be generated by 

executing ‘ComputeStdBlkMH’ connector that has been 

registered as the user defined connector in the BOS of the 

external function implemented to be Java class, and has been 

interfaced to be functioned properly. This connector is set to be 

executed as soon as the process instance enters ‘Block 

Assignment’. The Java class structure of ‘ComputeStdBlkMH’ is 
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as shown in Figure 4-9. We imported List, Vector, and ArrayList 

which are the generic container type supported by Java to be 

used, and we added ‘org.ow2.bonita.util.accessorUtil’ among the 

Bonita API, that includes the APIs of the libraries about the 

connector and the APIs for reading and writing of the data which 

is being run in the process instance to interface the Java class 

with the BOS (Bonitasoft, 2012). The class member variables and 

member functions are written by the algorithm which is 

explained in subsection 4.2.   
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Figure 4-9 ‘ComputeStdBlkMH’ Connector – Java class outline 

Figure 4-10 represents the source code of the implemented 

interface to make the stand-alone-operating Java class act as 

the BOS connector. We can get the variables about the block 
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information such as ‘num_of_BHD’, ‘blk_Vol’, etc. which are 

defined as the process data   using 

‘AccessorUtil.getQueryRuntimeAPI().getVariable(UUID of 

current activity instance, name of process data )’ out of the BOS 

APIs, that finds the value for the variable name of the process 

data in the current process (i.e., input interface). As each 

process data are defined as the BOS internal data type, they are 

appended in sequence at ‘Vairable_name’ which is ArrayList type 

to contain Object type. Then, they are sorted and type-casted 

(line 207-212) depending on the type for each variable defined 

earlier (line 191-197). And these are entered separately and 

correctly to each member variable of ‘S02_MainDeckConst’ 

which are generated to be Vector type to contain Java class 

‘StdBlkMH’. This is the procedure to enter the information for 

each block by repeating as many as the number of blocks that 

can be estimated by finding the number of the internal storage 

for ‘Num_of_BHD’ which is one of the inputted data. If the data 

inputs by blocks are completed (i.e., all data for one ‘StdBlkMH’ 

class is filled to be completed), standardized block design man-

hours for each block is calculated using the class member 
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function ‘compute_Block_MH()’, and the result in the Float type 

is appended at ‘Result_StdBlkMH’. Lastly, the calculated 

standardized block design man-hours for each block that are 

stored as ArrayList type to contain Float type must be passed to 

the process data of the process instance where the current 

connector has been called again (i.e., output interface). For this 

purpose, among the functions that BOS APIs provide, we used 

‘AccessorUtil.getRuntimeAPI().setProcessInstanceVariable(UUID 

of current process instance, name of process data, value)’ that 

can set the desirable value at the indicated process data in the 

current process instance (line 227). Detailed implementations for 

Java class can be seen in subsection A.1.   
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Figure 4-10 Interface code between BOS and Java class connector ‘ComputeStdBlkMH’ 
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After checking the standardized block design man-hours for 

each block at ‘Block Assignment’ task, a design manager checks 

design engineer man-hour availability at the same task. In other 

words, without the generation of new task, when the new form 

page is added, then a user is able to check the information or 

deal with a task on the different UI even in the same task. Figure 

4-11 represents ‘Assignment2’ form page to be designed to 

check the design engineer man-hour availability.  

 

Figure 4-11 Design of the form page ‘Assignment2’ in the ‘Block 

Assignment’ task 

On the upper left side, the field for names of design engineers is 
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shown to be filled with the simple Groovy script, which retrieves 

the names of design engineers who belong to the production 

design part from the BOS user DB and combines them in List 

type to be shown in the webpage UI in a batch. Figure 4-12 

represents the webpage UI that a design manager sees when the 

actual work is being processed after the creation of the process 

instance. In the upper left corner, there are lists of the design 

engineers in the production design part which are registered 

currently in the BOS user DB as shown in Figure 4-13.      
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Figure 4-12 Webpage UI of ‘Assignment2’ in the ‘Block 

Assignment’ task 

 

Figure 4-13 ‘Hull Production Design Part’ group in the BOS user 

DB 

To look into Groovy script that presents the names of the design 

engineers as shown in Figure 4-13 specifically, it retrieves data 
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from the variable ‘DesignVariables’ which is List type. As 

explained in subsection 3.3, this variable is the process data that 

consists of the user information, which is stored as the user 

class type of the BOS, as a List type. This data is set to be used 

to retrieve information from the BOS user DB when ‘Block 

Assignment’ task is executed by the connector ‘FindCandidates’, 

which is set to be executed when the process instance enters 

‘Block Assignment’ task. ‘FindCandidates’ is developed using 

Groovy script, and its detailed implementation is as shown in 

Figure 4-14.  

 

Figure 4-14 ‘FindCandidates’ connector implementation in ‘Block 

Assignment’ task 

‘FindCandidates’ imports ‘org.ow2.bonita.util.AccessorUtil’ 

library to use the BOS APIs. As shown in line 4, it gets all 

‘group’ that is stored in the user DB currently, and as shown in 
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line 5, it finds ‘production_design’ only from all ‘role’ stored in 

the user DB currently. Out of the loaded ‘group’, it finds 

‘hull_production_design’ group only to save its universally unique 

identifier (UUID) (line 7). Using the BOS API, it finds all users 

who have the UUID about the design engineer ‘role’ out of the 

search result of line 5 from the earlier stored UUID (i.e., hull 

production design group), and stores these at the process data 

‘designVariables’ (line 9).    

The upper right corner of Figure 4-11, there is the field 

designed to present design engineer man-hour availability, and it 

is linked to the process data ‘engineerMH’. Thus, it requires the 

calculation function of the design engineer man-hour availability 

using the process data ‘designVariables’ where all information of 

users are stored, that have been searched earlier. Before the 

calculation of the design engineer man-hour availability, the user 

information to be entered for the calculation (the years of work 

experience, number of completed blocks to issue, etc.) must be 

defined first. Figure 4-15 represents the information that 

‘designVariables’ includes. In the administration of the BOS user 
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XP, name, title, manager, group, role, etc. of user is defined 

basically. In addition to this basic information, the administrator 

can add the information item using ‘User metadata’. And, the 

user-defined data is defined as text type so that it requires the 

type-casting for the further calculation. For example, ‘Metadata 

Instance’ of the lower right corner in Figure 4-15 is the 

metadata of the user ‘LEE GJ’. And ‘12’ which is located in 

‘Years of Service’ item at the bottom is stored as text type. Thus, 

it needs to be converted to integer 12 to be used in the 

calculation of design engineer man-hour availability. In ‘User 

metadata’ item, the metadata is defined with the variable name 

that is used for the access from the BOS API later, and with the 

item name that will be presented to the administer when he 

registers the user information in the BOS user XP. For instance, 

the variable name ‘blk_exp’ will be shown as ‘experienced before 

(true/false)’ as it can be seen at ‘Metadata Instance’ in the lower 

right side of Figure 4-15, when the user information is entered.  

Now, it can be known that ‘designVariables’ includes all 

information for the calculation of design engineer man-hour 
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availability. This calculation result can be generated by 

executing ‘ComputeEngineerAvailableMH’ connector that has 

been registered as the user defined connector in the BOS of the 

external function implemented to be Java class, and has been 

interfaced to be functioned properly. This connector is set to be 

executed as soon as the process instance enters ‘Block 

Assignment’. The Java class structure of 

‘ComputeEngineerAvailableMH’ is as shown in Figure 4-16. We 

imported ‘java.util.*’ to use Vector and ArrayList which are the 

generic container type supported by Java, and we added 

‘org.ow2.bonita.util.accessorUtil’ among the Bonita API, that 

includes the APIs of the libraries about the connector and the 

APIs for reading and writing of the data which is being run in the 

process instance to interface the Java class with the BOS. In 

addition we added ‘org.ow2.bonita.facade.indentity.*’ by which 

the APIs related to the user DB and BOS user class can be used. 

The class member variables and member functions are written 

by the algorithm which is explained in subsection 4.2. 
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Figure 4-15 User metadata setting in BOS user XP for design 

engineer man-hour availability  
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Figure 4-16 ‘ComputeEngineerAvailableMH’ Connector – Java 

class outline 
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Figure 4-17 Input interface code between BOS and Java class connector ‘ComputeEngineerAvailableMH’ 
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Figure 4-18 Output interface code between BOS and Java class connector ‘ComputeEngineerAvailableMH’
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Figure 4-17 and Figure 4-18 represent the source code of the 

implemented interface to make the stand-alone-operating Java 

class act as the BOS connector. First, we created 

‘Prod_DesignPart’ which is Vector type to contain 

‘DesignEngineerMH’ class (line 167). As shown in Figure 4-19, 

we declared ‘Prod_DesignPart_Engineers’ which is List type to 

contain ‘User’ class that is used for the definition of user 

information in the BOS.   
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Figure 4-19 BOS User class outline 

After getting ‘designerVarialbes’ which is the process data using 

‘AccessorUtil.getQueryRuntimeAPI().getVariable(UUID of 

current activity instance, name of process data )’ out of the BOS 

APIs, that finds the value for the variable name of the process 

data in the current process, we store this as Java Object type 

(i.e., input interface). And this inputted Object is assigned to 

‘Prod_DesignPart_Engineers’ which has been created earlier. At 

this time, they are type-casted to be identified explicitly (line 
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173). To retrieve the metadata which is located in the ‘User’ 

class by users, ‘Prod_EngineerData’ of HashMap type as in the 

form of [‘ProfileMetadata’:’String’] is created (line 183). In line 

186-217, for each class of ‘Prod_DesignPart_Engineers’ that is 

loaded from the BOS, all data is read to create 

‘DesignEngineerMH’ class. Concretely, the name is read by both 

of ‘getLastName()’ and ‘getFirstName()’ to be combined to single 

String type (line 188). The metadata of the activated class in the 

loop statement currently is retrieved to ‘Prod_EngineerData’ 

using ‘getMetadata()’ (line 190). These values are filtered by the 

name of metadata as shown in Figure 4-15, and type-casted to 

be stored in the temporal variable in the class. For example, in 

line 194-195, by finding of which variable name of metadata is 

“year” as Text type, then after being type-casted to Integer 

type, it is stored in the variable ‘service_year’. As all of five data 

for the calculation of design engineer man-hour availability are 

retrieved from the metadata in the same manner, these are 

created as ‘DesignEngineerMH’ class to be appended to 

‘Prod_DesignPart’ which is Vector type that was created at the 

first time (line 216). All these processes are repeated for all 
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users in the ‘designVariables’ which is the BOS process data.    

Now, all data required for the calculation of design engineer 

man-hour availability are prepared, those are the corresponding 

design engineers, and their information, so that the design 

engineer man-hour availability for each of them are computed. 

The calculation results are appended to 

‘Result_EngineerAvailableMH’ (line 219-223). 

Lastly, the calculated design engineer man-hour availability that 

are stored as ArrayList type to contain Float type must be 

passed to the process data of the process instance where the 

current connector has been called again (i.e., output interface). 

For this purpose, among the functions that BOS APIs provide, we 

used 

‘AccessorUtil.getRuntimeAPI().setProcessInstanceVariable(UUID 

of current process instance, name of process data, value)’ that 

can set the desirable value at the indicated process data in the 

current process instance (line 225). Detailed implementations for 

Java class can be seen in subsection A.2.  
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5. Optimal Job Assignment of Ship Hull 

Production Design using the Hungarian 

Algorithm 

5.1. Job Assignment Scenario (Single-Assignment 

Example) 

In this subsection, we explain the method by which a design part 

manager makes a decision on block assignments, which are the 

work subject units given to design engineers, according to the 

ship hull production design task modeling described in 

subsection 4.2. As a scenario, we assume that there are five 

members participating in shipbuilding project ‘S02’ for ship hull 

production design. Of the members, Kim BJ is the manager; he 

assigns design jobs and manages the overall project. The four 

design engineers responsible for the actual production design 

work are Lee GJ, Yoon GJ, Moon DR, and Kim SY. The scenario 

begins when Kim BJ analyzes the construction drawing after 

arrival of ‘S02-main deck construction.’ There are six blocks in 

‘S02-main deck construction’: B#2501, B#3501, B#2502, B#3502, 
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B#2503, and B#3503. To prepare for the job assignments, Kim BJ 

computes the standardized block design man-hours for each 

block as described in subsection 3.2. As shown in Figure 5-1, 

when the input values for each item of the modeling are set, the 

corresponding factors for each item and relevant final design 

standardized man-hours are determined. In this example, the 

calculation results are as follows: B#2501 requires 32.4 M/D; 

B#3501 requires 27.5 M/D; B#2502 requires 24.0 M/D; B#3502 

requires 18.5 M/D; B#2503 requires 39.9 M/D; and B#3503 

requires 40.6 M/D. 

In addition, Kim BJ computes the man-hour availability for the 

four design engineers, as shown in Figure 5-2. When data at the 

moment of calculation are entered according to the modeling 

element described in subsection 4.2, the corresponding man-

hour factors are computed to determine the man-hour 

availability for each design engineer at that moment. The 

calculations may differ according to whether a given engineer 

has work experience with the same block or not; if there is 

experience, the calculation results are as follows: Lee GJ is 
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241.9% (in parentheses, no experience: 201.6%), Yoon GJ is 

145.8% (121.5%), Moon DR is 151.6% (126.4%), and Kim SY is 

45.4% (37.8%). 
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Figure 5-1 Calculation of the design standardized man-hours for six blocks in “S02-main deck construction” 

 

Figure 5-2 Calculation of the man-hour availability for four design engineers 
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At the bottom of Figure 5-1, the names of the design engineers 

with previous work experience in the same block are written 

down. According to this information, by using the design 

standardized man-hours and man-hour availability computed 

above for the six blocks and four engineers, respectively, the 

man-hours for every assignment case can be estimated in a 

matrix, as shown in Figure 5-3. 

 

Figure 5-3 Matrix of estimated man-hours for every assignment 

case 

This problem is the unbalanced AP of giving six tasks to four 

workers. In other words, one worker can perform multiple tasks, 

but all workers have to be in charge of at least one work. Thus, 

depending on the purpose of the assignment, there can be 

various corresponding optimal solutions. In this case, the 

objective for the assignment is to efficiently minimize the total 

required man-hours. To find the minimum, a brute-force method 

that explores and compares all possible cases can be applied in 
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this kind of simple case where there are a maximum of six 

elements in each row or column. However, this AP is NP-hard 

with a complexity of O(n!), and hence, it is inappropriate to apply 

a brute-force to practical APs, which often have over ten design 

engineers and many more block assignments. When we adopt the 

Hungarian Algorithm, this kind of AP can be solved with a 

polynomial complexity of O(n3). 

 

5.2. Hungarian Algorithm 

The Hungarian Algorithm was applied to optimal assignment of n 

jobs to n agents and used in accordance with the following steps 

(Winston & Venkataramanan, 2003).  

 

 Step 0:  If necessary, convert the problem from a maximum 

assignment into a minimum assignment (C = maximum value in 

the assignment matrix), Replace each cij with C - cij 

 Step 1: From each row, subtract off the row min. 
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 Step 2: From each column, subtract off the column min. 

 Step 3: Use as few lines as possible to cover all the zeros in the 

matrix (k = num. of lines) If k < n, fine minimum uncovered 

number (m), subtract m from every uncovered number 

- Add m to every number covered with two lines 

- Return to the Step 3 

If k = n, go to next step 

 Step 4: From top row to downward, make the assignment (if 

there if only one zero in a row, then unique assignment can be 

done) 

Delete assigned row and corresponding column from matrix 

If cannot make all assignments, then switch to column direction. 

 

5.3. Job Assignment using Hungarian Algorithm 

Figure 5-4 represents the calculation results of steps 1 and 2 of 

Hungarian Algorithm applied to the ship hull production design 
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assignment scenario described in subsection 5.1.  

 

Figure 5-4 Calculation results of steps 1 and 2 applied to the ship 

hull production design assignment scenario 

Because this AP is an unbalanced problem of six blocks and four 

design engineers, we proceed to step 3 after adding two dummy 

workers with null values for every item, as shown in Figure 5-5. 
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Figure 5-5 Adding dummy workers to adjust the cost matrix into a 

square matrix 

In step 3, we transform the cost matrix while still having the 

same optimal solution until it satisfies the conditions of the 

Hungarian Algorithm. At this point, as at least one new zero 

value is created, we can proceed to step 4 with only a few 

iterations. In this example, we were able to find the transformed 

cost matrix that satisfies the condition of the Hungarian 

Algorithm within three variants, as shown in Figure 5-6. 
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Figure 5-6 Transformation of the cost matrix to satisfy the 

conditions of the Hungarian Algorithm 

We start making assignments to find the row or column with a 

unique zero from top to down or from left to right in step 4, as 

shown in Figure 5-7. After deleting the assigned row and 

corresponding column or vice versa from the cost matrix, we 

repeat this procedure until all assignments are done.  
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Figure 5-7 Making the first assignment in step 4 of the Hungarian 

Algorithm 

Therefore, the optimal assignment using the Hungarian 

Algorithm is as follows: B#3502 to Kim SY; B#2502 to Yoon GJ; 

B#3501 to Moon DR; Any of B#2501, B#2503, and B#3503 are 

assigned to Lee GJ as shown in Figure 5-8.  
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Figure 5-8 Sequential assignment procedure in step 4 of the 

Hungarian Algorithm 

To validate the assignment result of Hungarian Algorithm, all 

numbers of cases for above example are computed as shown in 

Figure 5-9. As a result, the result of Hungarian Algorithm is 

proved to suggest the optimal assignment.  
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Figure 5-9 Verification of the result using Hungarian Algorithm 

Figure 5-10 represents the concept of the phased improvement 

for the job assignment of a design manger by the BPM-based 

work which is suggested in this paper. First, when the 

executable BPM model is developed, real-time monitoring which 

is the feature of BPM is made possible. Also, whenever the 

construction issues, the relevant document, drawing, etc. come 

along. If the standardized block design man-hours which are 

suggested in this paper are applied, in addition to all functions 

when the executable BPM model is developed, a design manager 

can grasp the difficulties for each block intuitively so that he is 
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able to assign blocks more elaborately based on the objective 

data. Lastly, even if the concept of the design engineer man-

hours availability is added here, the expected man-hours for 

each design engineers when blocks are assigned by the program 

can be computed, it can support the decision making for the job 

assignment of a design manager by suggesting optimal 

assignment method suitable for the purpose.   

 

Figure 5-10 Improvement on job assignment of a design manager 

using BPM, the standardized block design man-hour, and design 

engineer man-hour availability 
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5.4. Implementation   

The cost matrix that organizes the expected man-hours for each 

design engineer when all blocks are assigned to every one of 

them as mentioned in subsection 5.1 can be seen in the BPM as 

shown in Figure 4-12. For this purpose, it needs to make the 

matrix using ‘stdBlkMH’ and ‘engineerMH’ which are process 

data to be stored in the process data ‘costMatrix’ before the 

process is executed. Thus, ‘GetCostMatrix’ connector is 

implemented using Groovy script to compute ‘costMatrix’ as 

soon as the process instance enters ‘Block Assignment’ task. In 

Figure 3-11, we can see that a total of seven connectors are 

implemented at ‘Block Assignment’ task, all of them except the 

‘bps’ which is the last one are executed at ‘enter’ of the task. As 

execution sequence for connectors is from top to bottom, 

standardized block design man-hours and design engineer man-

hour availability, which are explained in subsection 4.3, are 

computed first from each connector. Thus these results can be 

used in ‘GetCostMatrix’ connector. Figure 5-11 represents 

Groovy script of ‘GetCostMatrix’ connector. For all items of 
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‘engineerMH’ which mean design engineer man-hour availability, 

the computation results of each of the standardized block design 

man-hours are expressed to the first decimal place, and are 

stored at ‘costMatrix’ in the form of List type in List type 

([[],[]…[]]).  

As described in subsection 4.3, when the design manager checks 

the standardized block design man-hours and design engineer 

man-hour availability of the active process, the result of 

‘Hungarian Algorithm Step 4’ which is described in subsection 

5.2 appears as shown in Figure 5-12. Through this, a design 

manager is able to verify the assignment procedure by himself. 

And at the lower side, the automatic assignment result by 

programming is presented. The form page to be design for this 

purpose is as shown in Figure 5-13.  
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Figure 5-11 ‘GetCostMatrix’ connector implementation with 

Groovy script 

 

 

Figure 5-12 Implementation result of job assignment using the 

Hungarian Algorithm 
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Figure 5-13 Design of the form page ‘HungarianAlgorithm’ in the 

‘Block Assignment’ task 

‘costMatrixAfterHA’ which is the process data is loaded to be 

displayed in the table. Thus, it is required to compute 

‘costMatrixAfterHA’ in advance using ‘costMatrix’ which was 

computed earlier. We implemented the algorithm of subsection 

5.2 using Groovy script, and set this as ‘ExecuteHA’ connector. 

The length of the source code is total 218 lines and this can be 

seen in detail in subsection A.3. Figure 5-14 represents the 

Groovy Script where the procedures of Hungarian Algorithm 

Step 1, 2 to be inputted ‘costMatrix’ are implemented. Using 

Matrix structure which is implemented by List of List, after 
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finding the minimum of each List, the result to be subtracted it 

off is reflected to complete Step 1. Then, after converting matrix 

using the function that changes the array of rows and columns, 

the same procedure to Step 1 is repeated to complete Step 2.   

 

Figure 5-14 ‘ExecuteHA’ connector implementation with Groovy 

script – Step 1, 2 of Hungarian Algorithm 

Figure 5-15 represents the implementation of the computation 

which is repeated until it satisfies the condition of Hungarian 

Algorithm Step 3, before ‘costMatrixAfterHA’ is made.  
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Figure 5-15 ‘ExecuteHA’ connector implementation with Groovy 

script – Step 3 of Hungarian Algorithm 

As shown in subsection A.3, the result that has passed Hungarian 

Algorithm Step 3 is the form of List of List type (i.e., Matrix 

form) to be copied to ‘costMatrixAfterHA’ and 

‘costMatrixForAssignment’, identically. It needs another 

assignment program for the assignment using Hungarian 
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Algorithm.  

In Figure 5-13, the assignment result is design to be separated 

by the name of design engineers and by the block name. And a 

design manager is able to check this result as shown in Figure 

5-12. To look into the assignment result specifically, data 

setting for displaying of the name of design engineers is as 

shown in Figure 5-16. This is data implementation using the BOS 

feature that data setting can be done with Groovy script, and 

important input is known to be the process data 

‘assignment_result’. In concrete, after we retrieve the order of 

the design engineers from ‘assignment_result’ which is Map type 

that contains the name of design engineers as ‘Key’, using this 

order, we can get the corresponding name from 

‘designerVariable’. In the same manner, assigned blocks 

information can be retrieved. Here, after we get ‘Value’ of 

‘assignment_result’, then we can retrieve the block name from 

the process data ‘blockNo’ with this, and detailed implementation 

is as shown in Figure 5-17. So far, we complete the description 

for the design of the form page in Figure 5-13, in order to make 
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this UI display all information properly as shown in Figure 5-12, 

the assignment result of Hungarian Algorithm needs to be stored 

in the process data ‘assignment_result’. For this purpose, we 

implemented ‘HA_Assignment’ connector using Groovy script, 

which computes ‘assignment’ after being inputted 

‘costMatrixAfterHA’ as soon as the process instance enters 

‘Block Assignment’ task as shown in Figure 5-18.   
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Figure 5-16 Detailed implementation of a design engineer data in 

the form page ‘HungarianAlgorithm’ 
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Figure 5-17 Detailed implementation of an assigned block data in 

the form page ‘HungarianAlgorithm’ 
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Figure 5-18 ‘HA_Assignment’ connector in ‘Block Assignment’ 

task 

From ‘costMatrixAfterHA’ which is the result of Hungarian 

Algorithm Step 3, ‘HA_Assignment’ searches the row with unique 

zero to append that assignment result at Map type ([‘Key’ : 
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‘Value’]). At this moment, the input value is the index of rows 

and columns of ‘costMatrixAfterHA’ so that the row number 

which represents a design engineer is stored in ‘Key’, and the 

column number which represents a block is stored in ‘Value’. 

Detailed implementations can be seen in subsection A.4.  

As going back to the BPM webpage UI as shown in Figure 5-12, 

if the manager identifies and confirms the assignment result, the 

BPMS engine creates the production design process instances 

for each block and their assigned design engineer. In other 

words, when the design engineer logs in to BPMS with his 

account, the screen shows the blocks assigned to him and their 

information along with a graphical representation of the process 

to complete the production design. The modeling and solution 

that should be dealt via a complex calculation to solve the 

problem are implemented as a decision support system in BPMS 

to help the manager’s decision-making process. 
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6. Discrete-event-based Business Process 

Simulation  

6.1. Discrete-event Simulation 

Although there are various modeling methods which support 

detail representation for discrete-event simulation, in this paper, 

we analyze and apply DEVS and the event graph modeling that 

are most widely used lately.   

 

6.1.1. DEVS 

DEVS is a modeling and simulation specification that defines 

essential elements for constructing discrete event simulation 

models and specifies a formal representation (Praehofer, 1991). 

According to the DEVS formalism, simulation models are divided 

into atomic models and coupled models. An atomic model is a 

unit component of DEVS, and a coupled model can be composed 

of atomic models. DEVS supports the hierarchical relation 
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according to which a coupled model can combine with another 

coupled model or an atomic model to become a new coupled 

model (Zeigler et al., 2000).  

An atomic is defined as follows, and when we represent this in 

the form of a diagram, it is as shown in Figure 6-1. 

M = <X, Y, S, δext, δint, λ, ta>, 

where 

X : Input event set  

Y : Output event set 

S : Sequential state set 

δint : S → S : Internal transition functions 

δext : Q × X → S : External transition functions 

λ :  S → Y : Output function 

ta :  S → Real : Time advance function 

Q = {(s,e) | s∈S, 0≤e≤ta(s)} : Set of the overall states 

where, e is the advanced time after last state transition 
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Figure 6-1 Atomic model definition of DEVS 

According to DEVS, when we develop the simulation model, in 

order to reuse the existing models that have been developed 

previously, it is suggested to make one model by combining 

more than two atomic models. This combined model is a coupled 

model. And a coupled model couples hierarchical models by 

linking events, external inputs, and output events. The formalism 

is defined as follows, and the representation of this model is as 

shown in Figure 6-2.  

DN = <X, Y, M, EIC, EOC, IC, SELECT>,  

where 

X : Input event set 

Y : Output event set 

M : Set of all component models in DEVS 
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EIC : External input coupling relation 

EOC : External output coupling relation 

IC : Internal coupling relation 

SELECT : Tie-breaking selector 

 

Figure 6-2 Coupled model definition of DEVS 

Further, DEVS has been applied to the discrete event simulation 

in the shipbuilding industries: block erection process simulation 

(Cha & Roh, 2010; Cha, Roh, & Lee, 2010), analysis simulation of 

the multi-body dynamics of the block and the crane (Ku, Jo, Ha, 

Rho, & Lee, 2012), evacuation simulation in a passenger ship (Ha, 

Ku, Roh, & Lee, 2012), block transition simulation using the 

floating crane (Cha, Park, & Lee, 2012), and the engagement 
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simulation between a submarine and a surface ship (Ha, Ku, & 

Lee, 2012; Son et al., 2010; Son & Kim, 2012b).  

 

6.1.2. Event Graph Modeling with Simkit 

Event Graph modeling is the method that represents the 

relationship between the event processing, the event scheduling, 

etc. of a discrete-event simulation using a graph to be visualized  

(Buss, 1996; Schruben, 1983). This concept has been 

implemented using Java by A.H. Buss, and the DES engine has 

been distributed to be opened public (Buss, 2002). This DES 

engine is Simkit, and currently it has been developed and 

distributed up to Simkit version 1.4.0 (June 2012). From now on, 

we will explain the implementation method for a simulation in 

conjunction with the concept of Event Graph modeling, and 

Simkit.        

Figure 6-3 represents the ‘Scheduling Edge’ concept in Event 

Graph modeling. If there is the triggering relation between event 

A and event B, then this would be represented with a time. And 
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this method is applied when if event A occurs, then event B 

would always occur. At this point, ‘time delay’ is the concept of 

how many time later event B occurs since event A occurs, and 

as there are lots of case for an event to occur instantly, ‘zero’ 

are frequently used. When we do programming using the 

simulation engine of Simkit, if the event is defined as ‘A’, then 

the function that executes the event ‘A’ is ‘doA’. Likewise, if the 

event ‘B’ is defined, then ‘doB’ will be applied. At this point, if 

we want to apply the concept of the scheduling edge which 

means when ‘A’ occurs then ‘B’ will occur after time t, then all 

we have to is just simply putting the command of 

‘waitDelay(“B”,t);’ into the function ‘doA()’. Here, the first 

argument of ‘waitDelay’ is the event name, and the second 

argument is a time delay. A time delay can be either of a 

constant or a variable.         
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Figure 6-3 ‘Scheduling Edge’ of Event Graph modeling and Simkit 

Like above, it occurs more often that event B is generated when 

a specific condition is satisfied than the event B always occurs 

unconditionally. The concept that includes this kind of the 

condition is ‘Scheduling Edge with Boolean Condition’ as shown 

in Figure 6-4. Here, this is represented as Boolean condition ‘i’ 

is added on the swung dash. In Simkit engine, this can be easily 

dealt with if statement in a programming way.   
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Figure 6-4 ‘Scheduling Edge with Boolean Condition’ of Event 

Graph modeling and Simkit 

When the complex simulation is run, there may be some cases 

that multiple events occur simultaneously at the specific time. At 

this moment, sometimes the order of the incident between 

events is necessary to be required. In other words, it can be 

possible to give a priority to the specific event as an option, thus 

if the occurrence times of several events are same, then the 

event which has higher priority will be scheduled first. In the 

Event Graph modeling concept, if there is a priority as shown in 
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Figure 6-5, then it can be done by writing the priority in the 

circle on ‘scheduling edge’. In the programming for Simkit engine, 

it can be done by writing one of (“HIGH”, “HIGHER”, “HIGHEST”, 

“LOW”, “LOWER”, “LOWEST”) behind of a time delay at the 

‘waitDelay()’ function.    

 

Figure 6-5 ‘Scheduling Edge with Priority’ of Event Graph 

modeling and Simkit 

As shown in the model of subsection 3.2, when one event occurs 

to trigger another event, it often needs to pass additional 
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message, or data, and so on. In other words, if the event is same, 

the instance can be different. For example using the model in 

subsection 3.2, when ‘S02-Main Deck Const’ is issued in the 

structural design part, then the construction name and its 

drawing file will trigger the hull production design manager 

process and at the same time they must be passed to the 

process. And when ‘S02-Stern Const’ is issued in the structural 

design part, then the construction name and its drawing file for 

‘S02-Stern Const’ will reset and initiate the hull production 

design manager process, and have to be passed. These variables 

such as drawing name, or drawing file, etc. can be ‘argument’ of 

‘Scheduling Edge with Argument’ in the Event Graph modeling. 

Simkit engine recognizes the argument of ‘waitDelay()’ which is 

the command for ‘Scheduling Edge’ dynamically. As shown in 

Figure 6-6, if we set variable j as an argument at the third place 

behind ‘time delay’, then Simkit recognizes this variable not as 

the priority earlier, but as the argument. Here, the variable j to 

be passed can be general data type, or complex type such as 

List, Map, or even class. However, event B which will receive 

this must be modified to be ready for the argument j. In other 
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words, it should be not ‘doB()’, but ‘doB(data-type-name  

variable-name)’ to be fit to data type of j. For example, using 

Figure 6-6, this can be found as ‘doB(int k)’. Here, the data type 

name for the argument is ‘int’ because the argument of event A 

which is defined in ‘doA()’ is declared as ‘int j’ which means the 

integer type, and it is meant to be used in event B as the variable 

name of k. When there is an argument, and if the argument 

configuration for this in the receiving event is not implemented, 

then event B won’t occur even they are connected by 

‘Scheduling Edge’. As the representation for the Event Graph 

modeling, the variable name should be written in the box beneath 

‘Scheduling Edge’.     
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Figure 6-6 ‘Scheduling Edge with Argument’ of Event Graph 

modeling and Simkit 

We can do modeling by applying all above concepts at the same 

time. Concretely, this is the case that there are Boolean 

condition, ‘priority’, and ‘argument’ at ‘Scheduling Edge’ at once. 

As shown in Figure 6-7, this can be done by adding the circle 

that represents ‘priority’ to the model in Figure 6-6. In Simkit 

program, it just needs to write down priority p, argument j 

behind of ‘time delay’ in sequence as the argument of 
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‘waitDelay()’ function.  

 

Figure 6-7 ‘Scheduling Edge with Argument and Priority’ of Event 

Graph modeling and Simkit 

The concept that is used most frequently in the actual 

implementation is ‘Scheduling Edge with Argument’ as shown in 

Figure 6-6. The more simulation model becomes complicated, 

the more messages to be passed between models increase. By 

reflecting this, ‘Scheduling Edge with Multiple Arguments’ can be 

defined as shown in Figure 6-8. This is the concept that passes 
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the different type of arguments at the same time by making the 

interface for this. Here, there are no limitation for number of 

arguments and their data types.  

 

Figure 6-8 ‘Scheduling Edge with Multiple Arguments’ of Event 

Graph modeling and Simkit 

Likewise, when the specific events are already being scheduled 

(i.e., there are some time delays), if the certain event occurs, 

then there are some cases that the other event should be 
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canceled. This refers to ‘Canceling Edge’, and is represented 

with dotted arrow line as shown in Figure 6-9. The command for 

Simkit engine is ‘interrupt(event name)’. In addition, ‘Canceling 

Edge’ does not have ‘priority’ and ‘time delay’. But, if the 

argument is used at ‘Scheduling Edge’, then the argument should 

be included, and Boolean condition also can be applied.  

 

Figure 6-9 ‘Canceling Edge’ of Event Graph modeling and Simkit 

Let’s look into practical and simple example. Figure 6-10 

presents “For Loop” implementation. As soon as the simulation 

begins, ‘Run’ event is to be called. Once ‘Run’ event occurs, 
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‘Init(0)’ with integer ‘0’ occurs right away. And this repeats as 

many as m which means the predefined number of server. 

Consequently, m servers with the different id are generated as 

soon as the simulation begins.  

 

Figure 6-10 ‘For Loop’ modeling example in Event Graph 

Like the concept of DEVS coupled model, the concept to connect 

two atomic models together is possible in Event Graph modeling, 

either. When there are two atomic models that have been 

developed in Event Graph modeling, each of ones is called as a 

component in Event Graph modeling. Among these components, 

if there are the event of the component which roles Source to be 

identical in the name and signature to the event in the component 
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which roles Listener, then when that event occurs in Source, the 

identical event in Listen also will be scheduled. Thus, the 

specific event of Source can be used as the triggering event for 

the event of Listener. In Simkit engine, this can be implemented 

with ‘Source.addSimEventLitstener(Listener)’. Furthermore, 

there is another function that when event A of Source occurs, 

then event B of Listener will be scheduled. This is called the 

adaptor. Here, the names of events are allowed to be different 

but the signatures must be same. For example, when event A of 

Source is set to be ‘EndService(int i)’, then event B  of Listener 

must be ‘Arrival(int i)’.   
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Figure 6-11 simEventListener relationship of Event Graph 

modeling 

 

6.2. Business Process Simulation Modeling  

As described in subsection 1.2, during developing of business 

process model, if the business process simulation model is 

developed, then another process will be added. As shown in 

Figure 6-12, it requires the simulation developer who develops 

BPS model from PDM. The simulation developer is well-versed 

with the theory and the development method of a simulation as 

described in subsection 6.1, and is able to use the specific 

simulation engine and programming integrated development 
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environment (IDE). The range of the developed model can be the 

process itself as defined in PDM, or the human who is the actual 

participant and user of the BPM according to the purpose of the 

simulation. In case of the former, the simulation becomes 

training and virtual simulation that the user participates, and the 

latter is the constructive simulation. In Figure 6-12, it is shown 

the example of the development of the constructive simulation 

that the attributes and the manner of actions of a design manager 

are made to be the design manager model, and the design 

engineer model is developed in the same way. These models are 

participated to the developed process simulation model to get 

and analyze the results for various scenarios. Therefore, there is 

the simulation user separately, who generates meaningful 

scenario, and decides the number of simulation executions, and 

analyze simulation results. Thus, it requires additional functions 

for these.  

In this paper, we implements the BPS model according to the 

theory of a discrete-event simulation as explained in subsection 

6.1, and this method is differentiated in the level of modeling 
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from the simulation package of the existing commercial BPMS, 

or the open BPMS, and from the BPS functionality of other 

commercial simulation programs. The previous BPS model as 

shown in Figure 1-9 has the meaning of doing a simulation so 

that detailed modeling except the provided basic modeling level 

could not be possible. Here, the basic modeling means that the 

decision on the number of input resources, attribute setting with 

a variable, and the modeling for the service rate of the model as 

the probability distribution, and so on. The scenario that is 

presented in this paper cannot be made to be the simulation 

model with this kind of modeling. To overcome this limitation, we 

explained the simulation modeling method that enables detailed 

level of modeling in subsection 6.1, and when we apply this, 

even the scenario in this paper can be modeled as shown in 

Figure 6-13. As a simulation input, not the probability 

distribution which means the arrival rate, but we can set detailed 

construction drawing information, blocks name and their 

standardized block design man-hours in the construction, and 

inter-arrival time between each construction, and so on. The 

inputs can be identified by blocks to be registered blocks name 
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and their standardized block design man-hours in the unassigned 

blocks queue. Also the user defined monitoring data for 

aggregation of the final result can be recorded. In addition, after 

we make the modeling a design manager, and implement various 

assignment methods, the effectiveness for each assignment 

method can be analyzed. We will explain the representation 

results of DEVS and Event Graph modeling for the development 

of the job assignment simulation model of the ship hull 

production design manager, respectively in next subsection. 
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Figure 6-12 Business Process Simulation model development process 
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Figure 6-13 Detailed modeling of discrete-event-based Business Process Simulation 
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6.2.1. DEVS modeling of Ship Hull Production Design Process 

Ship hull production design process consists of a coupled model 

that is coupled with three atomic models. And this model is 

combined to the structural design process which is an atomic 

model to construct the overall simulation coupled model. Detail 

representation is as shown in Figure 6-14. Simulation begins as 

‘Hull Design Process’ outputs ‘Const-BlockInfo’ as a message. 

And this information has been created by receiving ‘blkInfo.xml’ 

which is XML file generated in the simulation scenario generator. 

This message enters as the input of ‘Ship Hull Production Design 

Process’ coupled model, and is passed to ‘Design Manager 

Process’ atomic model by the external input coupling relation 

(EIC). In addition to this, ‘designEngineer.xml’ which was created 

as XML in the scenario generator is brought at the beginning of 

the simulation. According to this, ‘Design Manager Process’ 

atomic model is performed to make the output messages such as 

‘Design Engineer Name’, ‘Block Name’, ‘Block Std M/H’ as a 

result, to be passed to ‘Design Engineer Process’ atomic model. 

For the manner of action at this moment, it is used the 
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assignment method by being received from ‘Simulation 

Coordinator’ model. And this assignment method is based on 

‘simSetting.xml’ which was generated in the scenario generator. 

In addition, to visualize the result, the start and end time for 

each process and the relevant process data are passed to 

‘Simulation Coordinator’ atomic model in the form of the 

monitoring data. When the simulation is terminated, all 

monitoring data are aggregated to be output with the simulation 

results in the form of the hypertext markup language (HTML), 

and these are visualized as Gantt chart on a Webpage.   

Each atomic model can be represented in detail. Figure 6-15 is 

the atomic model representation of ‘Design Manager Process’. 

To fit the purpose of the simulation, the complicated ‘Design 

Engineer Process’ is modeled briefly as shown in Figure 6-16, 

and this is represented to the atomic model as shown in Figure 

6-17. Similarly, ‘Hull Design Process’ can be defined as shown 

in Figure 6-18. We will look into each of them in detail.  

‘Design Manager Process’ atomic model states are ‘READY’, 

‘CONST_ANALYSIS’, and ‘JOB_ASSIGNMENT’. When the 
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simulation begins, the variables and the classes that belong to 

the atomic model are initialized by the simulation engine so that 

the initial state can be set. The initial state of this model is 

‘READY’. It receives ‘Assignment Method’ from ‘Simulation 

Coordinator’ model to be set the manner of action for ‘Design 

Manager Process’ atomic model. In addition, the scenario input 

of XML file that includes the name of design engineers and their 

man-hours availabilities are come from outside of the model. 

This input is loaded from XML to be stored as instantiated in the 

predefined class as the simulation begins. In ‘READY’ state, 

‘Design Manager Process’ atomic model will not get activated if 

there is no external input. When ‘Const-BlockInfo’ input 

message, which includes the construction drawing name and 

Block Name: Block Standard Man-hour} in the form of the user 

defined class type, is delivered from outside of the model, this is 

saved as the internal variable of the ‘Design Manager Process’ 

atomic model, and it is changed to ‘CONST_ANALYSIS’ by the 

external transition function. When the model is in the 

‘CONST_ANALYSIS’ state, input messages are generated to MAP 

type in the form of {name: Std. design M/H} separately by blocks, 
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and this is managed as the variable ‘unassigned’. And ‘Monitoring 

Data’ is also generated. By the time advance function, simulation 

time proceeds with as much as ‘timeForAnalysis’. 

‘timeForAnalysis’ is variable value depending on the number of 

blocks that is provided as inputs from outside of the model. And 

this consists of 0.5 day which is assumed to be minimum time for 

the analysis of the construction, and 0.2 day which is assumed to 

be time for analysis of the difficulty by blocks. Then, the state is 

changed to ‘JOB_ASSIGNMENT’ by the internal transition 

function. In ‘JOB_ASSIGNMENT’ state, while there are available 

design engineers and the unassigned blocks, ‘Assignment’ 

function is performed continuously. When ‘Assignment’ is 

completed to be done, in other words, when there are no 

available design engineers or no blocks to be assigned, the state 

turns to ‘READY’. At this moment, the time advance function 

increments the simulation time by an amount of micro time which 

is equal to 0 (i.e., delta time). And, in ‘JOB_ASSIGNMENT’ state, 

the assignment result is published to outside of the model. Here, 

by the output function, ‘design engineer name’ and ‘BlkName’, 

‘BlkMH’ which are the block information assigned to him/her are 
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published together. In addition, the detail information about the 

work process of the design manager’s job assignment is 

published as ‘MonitoringData’.  
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Figure 6-14 DEVS Overall coupled model representation of ship hull production design process 
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Figure 6-15 DEVS atomic model representation of ‘Design Manager Process’ 
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As the purpose of this hull production design process simulation 

aims to predict the design completion times depending on 

various assignment methods, the production design engineer 

model is fine to be represented briefly. Thus, as shown in Figure 

6-16, the design engineer process is briefed to be a task, and 

the detail representation of DEVS atomic model is as shown in 

Figure 6-17.    

‘Design Engineer Process’ atomic model states are ‘READY’ and 

‘PRODCTN_DESIGN’. As soon as the simulation begins, the 

variables and the classes that belong to this model are initialized, 

and the state becomes ‘READY’ so that this model waits until the 

external input comes. When ‘Design Engineer Name’, ‘Block 

Name’, ‘Block Std M/H’ inputs are delivered from outside of the 

model, each of them are stored separately, and the state is 

changed to ‘PRODCTN_DESIGN’ by the external transition 

function. In ‘PRODCTN_DESIGN’ state, the completion time of 

the assigned block design for the corresponding design engineer 

is estimated, and ‘Monitoring Data’ is created. And also, the 

spent man-days for the current block is added to total spent 
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man-days. And the output function publishes ‘Monitoring Data’ 

which includes the work history of the current design to the 

outside. And the time advance function increments time with an 

amount equal to the required man-days for the design 

completion. Then the internal transition function changes the 

state to ‘READY’. 

Figure 6-18 represents ‘Hull Design Process’ atomic model 

which is combined to ‘Ship Hull Production Design Process’ 

coupled model. This model has ‘READY and ‘HULL_DESIGN’ as 

the state variable. When the simulation begins, it turns to 

‘READY’ state. At the same time, it receives the scenario input in 

the form of XML from the outside of the model. Here, it gets 

‘Construction DWG name’ which is the name of the construction, 

and {Blk Name: Blk Std MH} which are the information of the 

blocks belong to the construction, and ‘InterArrivals’ which is the 

issuance intervals between the constructions. When these inputs 

are delivered, the state is changed to ‘HULL_DESIGN’ by the 

external transition function. In ‘HULL_DESIGN’ state, the 

construction and the information of the belonged blocks are 
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combined in a single unit of the construction to be managed as 

‘Const-BlockInfo’ so that this can be issued to fit on the issuance 

date for each of them. While there is the construction to be 

issued, the state stays in ‘HULL_DESIGN’ in the internal 

transition function and the time advance function increments time 

with an amount equal to ‘InterArrivals’, and at the same time the 

output function publishes corresponding ‘Const-BlockInfo’ for 

the block. When no more constructions to be issued remain, then 

the state turns to ‘READY’.    
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Figure 6-16 Modeling simplification of ‘Design Engineer Process’ 
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Figure 6-17 DEVS atomic model representation of ‘Design Engineer Process’ 
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Figure 6-18 DEVS atomic model representation of ‘Hull Design Process’ 
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6.2.2. Event Graph modeling of Ship Hull Production Design 

Process 

DEVS model has advantages of the representation for the 

relationship between models and the abundant expression for the 

atomic model, whereas, the transition of an event is hardly to be 

observed. This is because the model is represented with a focus 

upon a state. The major feature of BPS is to observe the flow of 

a process. Therefore, even from the perspective of a developer, 

it is easy to grasp the process of a model to make the modeling 

for the simulation model with a focus upon an event. Figure 6-19 

represents the ship hull production design process simulation 

using the Event Graph modeling. In the inside parts of each 

component model, the events that occur in the actual models are 

represented. As ‘Hull Design Process’ becomes the Source, and 

‘Design Manager Process’ becomes the Listener, it is designed 

to be triggered by ‘IssueConstDWG(BlockInfo constDwg)’ event. 

From the point of view of ‘Design Engineer Process’, ‘Design 

Manager Process’ becomes the Source. Here, ‘StartDesign(String 

DEName, double  blkMH)’ event is used to combine each model. 

On the contrary, sometimes ‘Design Engineer Process’ becomes 
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the Source of ‘Design Manager Process’ to be combined by 

‘JobAssignment(def blkNames)’ event. ‘Simulation Coordinator’ 

roles the ‘Listener’ for both of ‘Design Manager Process’ and 

‘Design Engineer Process’, and aggregates and organize the 

monitoring data for the visualization of the simulation result. In 

this study, we developed the application method of Simkit library 

which is operated in Java environment to be used in Groovy 

script. Thus we implemented the simulation using Groovy script. 

The script is easy to modify and supplement by a user to be 

used. Besides, as it is a high-level language which is close to a 

natural language, it has an advantage of being easy to 

understand intuitively. In addition, BPS itself is made to be script 

file, thus thorough the script embedding it can be included in the 

BPM model anytime. In next subsection, we will present detailed 

implementations and detail Event Graph modeling for each model. 
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Figure 6-19 Overall Event Graph modeling of ship hull production design process simulation   
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6.3. Business Process Simulation Implementation  

6.3.1. XML-based Scenario Generator 

BPS, like other simulations, performs “what-if” simulation using 

various scenarios once the model is developed. At this point, a 

function to change the scenario independently of the simulation 

model would be useful for a simulation user. In this study, we 

considered the design engineer, block, and general simulation 

settings as important inputs in the ship hull production design 

process simulation, and these change frequently depending on 

the scenario. Groovy script is used for the implementation, and 

the detailed implementation code is presented in subsection B.1. 

As shown in Figure 6-20, the XML-based scenario generator 

serves to receive information from the design engineer who is 

going to participate in the simulation, corresponding block 

information, and general simulation settings and to combine all 

these inputs into XML files for each of them. The blocks for the 

simulation should be input as a “BlockInfo”-type class. In other 

words, the block is dealt with by constructions in this simulation. 
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This means that a user has to input a name and its standardized 

block design man-hours for the blocks that are included in a 

construction. The example shown in Figure 6-20 indicates that a 

user can enter the block information using the Groovy class 

constructor, which is convenient; “BlockInfo dwg1 = new 

BlockInfo(“name of each member”: “value”);.” In this example, it 

is known that the construction name is “MainDeckConst,” and it 

has six member blocks that are entered simultaneously in the 

type of map. Lastly, the inter-arrival time is 0, and therefore, it 

is known that this construction is going to be issued as soon as 

the simulation begins. All this information is entered into the 

“blkInfo.xml” file through the “Xml.MarkupBuilder” supported by 

Groovy.            

With regard to the information about the design engineer who 

takes part in the scenario, only the name and the man-hours 

availability need to be input in the type of list. In the example 

shown in Figure 6-20, it can be seen that four design engineers 

(Lee GJ, Yoon GJ, Moon DR, and Kim SY) are involved, and the 

man-hours availabilities for each of them are written in the same 
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order. This information is entered into the “designEngineer.xml” 

file. 

Finally, repetitive execution is important in the simulation. In 

particular, this is an essential concept when there exist various 

splitting conditions or when random numbers are used. 

Therefore, we define the general simulation setting as the 

number of simulation repetitions, simulation objective 

(minimization of the total spent man-days, shortest simulation 

end time), sorting for visualization of the result (alphabetical 

order of names, reverse-alphabetical order of names, time order 

of events), and the assignment method specifying the type of 

action to be used in the simulation model (“FIFO,” “LIFO,” 

“MAX_MH_FIRST,” “MIN_MH_FIRST,” “BRUTE_FORCE,” 

“RANDOM”). This result is entered in the “simSetting.xml” file.  

In summary, a simulation user can implement the scenario easily 

by only opening the XML-based scenario generator to modify or 

add what he/she wants to do in the script-written parts, and 

when he/she executes what he/she has done, “blkInfo.xml,” 

“designerEngieer.xml,” and “simSetting.xml” are generated so 
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that the simulation with the changed scenario becomes ready to 

run.  
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Figure 6-20 XML-based scenario generator implementations of BPS 
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6.3.2. Gantt-Chart-based Simulation Result Visualization 

Owing to the characteristics of the BPS, a visualization function 

that can show which design engineer starts to design which 

block at which time and when he/she finishes it during the fixed 

period of the project at a glance is required. Therefore, we 

adopted a Gantt chart as the visualization tool, and to prepare for 

the connection with the BPMS that will be used in a Web-based 

environment, we used a Web-based visualization method. 

We used jsGantt 1.2, a Java-based open Gantt chart visualization 

form developed by S. Gantz and B. Twidt. It consists of 

“jsgantt.js,” the Javascript file in which the Web-based 

visualization of the Gantt chart is programmed, and “jsgantt.css,” 

the style sheet file in which fonts, colors, styles, etc. are defined. 

A developer can define the task item of a Gantt chart using the 

APIs provided by jsGantt 1.2. Figure 6-21 shows the demo 

visualization and the APIs used to define the tasks of jsGantt 1.2, 

and the results using these APIs and the simulation results in this 

paper are visualized on a Webpage. For Webpage visualization, 

the simulation result file is made in the form of HTML; this file 
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should be located in the same folder are “jsgantt.js” and 

“jsgantt.css” to be visualized on the Web browser properly. 

After BPS is terminated, its result is generated in an HTML file 

by ‘Xml.StreamingMarkupBuilder’ of Groovy script. The detailed 

implementation of HTML generation is presented toward the end 

of subsection B.3.    

Figure 6-22 shows an example of the generated HTML file for 

the visualization of the simulation result. Task data can be 

defined from the part described in <script>, and they appear on 

the Gantt chart in the order in which they are defined. As main 

task items, jsGantt 1.2 contains ID, task name, start date, end 

date, color for task bar, hyperlink, milestone information, 

corresponding worker, completion percentage, group, parent 

task, and so on; however, in this study, we use only the most 

basic task functions to visualize the result. 
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Figure 6-21 ‘jsGantt 1.2’-based BPS result visualization 
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Figure 6-22 Example of HTML-based BPS result file  

 

6.3.3. Event Graph Modeling and Implementation of Hull 

Production Design Process Simulation using Simkit engine 

In subsection 6.2.2, we said that the ship hull production design 

process simulation would be modeled using the Event Graph 
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modeling and described the relation between whole models. In 

this subsection, we will look into the actual Event Graph 

modeling and implementations using Simkit engine for each 

component model.  

Figure 6-23 represents detailed modeling result of the Event 

Graph for ‘Hull Design Process’. As the simulation begins, the 

simulation engine makes ‘Run’ event of all simulation models 

perform to initiate models. Once ‘Run’ event occurs in ‘Hull 

Design Process’, it loads ‘blkInfo.xml’ file which is generated in 

the scenario generator, and creates ‘BlockInfo’ class. As it 

includes the information for all blocks that are used in the 

scenario, if there are four constructions, then four ‘BlockInfo’ 

class are created to be in List type, and if more constructions 

exist, then the same number of class will be created. To look 

into the Event Graph model, as it gets the inter-arrival time from 

the member variable in the first class of the blocks information 

inputs, ‘IssueConstDWG(constDWG)’ event is set to occur at that 

time later. In other words, this is the event for the issuance of 

the construction, at this moment, the corresponding construction 
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structure and its blocks information are modeled to be passed as 

‘blockToBeModeled’ which is the argument in the type of 

‘BlockInfo’ class. ‘IssueConstDWG(constDWG)’ which receives 

this gets the inter-arrival time which is the member variable in 

‘BlockInfo’ class that contains next construction/blocks 

information, and generates ‘IssueConstDWG(constDWG)’ to issue 

the corresponding construction at that time later. And this is set 

to be repeated as many as the number of the construction/blocks 

located in the scenario file ‘blkInfo.xml’. At this time, Figure 

6-23 shows that ‘Design Manager Process’ acts ‘Listener’ of 

‘Hull Design Process’. 

Figure 6-24 represents detailed modeling result of the Event 

Graph for ‘Design Manager Process’. As soon as the simulation 

begins, ‘Run’ event is executed to initiate the model by the 

simulation engine, and ‘designEngineer.xml’ is loaded from the 

scenario generator. While waiting, once 

‘IssueConstDWG(constDWG)’ event occurs in ‘Hull Design 

Process’, then it makes ‘DWGAnalysis(blkNameMH, actInfo)’ 

event to be scheduled. This event scheduling is set with ‘HIGH’ 
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priority, and with the argument of the member blocks names and 

their standardized block design man-hours to be organized in the 

type of Map made from ‘blockToBeModeled’ which is ‘BlockInfo’ 

class type argument that is passed from ‘Hull Design Process’. 

As the second argument, the monitoring data for the visualization 

of the result and the analysis of the simulation are passed, and it 

follows type of ‘DesignEngineeringActivityMonitoringInfo’ class. 

At ‘DWGAnalysis(blkNameMH, actInfo)’, it makes ‘Job 

Assignment(blkNames)’ event to be created at tanalysis, later, 

which means a certain time for analysis, here, tanalysis is the 

modeling for the construction analysis time to be set 0.5 day for 

default required time and additional 0.2 day depending on the 

number of blocks. In addition, ‘blockName’ which is passed as an 

argument is List type, and it lists the names of all blocks that are 

identified from the analysis of the current construction. Also, the 

information about when a design manager started to analyze 

which construction, and when he/she made the assignment is 

recorded in ‘actInfo’. This class data is aggregated by 

‘Simulation Coordinator’ component.  
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While there are available design engineers and there are 

unassigned blocks, ‘Job Assignment(blkNames)’ is created 

continuously at once. Here, according to the assignment method 

from ‘simSetting.xml’, the block is assigned to the design 

engineer with changeable assignment method. This can be 

possible because when the simulation begins, ‘Design Manager 

Process’ model itself is created by ‘def sSet = new 

XmlParser().parse(simDirRoot+"simSetting.xml");’, ‘manager = 

new DesignManagerProcess (sSet.assignment.text());’.   
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Figure 6-23 Event Graph modeling representation of ‘Hull Design Process’  
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Figure 6-24 Event Graph modeling representation of ‘Design Manager Process
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As shown in Figure 6-25, the assignment depending on various 

assignment methods are implemented to return the block when 

the block needs to be assigned to each design engineer using 

‘assignmentMethod’ which is created as ‘Design Manager 

Process’ is instanced. In case of ‘BRUTE_FORCE’, the 

exceptional ‘assignmentGeneratorBF(def blocks, String worker)’ 

is implemented to assign the block using the corresponding 

algorithm.  

When the assignment is done, ‘StartDesign(DEName, blkMH)’ is 

going to be scheduled with higher priority than ‘Job 

Assignment(blkNames)’ to be located more toward the front in 

the queue. At this moment, the arguments are the corresponding 

design engineer name of String type, and the assigned block’s 

standardized block design man-hours of Double type.  
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Figure 6-25 ‘AssignmentGenertaror()’ in the ‘JobAssignment’ 

event 

Figure 6-26 detailed modeling result of the Event Graph for 

‘Design Engineer Process’. According to the concept in Figure 

6-16, the model is briefed. In ‘Design Engineer Process’ also, as 

soon as the simulation begins, ‘Run’ event is executed to initiate 

the model by the simulation engine, and the model stays still 

without any movement. When ‘StartDesign(DEName, blkMH)’ 

occurs in ‘Design Engineer Process’, then the process is to start. 
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Using the delivered design engineer name, and the standardized 

block design man-hours for the block, the expected man-hours 

for the design engineer is determined. This is possible because 

the calculation can be done after getting the corresponding man-

hours availability from Map type data using the name of design 

engineer as a ‘Key’. As the calculated man-hours is set to be a 

time delay, ‘EndDesign(DEName,blkMH)’ is to be scheduled. 

Here, the name of corresponding design engineer of String type 

and ‘unitDEActInfo’ which is generated at ‘StartDesign’ event to 

store the monitoring data for this simulation process in the form 

of ‘DesignEngineeringActivityMonitoringInfo’ class are passed as 

arguments.  
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Figure 6-26 Event Graph modeling representation of ‘Design Engineer Process’ 
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At ‘EndDesign’, the completion time for the block design is 

recorded to the delivered ‘unitDEActInfo’, and checks whether if 

there are unassigned blocks, and when there exists, it creates 

‘JobAssignment(blkNames)’ with ‘HIGH’ priority, else it is on 

standby and does not do anything. When 

‘JobAssignment(blkNames) is generated, the names of blocks to 

be assigned should be passed in the type of List as an argument, 

in this time, it is called for additional assignment according to the 

end of the block design, so that [] which means default value is 

to be passed.  

‘JobAssignment(blkNames)’ event  which occurs at this time 

moves according to the modeling of ‘Design Manager Process’ as 

shown in Figure 6-24 again, when the event occurrence is 

checked while listening ‘Design Manager Process’. 

Detailed implementations of the simulation can be seen in 

subsection B.3. 
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6.4. Job Assignment Simulation of Hull Design 

Process with Single-assignment Scenario 

In this subsection, after we run the job assignment simulation of 

the ship hull production design process explained in subsection 

5.1, we use the simulation model developed as described in 

subsection 6.3 to compare this result with the optimal 

assignment result obtained using the Hungarian Algorithm 

explained in subsection 5.3.    

The simulation results vary depending on the decision making on 

the job assignment of a design manager. Thus, we set the 

objective of this simulation to analyze whether the result of the 

Hungarian Algorithm described in subsection 5.3 is optimal by a 

comparison with various simulation results of various decision-

making methods. 

  

6.4.1. Job Assignment Methods  

As assignment methods, we consider FIFO (First In, First Out) 
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and LIFO (Last In, Last Out) first, which are widely used in the 

field of simulation and computer programming in general. FIFO is 

a method that deals with jobs in the order in which they arrive in 

the queue. On the other hand, LIFO is a method that deals with 

jobs in the order of the most recent arrival in the queue. Another 

assignment method is RANDOM, which is also widely in 

simulations. This method randomly assigns jobs at every time 

using a random number. Here, it is important to set a random 

seed that guarantees that the same random number will not be 

chosen even if the simulation is repeated several times. 

Therefore, in this study, we use a method that can avoid 

overlapping numbers for the random seed by using the current 

time of the system, where the simulation runs in units of 

milliseconds, and multiplying it with a prime number (e.g., 7, 13, 

etc.). Figure 6-27 conceptually shows the FIFO, LIFO, and 

RANDOM assignment methods. 
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Figure 6-27 Common assignment methods in a computer 

simulation 

In this scenario, when we assign the job from the perspective of 

a design manager, the first method that can be considered 

except for the proposed optimal assignment method is used to 

assign the block that requires the least man-hours among the 

candidate blocks for each design engineer. In this study, we 

called this method MIN_MHF (Minimum Man-Hours First). On 

the other hand, one may consider that the overall work flow 

would be more effective if the most efficient worker deals with 

the most difficult block first. In this study, we called this method 

MAX_MHF (Maximum Man-Hours First). Lastly, we suggested a 

method identical to the previously introduced Hungarian 

Algorithm that can be used to find an optimal value by searching 
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all cases greedily by exploiting the remarkable computation 

power of recent PCs and to obtain an assignment result at that 

value, by working in a reverse order; we called this method as 

BFO (Brute-Force Optimum). Figure 6-28 conceptually shows 

the MAX_MHF, MIN_MHF, and BFO assignment methods. Unlike 

the methods shown in Figure 6-27 in which the input order was 

important, the man-hours required for block design are 

important in the methods shown in Figure 6-28. Of course, this 

value is the relative number of man-hours, which varies 

according to the ability of the design engineers. For example, 

when using the BFO method as shown in Figure 6-28, if five 

blocks are to be assigned, it provides an optimal assignment that 

makes assignments to two design engineers having equal 

abilities. Specifically, 5C2 cases have to be assigned to workers, 

and we compute 2! (permutation) for each of them. Because the 

ability of both workers is the same, which block among the two 

chosen blocks is assigned to who is not important in this 

example. However, in a practical case, as the concept of worker 

man-hour availability is applied, the result will differ.       
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Figure 6-28 Feasible assignment methods for hull design process 

The BFO algorithm for this scenario can be applied as shown in 

Figure 6-29. If there are six blocks and four design engineers, 

the total number of cases for assignment is given as 360 by 6P4. 

Specifically, 6C4 (=15) cases need to be computed first, which is 

the number of cases for selecting only four blocks from among 

the six blocks. In addition, all cases in which the chosen four 

blocks are assigned to four design engineers (4! = 24) should be 

calculated. From the results obtained, the least value of the total 

number of man-days spent and the assignment result at that time 

are stored in the memory. We repeat this entire process for all 
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15 combinations of four blocks. If the least total man-days spent 

that is selected by the computation is less than the optimal value 

stored in the memory, we newly update the assignment result 

and total sum stored in the memory, else we discard the result 

and move on to the next combination. In this manner, 

assignments are performed 360 times, and the final result stored 

in the memory becomes the optimal assignment result of BFO. 
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Figure 6-29 BFO algorithm for hull design process simulation scenario 
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6.4.2. Results and Analysis of the Business Process Simulation 

Figure 6-30 shows the first assignment results obtained for this 

scenario according to the six assignment methods explained 

earlier. The result of BFO appears to be the same as that of the 

Hungarian Algorithm. It is observed that the first assignment 

results for each assignment method differ from each other. 

Except for RANDOM, which generates a different result at every 

execution, the other methods appear to be deterministic 

simulations the characteristic of which is that the result is fixed 

for the assignment algorithm.   
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Figure 6-30 Block assignment for each method  

We now examine the results for each assignment method in 

detail. Figure 6-31 shows the assignment result of FIFO. The 

result for the first assignment in a static situation is written 

under the assigned design engineer, and we focus on and 

measure the simulation end time and the total man-days spent as 

the simulation result. As we display the optimal assignment 

result using the Hungarian Algorithm described in subsection 5.3 

on the right-hand side of the figure, a comparison with the result 
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of each assignment method is possible. Of course, because the 

Hungarian Algorithm can only be applied for the first and single 

assignment in a static situation, a full comparison is not possible. 

However, it is displayed by considering the validation aspect that 

BFO guarantees the same results as the Hungarian Algorithm. At 

the bottom of the figure, the simulation result is shown in a Gantt 

chart format that is generated based on the time at which the 

event ended and that is visualized on a Webpage as being sorted 

by time and by the design engineer. In the case of FIFO, the total 

man-days spent is 170.5 M/D, and the simulation ended at 73.1 

day (simulation time). A Gantt chart that represents the 

simulation result can display the result by day, week, month, and 

quarter. In this study, we use the weekly view to enable the user 

to determine the results at a glance; this view is displayed on a 

Webpage in a basic Web browser. 

Figure 6-32 shows the assignment result of LIFO. The total 

man-days spent is 184.2 M/D, and the simulation ended at 91.2 

day. Differences of ~8% in the total man-days spent and ~25% 

in the simulation end time are observed with the change in the 
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assignment method. KIM SY, who has less man-hour availability 

because of less work experience, appear to act as a bottleneck 

at the simulation end time. Therefore, solving this problem is the 

key to optimal assignment.   

Figure 6-33 shows the assignment result of RANDOM. The total 

man-days spent is 166.9 M/D, and the simulation ended at 73.1 

day. Because RANDOM randomly generates the assignment at 

every decision-making point in every simulation execution, the 

result shown in Figure 6-33 is not representative.   
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Figure 6-31 Single job assignment simulation result - FIFO 
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Figure 6-32 Single job assignment simulation result - LIFO 
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Figure 6-33 Single job assignment simulation result - RANDOM 
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Figure 6-34 Single job assignment simulation result – MAX_MHF 
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Figure 6-35 Single job assignment simulation result – MIN_MHF 
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Figure 6-36 Single job assignment simulation result – BFO 
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Figure 6-37 Single job assignment simulation result – RANDO 
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Figure 6-34 shows the assignment result of MAX_MHF. The 

total man-days spent is 176.7 M/D, and the simulation ended at 

91.2 day. Thus far, as we have examined only simulation results, 

it is observed that the result tends to be ~170 M/D for total 

man-days spent and 70–98 day for simulation end time. 

Figure 6-35 shows the assignment result of MIN_MHF. The total 

man-days spent is 144.4 M/D, and the simulation ended at 52.8 

day. Compared with the previous assignment results, this method 

showed a much better result in terms of not only the total man-

days spent but also the simulation end time. 

Figure 6-36 shows the assignment result of BFO. The total man-

days spent is 145.3 M/D, and the simulation ended at 54.3 day. 

The first assignment results of BFO are the same as those of the 

Hungarian Algorithm, and it is observed that the total man-days 

spent and the simulation end time are affected by how the next 

assignment is made when the event for the design end occurs. 

The result of BFO, which was expected to be the best one, was 

actually slightly worse than that of MIN_MHF. To find an optimal 

solution through repetitive execution, which is the benefit of the 
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simulation model, we designed a method that can find the best 

solution from among the results of RAMDOM simulations that 

were executed repeatedly for a fixed number of times, and we 

called this method RANDO (RANDOM Optimum). 

Figure 6-37 shows the best assignment result of RANDO with 

1,000 simulations. As we designate RANDO based on the number 

of executions, we call this result RANDO_1000. The unbalanced 

assignment problem features a different number of jobs to be 

done and different number of workers; therefore, it cannot be 

treated using the first assignment alone. Then, when 

assignments need to be made in a dynamic situation after a job is 

finished, the result of the Hungarian Algorithm is not optimal but 

has a local minimum. In particular, this conclusion is derived 

based on the fact that the first assignment result of 

RANDO_1000 differs from that of the Hungarian Algorithm. 

We organized the simulation results of the various assignment 

methods for this scenario in terms of the total man-days spent 

(Figure 6-38) and the simulation end time (Figure 6-39). As 

intended, we confirmed that the result of BFO is identical to that 
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of the Hungarian Algorithm. However, because this was an 

unbalanced AP, the simulation results varied depending on how 

we assigned the two remaining blocks after we dealt with the 

four blocks that had been allocated in the first assignment. The 

RANDO_1000 method reduced the total man-days spent by 7.3 

M/D and the simulation end time by 10.3 day compared to the 

MIN_MHF method, which showed the best performance among 

the existing assignment methods for this scenario. 
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Figure 6-38 Total spent man-days of simulations with single-

assignment scenario according to various assignment method 

 

Figure 6-39 Simulation end times of simulations with single-

assignment scenario according to various assignment method 
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6.5. Job Assignment Simulation of Hull Design 

Process with Multiple-assignment Scenario 

In this subsection, we extend the simple scenario described in 

subsection 6.4 to a more realistic scenario and run simulations 

on it. The simulation model is the same as that used for the 

single-assignment scenario described earlier. Setting only the 

participating design engineer, block information, and simulation 

configuration differently in the scenario generator is sufficient to 

run the simulation with complex and complicated scenarios. It is 

assumed that four design engineers participate, as in the 

previous scenario, and three constructions—“S02-Main Deck 

Construction,” “S02-Stern Construction,” and “S02-Bow 

Construction,” as shown in Figure 6-40—are issued continuously 

over regular time intervals. In addition, each construction 

includes four blocks. The constructions are issued in the same 

sequence as that written above, and they are assumed to be 

issued at time intervals of 0, 30, and 30 days, respectively. In 

other words, “S02-Main Deck Construction” is issued as soon as 

the simulation begins, and “S02-Stern Construction” and “S02-
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Bow Construction” are issued after 30 days of simulation time. 

Concretely, ‘S02-Main Deck Construction’ consists of four 

blocks, which are ‘B#2501’ (Standardized block design man-

hours: 32.4 M/D), ‘B#3501’ (27.5 M/D), ‘B#2502’ (24.0 M/D), and 

‘B#3502’ (18.5 M/D). ‘S02-Stern Construction’ consists of four 

blocks, which are ‘B#2701’ (16.5 M/D), ‘B#3701’ (22.0 M/D), 

‘B#2702’ (13.7 M/D), and ‘B#3702’ (18.0 M/D). Lastly, ‘S02-Bow 

Construction’ consists of four blocks, which are ‘B#1301’ (8.5 

M/D), ‘B#1302’ (12.0 M/D), ‘B#1303’ (12.7 M/D), and ‘B#1304’ 

(8.9 M/D). Therefore, four design engineers are available, and 

twelve blocks are to be designed. When we consider this from 

the concept of standardized block design man-hours and the 

difficulties faced, the amount of work for each block is expected 

to be 8.5–32.4 M/D. In this case, as in the earlier result of the 

single-assignment scenario, it is obvious that the assignment 

method employed by the design manager greatly affects the total 

man-days spent and the simulation end time. As confirmed 

earlier in the single-assignment scenario, we perform the 

simulation with a focus upon whether the same result occurs in 

the multiple-assignment scenario. After first finding the optimal 
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assignment in a static situation using the Hungarian Algorithm or 

BFO and optimizing the assignments since, we could not find a 

better result than that produced by RANDO_1000.  

 

Figure 6-40 Multiple-assignment scenario 

Concretely, the unassigned blocks are once stored in the queue, 

and when a design engineer become available, then it begins to 

be assigned. If all design engineers are unavailable, and at that 

time new construction is received then, it is stored in the queue 

after the analysis. In other words, different from the single-
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assignment scenario that does optimal assignment in a somewhat 

static situation, the dynamic changes of results according to a 

time occurs in the multiple-assignment scenario so that it is hard 

to predict without a simulation. Thus, the precedence 

relationship is decided depending on a time, so that when we 

exchange only two assignments among the first assignments, and 

leaves others still, then total spent man-days and the simulation 

end time change. As shown in Figure 6-41, at the first 

assignments, for the method that KIM SY is assigned to B#2503, 

and MOON DR is assigned to B#3503, and for the method of vice 

versa, even when we fix any other assignments to be same, and 

assign equally using LIFO, then total spent man-days was found 

to be difference of 300.8 M/D and 301.8 M/D, respectively. This 

was because, the overall design project became over when KIM 

SY who has lowest work efficiency completed to design just one 

block, so that the man-hours to design each block of KIM SY 

affected the result. When we call this case of the assignment as 

KM2503-3503LIFO, then in case of KM2503-3503FIFO, there 

were differences for both of total spent man-days and the 

simulation end time. These results are organized in Table 1. The 
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reason why total spent man-days are variable is same to that of 

KM2503-3503LIFO mentioned earlier, however the reason why 

the simulation end times are variable is that the design man-

hours that is required when KIM SY takes on B#3503 is 91.2 day, 

and the design for any other blocks are completed before that. 

As considering the influence of a design engineers, we exchange 

the assignment result of LEE GJ and YOON GJ at this time. And 

in case of LY2503-3503FIFO and LY3503-2503FIFO, total spent 

man-days are only 0.2 M/Ds of difference.  
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Figure 6-41 Dynamic effect of a time in the multiple-assignment 
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Table 1. Minor effect of the only first two event exchanges among 

all the other assignments fixed in the multiple-assignment 

 Total Spent M/Ds Simulation End-day 

KM2503-3503LIFO 300.8 97.7 

KM3503-2503LIFO 301.8 97.7 

KM2503-3503FIFO 292.2 90.8 

KM3503-2503FIFO 293.1 91.2 

LY2503-3503FIFO 287.5 97.7 

LY3503-2503FIFO 287.3 97.7 

 

However, if the assignment method is fixed, and two 

assignments of the first assignment results is exchanged, then 

end times for each design will vary so that it is general that the 

following assignment procedures are all to be changed. In this 

case, total spent man-days or the simulation end time are also 

varied much. As shown in Figure 6-42, in case of KM2501-

3501LIFO, design end times of MOON DR are different from each 

other, and this affects assignment result for other design 

engineers so that this result has an effect again on the series of 

changes in other assignment results. As a result, a total of five 

blocks’ assignment results are found to be different, and the 
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difference of total spent man-days appears as many as 16.8 M/D. 

In Table 2, we organized the cases that the following 

assignments are to be changed due to the influence of the 

pervious assignments as mentioned above. Likewise, if first two 

assignment results exchanged, and even if we use the same 

method of assigning, the following assignments can be affected 

so that the prediction according to various assignment methods 

of the multiple-assignment scenario is impossible without a 

simulation.  

 

Table 2. Major effect of the first two event exchanges that have 

caused the other assignment changed in the multiple-assignment 

 Total Spent M/Ds Simulation End-day 

KM2501-3501LIFO 288.7 99.1 

KM3501-2501LIFO 271.9 97.7 

LY2503-3503LIFO 304.1 99.1 

LY3503-2503LIFO 303.5 97.7 
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Figure 6-42 Dynamic effect of a time which cause the change of the assignment result in the multiple-assignment 
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The assignment methods are same as those of subsection 6.4, 

thus we compare and analyze the result with FIFO, LIFO, 

RANDOM, MAX_MHF, MIN_MHF, and BFO. Figure 6-43 shows 

the assignment result of FIFO. In right side of blocks in each 

construction, the assigned design engineer is written down, and 

we focus and measure simulation end time and total spent man-

days as the simulation result. In bottom of the figure, the 

simulation result is shown being made out in forms of Gantt chart 

(time order, design engineer order). In case of FIFO, total spent 

man-days is 190.5 M/D, and the simulation ended at 72.7 day 

(simulation time). Gantt chart which represents the simulation 

result is displayed in a weekly view. 

Figure 6-44 shows the assignment result of LIFO. Total spent 

man-days is 179.7 M/D, and the simulation ended at 80.0 day. It 

can be seen that the differences about 6% of total spent man-

days and the simulation end time have occurred by changing only 

the assignment method. 

Figure 6-45 shows the assignment result of RANDOM. Total 

spent man-days is 179.5 M/D, and the simulation ended at 80.0 
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day. RANDOM choose the branch available for selection 

randomly at every decision making point. Especially, like this 

example, when the another decision making points are variable 

depending on the chosen result by the influence of the 

standardized block man-hours and design engineer man-hours 

availability, it is so complicated and various that even the 

number of cases is difficult to be calculated. The result of Figure 

6-45 is one time execution result of this scenario with RANDOM 

method. Thus, as whenever the simulation executes, always 

different results appear, so that this result has no significant 

meaning but it shows better performance than the simulations 

with previous two methods. 

Figure 6-46 shows the assignment result of MAX_MHF. Total 

spent man-days is 192.4 M/D, and the simulation ended at 72.7 

day. As we examine only the simulation results until now, it can 

be observed that the result tends to be 179 - 192 M/D for total 

spent man-days, and 72 - 80 day for the simulation end time. 

Figure 6-47 shows the assignment result of MIN_MHF. Total 

spent man-days is 185.1 M/D, and the simulation ended at 89.3 
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day. MIN_MHF method which showed the best performance 

among six assignment methods in the single-assignment 

scenario also shows generally good performance in this scenario, 

but it does not show better result to be compared with LIFO. In 

addition, the result of RANDOM shows the best performance so 

that this gives us the clue that there will be optimal value that 

cannot be found with existing assignment methods.  

Figure 6-48 shows the assignment result of BFO which was 

implemented with the expectation of performing the best result. 

Total spent man-days is 179.1 M/D, and the simulation ended at 

80.0 day. As the case of the single-assignment scenario, this 

also shows excellent performance and presents the optimal value.  

Figure 6-37 shows the assignment result of RANDO which 

showed best performance in the single-assignment scenario 

simulation. As before, we execute 1,000 times and find the result 

which is the minimum of total spent man-days and visualize this 

result. The actual execution time to be taken was around 3 

seconds in the environment of Intel i7 - 2600 CPU (3.4 GHz) 

dual core, 4 GB Ram, 32 bit operating system. As the result of 
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the simulation, total spent man-days is 178.1 M/D, and the 

simulation ended at 80.0 day. 
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Figure 6-43 Multiple job assignment simulation result - FIFO 
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Figure 6-44 Multiple job assignment simulation result - LIFO 
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Figure 6-45 Multiple job assignment simulation result - RANDOM 
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Figure 6-46 Multiple job assignment simulation result – MAX_MHF 
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Figure 6-47 Multiple job assignment simulation result – MIN_MHF 
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Figure 6-48 Multiple job assignment simulation result – BFO 
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Figure 6-49 Multiple job assignment simulation result – RANDO
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We organized the simulation results of above six assignment 

methods and RANDO_1000 method by total spent man-days 

(Figure 6-50) and the simulation end time (Figure 6-51). 

RANDO_1000 method shows the best performance by total spent 

man-days, and it saved 1.0 M/D than BFO which is optimal 

method among the existing six methods. In the simulation end 

time which means the completion time for overall designs, both 

of FIFO and MAX_MHF present the minimum value of 72.7 day. 

The simulation of RANDO_1000 which showed best performance 

at both of total spent man-days and the simulation end time in 

the earlier single-assignment scenario ended at 80.0 day in this 

scenario to be required 7.3 day more than optimal value.   

This scenario is presumed that when we assumed that it takes 

almost one month for a design engineer to finish the design of 

one block, and when four design engineers deal with each task in 

the scenario where four blocks are added as new design items 

with same time intervals, then all works are completed smoothly 

within 90 days. As a result of the simulation, it can be seen that 

the assignment method should be changeable depending on the 
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purpose of the simulation. If the minimization of total spent man-

days is the objective, then it can be known that BFO shows good 

performance as the implementation intend, and RANDO_1000 

presents optimal assignment result. If the shortest simulation end 

time which means all given blocks are completed to be designed 

is the objective of the simulation, then FIFO and MAX_MHF show 

good results, and among them when we consider total spent 

man-days also, MAX_MHF can be selected.    
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Figure 6-50 Total spent man-days of simulations with multiple-

assignment scenario according to various assignment method 

 

 

Figure 6-51 Simulation end times of simulations with multiple-

assignment scenario according to various assignment method
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7. Development of Decision Support System 

for Job Assignment 

When we use the executable BPM model of the ship hull 

production design process that has been implemented using the 

BOS in this study and the job assignment simulation for a design 

manager using the Simkit simulation engine together, it can 

function as a real-time decision support system for a design 

manager. 

Specifically, if the executable model for the hull production 

design process is set up, a design manager can assign blocks by 

his/her own decision making based on experience or knowledge. 

At this point, he/she can utilize the mid-term schedule or the 

drawing program that has already been made. Then, he/she can 

check and manage the schedule by real-time monitoring. 

However, as discussed earlier in this paper, once a decision is 

made, it cannot be reversed, and once a block design is 

undertaken, it lasts for around one month. When the BPMS is 

operated for a long time, log data for the actual work results 
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would accumulate, and this data could be used for performing the 

simulation to reproduce the previous process and for modeling 

the performance of each design engineer. Through this type of 

simulation, process improvement, workload analysis, error 

detection in the assignment, etc. can be realized; however, 

considerable time has already been consumed for this process 

improvement, and this turns out to be expensive. 

Therefore, considering the fact that considerable cost and time 

for work can be incurred depending on the assignment results 

selected by a design manager, if we could understand the effect 

of decision making in a dynamic situation in a manner that could 

not be predicted previously using the discrete-event-based BPS, 

it would be possible to guarantee better results than in the case 

of block assignment without any data or predictions. 

Furthermore, it is expected that this can improve the decision-

making ability of design managers. Of course, in doing so, the 

accuracy of the simulation model is the most important factor.  

As an example simulation model, a design engineer’s man-hours 

availability and standardized block design man-hours ought to be 
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correct so that the simulation result will be reliable. This type of 

estimation and management of the design engineer’s man-hours 

availability may not only create hostility among the workers but 

also complicate the mathematical modeling of the estimation 

model. Therefore, a method for estimating each design 

engineer’s man-hours availability by analyzing the result data 

through BPM is required. It is desirable to manage this data 

separately by authorizing only for the design manager. The 

standardized block design man-hours also needs to be modeled 

mathematically and precisely using more factors and to be 

calibrated using the actual design log data in the BPMS beyond 

the simple level proposed in this study. In addition, the process 

for block design is affected by the 3D CAD or various production 

processes that each shipyard employs. Thus, it is difficult to 

apply a standardized block estimation method, and a method to 

model standardized block design man-hours that is customized 

for each shipyard is required.  

Similarly, if accurate design engineer man-hours availability and 

standardized block design man-hours are provided as inputs 
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through the BPS, a better assignment result than that of FIFO, 

which is obtained most simply and easily, or that of the brute-

force method, which is expected to provide an optimal result for 

a short-term for an outstanding design manager, can be provided. 

This is possible because if the proposed BPS is written as a 

script, it can be executed in real-time by embedding the script in 

the BPM model. In other words, this study suggests a framework 

for a decision support system that can provide a reliable 

prediction result for a design manager in real-time when the 

decision must be made.   

 

7.1. Interface between Executable BPM model and 

Discrete-event-based BPS  

In this study, as a framework for a decision support system, we 

implement an interface that can combine the executable BPM 

model based on the BOS explained in Section 3, and the 

discrete-event-based BPS explained in Section 6. For each of 

the developed program is as follows as shown in Figure 7-1: in 
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BOS 5.7.2, there are a total of ten connectors (user-defined 

external programs) and seven designed form pages; for the 

discrete-event-based BPS, around 1,300 lines of Groovy script 

(expected to exceed 6,000 lines when developed in Java or C) 

were coded.  

When a design manager proceeds with a task using BPMS, if 

he/she wants to see the simulation result before he/she makes 

an assignment, he/she can press the “Simulation” button, shown 

in Figure 7-2, and the design engineer’s information and block 

information to be provided as inputs in the simulation would 

appear. In this screen, when he/she clicks the “Simulation” 

button again, “blockInfo.xml,” “designEngineer.xml,” and 

“simSetting.xml,” which are inputs for the simulation, are 

generated. When he/she runs the BPS using this, the simulation 

result in the form of a Gantt chart is visualized in a Web browser. 

The “RANDO_1000” method requires only 2–3 s to obtain the 

result. Through this simulation result, the design manager can 

assign blocks by regarding the decision making result in a 

dynamic situation that is difficult to predict as another reference 
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for the decision making, and by referencing this. 

Technically, after extracting the Groovy script of the “XML-

based Scenario Generator,” we embed its script at the action of 

the “Simulation” button in the BOS form page. Furthermore, 

using the generated XML files, we execute the “BPS” connector, 

written in Groovy script, that is developed to run the simulation. 

The “BPS” connector is implemented to locate the folder where 

the BPS Groovy execution files exist in order to execute 

remotely including all relevant libraries, as shown in Figure 7-3. 
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Figure 7-1 Implementations of executable BPM model and discrete-event-based BPS  
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Figure 7-2 Decision support system for job assignment in ship hull production design process
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Figure 7-3 “BPS” connector in “Block Assignment” task 

 

7.2. Job Assignment Simulation for the Decision 

Support  

In this subsection, we extend the simple scenario of Section 6 to 

be more realistic scenario, and run simulation with this. The 

simulation is executed, when a design manager needs to assign 

block designs to the hull production design engineers using the 

BPM, in order to support the decision making by real-time 

predicting, comparing, and analyzing the results of the 

complicated assignments which is hard to predict with various 
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assignment methods. The simulation model is equal to the model 

in Section 6, just only setting the participating design engineer, 

the block information, and the simulation configuration 

differently in the scenario generator is sufficient enough to run 

the simulation with complex and complicated scenario. It is 

assumed that the participating design engineers are four, which 

is equal to the previous scenario, but total three constructions 

are going to be issued continuously over different time intervals. 

In addition, each construction includes different number of 

blocks of two to six. As shown in Figure 7-4, ship hull structural 

design part issues ‘S02-Main Deck Construction’, ‘S02-Stern 

Construction’, ‘S02-Bow Construction’, and ‘S02-Engine Room 

Construction’. The sequence for issuance is same as that of 

written in above, and each construction is assumed to be issued 

by the time intervals of 0 days, 30 days, 20 days, and 11 days, 

respectively. In other words, ‘S02-Main Deck Construction’ is 

issued as soon as the simulation begins, and ‘S02-Engine Room 

Construction’ is issued at 61 day in the simulation time. 

Concretely, ‘S02-Main Deck Construction’ consists of six blocks 

which are equal to those of the single-assignment scenario. 
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‘S02-Stern Construction’ consists of four blocks, which are 

‘B#2701’ (Standardized block design man-hours: 16.5 M/D), 

‘B#3701’ (22.0 M/D), ‘B#2702’ (13.7 M/D), and ‘B#3702’ (18.0 

M/D). ‘S02-Bow Construction’ consists of four blocks, which are 

‘B#1301’ (8.5 M/D), ‘B#1302’ (12.0 M/D), ‘B#1303’ (12.7 M/D), 

and ‘B#1304’ (8.9 M/D). Lastly, ‘S02-Engine Room Construction’ 

consists of two blocks, which are ‘B#1101’ (36.5 M/D) and 

‘B#1102’ (45.2 M/D). Therefore, available design engineers are 

four, whereas the blocks to be designed are sixteen in total, and 

when we look this into the concept of standardized block design 

man-hours, difficulties and amount of work for each block is 

various to be ranged within 8.5 M/D - 45.2 M/D. And a design 

manager wants to get the results of minimization of total spent 

man-days and shortest end time for all designs to be completed, 

respectively. Furthermore, he may also want to know the 

assignment method that achieves all of both objectives with the 

excellent results. 
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Figure 7-4 Multiple-assignment of irregular and complex scenario  

 

7.2.1. Results and Analysis of the Business Process Simulation  

The assignment methods are same as those of Section 6, thus 

we compare and analyze the result with FIFO, LIFO, RANDOM, 

MAX_MHF, MIN_MHF, and BFO. Figure 7-5 - Figure 7-11 

represent detail simulation results for each of assignment 

methods.
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Figure 7-5 Multiple-assignment simulation result of irregular and complex scenario - FIFO 
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Figure 7-6 Multiple-assignment simulation result of irregular and complex scenario – LIFO 
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Figure 7-7 Multiple-assignment simulation result of irregular and complex scenario – RANDOM 
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Figure 7-8 Multiple-assignment simulation result of irregular and complex scenario – MAX_MHF 
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Figure 7-9 Multiple-assignment simulation result of irregular and complex scenario – MIN_MHF 
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Figure 7-10 Multiple-assignment simulation result of irregular and complex scenario – BFO 
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Figure 7-11 Multiple-assignment simulation result of irregular and complex scenario – RANDO 
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We organized the simulation results of above six assignment 

methods and RANDO_1000 method by total spent man-days 

(Figure 7-12) and the simulation end time (Figure 7-13). 

RANDO_1000 method shows the best performance by total spent 

man-days, and it saved 11.6 M/D than FIFO which is optimal 

method among the existing six methods. In the simulation end 

time, which means the completion time for the overall designs, 

both of FIFO and RANDOM presented the minimum value of 90.8 

day. RANDO_1000 which showed best performance at total spent 

man-days in the earlier two scenarios in Section 6 presented the 

optimal result in this scenario as well. Simply, the simulation 

time was 91.9 day to be required 1.1 day more than optimal 

value. When we consider that total required periods for the 

overall designs are around three months, it is determined to be 

fully acceptable solution from the perspective of a real sense to 

be terminated a day later as it saves about 12 M/D.  
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Figure 7-12 Total spent man-days of simulations with multiple-

assignment of irregular and complex scenario according to 

various assignment method 

 

Figure 7-13 Simulation end times of simulations with multiple-

assignment of irregular and complex scenario according to 

various assignment method 
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7.2.2. Hybrid Brute-Force Optimum Algorithm 

Until now, BFO method has not provided the optimal solution, 

and it was a deterministic simulation. We intend to improve BFO 

method as we notice RANDO method which has provided the 

optimal method by just iterating the RANDOM assignment 

several times.   

When there are equal or more blocks to be assigned (n) than 

total participating design engineers (r) (n>=r), the previous BFO 

finds the optimal assignment result by the calculation of nPr. 

When there are less blocks to be assigned (n) than total 

participating design engineers (r) (n<r) alike when it needs to 

assign a block to the design engineer individually when the 

design engineer completes the assigned block design, MAX_MHF 

method has been applied. This is because, when the algorithm 

was designed, the most efficient method was determined to be 

MAX_MHF by calculating briefly using all methods by hand. The 

part thought to be improved for BFO was exactly the method for 

dealing with this re-assignment. In other words, in case of n>=r, 

the assignment is done with the same to the previous method, 
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but, when n<r, RANDOM assignment is performed. With this 

assignment strategy, one complete scenario is repeated to be 

executed by the number of the user input along with RANDO, the 

minimum of total spent man-days and the assignment result at 

that moment are to be found. As there are BFO and RANDO to be 

mixed, we called this as Hybrid BFO. Figure 7-14 represents the 

result of Hybrid BFO to be applied in the multiple-assignment of 

irregular and complex scenario. Total 1,000 times of simulations 

were executed to find the optimal value, so that the total man-

days spent was 279.1 M/D to be reduced by 18.3 M/D compared 

to the BFO. The simulation end time also was 90.8 day to be 

reduced by 8.3 day compared to the BFO. 

Hybrid BFO shows the identical first assignment with Hungarian 

Algorithm like as BFO. And it provided more improved 

assignment result for both of the total man-days spent and the 

simulation end time then BFO. However, Hybrid BFO also had 

limitations. As shown in Figure 7-15, Hybrid BFO_1000 spent 

9.7 M/D more than RANDO_1000 in the total man-days spent. As 

being compared to the result in Figure 7-12, Hybrid BFO_1000 
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shows the best performance compared to any other assignment 

methods except RANDO_1000, but it shows pretty big difference 

with RANDO_1000. As the number of executions was identical, 

but the significant difference between the results appears, and it 

will be mentioned later, even if we increase the number of 

executions, the difference would not be reduced. In other words, 

in the multiple-assignment of irregular and complex scenario, 

total three times of a batch assignments by BFO are done when 

Hybrid BFO is used, Figure 7-15 is the result that convinces us 

of the opinion in this study that these batch assignments led the 

assignment result to be local minimum.   
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Figure 7-14 Multiple-assignment simulation result of irregular and complex scenario – Hybrid BFO  
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Figure 7-15 Total spent man-days of simulations with multiple-

assignment of irregular and complex scenario according to BFO, 

Hybrid BFO, and RANDO 

Figure 7-16 shows the comparison of the simulation log analysis 

results and the actual assignment results between Hybrid BFO, 

BFO, and RANDO to figure out how Hybrid BFO can provide 

better result than BFO. Both of BFO and Hybrid BFO performed 

three times of brute-force assignments in ‘Main Deck Const’, 

‘Stern Const’, and ‘Bow Const’, and each of them went through 

the calculations of 6P4, 4P4, and 4P4, respectively. At the first 

case, it was performed as the assignment result, but at the 

second case, when YOON GJ was not available to design B#2701 

which had been assigned to him because he was on the previous 

block design, LEE GJ who just finished B#3701 design was 

decided to design B#2701 so that the assignment plan was 
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rejected in both assignment methods identically. At the last batch 

assignment result, LEE GJ was decided to design B#1301 which 

had been assigned to KIM SY in the same reason so that the 

assignment plan was rejected in both assignment methods 

identically, either. The differences in the assignment result 

between two methods were observed to be three blocks; B#2503 

(BFO: YOON GJ, Hybrid BFO: LEE GJ), B#3503 (BFO: LEE GJ, 

Hybrid BFO: YOON GJ), B#1102 (BFO: YOON GJ, Hybrid BFO: 

LEE GJ). Therefore, as two methods are similar in overall 

(81.25% identical), only because of the changed assignment 

result in partial, the improvement has been made. This can be 

cleared when these are compared to the assignment result of 

RANDO_1000, which is totally different one from the results of 

two assignment methods earlier. Out of total sixteen blocks’ 

assignments, only three blocks were identical with BFO (18.75% 

identical), and only four blocks were identical with Hybrid BFO 

(25.00% identical).  
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Figure 7-16 Detail assignment results of BFO, Hybrid BFO, and RANDO 
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When we see the result in Figure 7-17, for the simulation end 

time, Hybrid BFO_1000 shows more improved result than 

RANDO_1000. As being compared to the result in Figure 7-13, 

Hybrid BFO_1000 ended the simulation at 90.8 day which is 

equal to FIFO and RANDOM. Even for the same end time, Hybrid 

BFO_1000 which requires less total man-days spent is obvious 

to be better assignment method than two previous methods. 

Here, we can get the new idea which can improve the algorithm 

of RANDO. Concretely, if we find the assignment result which 

requires the least total man-days spent among the assignment 

results of which the simulation end time is the minimum which is 

estimated to be 90.8 days, how it will like being compared to the 

result of RANDO_1000? This idea can be verified easily with the 

simulation, if RANDO algorithm is added, modified, and 

supplemented without any changes in the simulation model and 

scenario. And this is another advantage of the discrete-event-

based BPS using the detailed modeling.  
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Figure 7-17 Simulation end times of simulations with multiple-

assignment of irregular and complex scenario according to BFO, 

Hybrid BFO, and RANDO 

 

7.2.3. iRANDO (Improved RANDO) Algorithm 

RANDO is the method to find the minimum total man-days spent 

and the assignment result at that moment through iterative 

executions by the number of the user input. In subsection 7.2.2, 

Hybrid BFO did not present the better result in total man-days 

spent than RANDO, but it presented better simulation end time. 

Thus, as we execute the simulation using RANDO method 

repeatedly, the minimum of the simulation end time is to be 

found in advance of the total man-days spent, and if there are 

more than two which has the minimum value, then the 
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assignment result which has less total man-days spent is to be 

adopted. This algorithm is called iRANDO (Improved RANDO).   

Figure 7-18 represents the comparison of iRANDO_1000 and 

RANDO_1000. As intended, it presents the assignment result of 

which the simulation end time is 90.8 day which is determined to 

be the minimum for this scenario, and the total man-days spent 

is 272.0 M/D. As being compared to the result of RANDO_1000, 

it requires 2.6 M/D more, but which is 7.1 M/D less than Hybrid 

BFO_1000. 

To summarize these results, we organized the simulation results 

of BFO, Hybrid BFO_1000, RANDO_1000, and iRANDO_1000 in 

terms of the total man-days spent (Figure 7-19), and the 

simulation end time (Figure 7-20). As a result, the optimal value 

of the simulation end time (i.e., overall design completion time) 

for this scenario is 90.8 day. Through iRANDO method, we can 

get the assignment result that satisfies the optimal result in the 

simulation end time, and at the same time it is excellent in the 

total man-days spent, either. Both of RANDO, iRANDO methods 

takes 3-4 seconds to get the simulations results of 1,000 times 
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executions. Thus, the design manager has alternative optimal 

methods for the purpose of the assignment, which is, if he/she 

wants the optimal assignment result of the total man-days spent, 

then he/she only has to select RANDO_1000, and if he/she wants 

the optimal assignment result of the simulation end time, then 

he/she only has to select iRANDO_1000. Consequently, using the 

reuse of a model, and the changeable scenario which are the 

features of discrete-event-based BPS, it is most effective to 

find optimal result for the desired situation by comparing and 

analyzing the results from the repetitive executions of the 

simulations just changing scenarios without any changes for the 

simulation model.  
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Figure 7-18 Multiple job assignment simulation result of irregular and complex scenario– iRANDO 
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Figure 7-19 Total spent man-days of simulations with multiple-

assignment of irregular and complex scenario according to BFO, 

Hybrid BFO_1000, RANDO_1000, and iRANDO_1000 

 

 

Figure 7-20 Simulation end times of simulations with multiple-

assignment of irregular and complex scenario according to BFO, 

Hybrid BFO_1000, RANDO_1000, and iRANDO_1000 
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7.2.4. Comparison of Results according to the Number of BPS 

Execution 

In earlier, all methods that get the optimal result by the 

repetitive executions of the simulations such as RANDO, Hybrid 

BFO, iRANDO, etc. use 1,000 times for the number of executions. 

In this subsection, we explain the experiment about the effect of 

the number of BPS executions to the result.      

For those three methods mentioned above, we organized the 

simulation results for the multiple-assignment of irregular and 

complex scenario, by changing the number of simulation 

executions variously as 10 times, 100 times, 500 times, 1,000 

times, 5,000 times, and so on in terms of the total man-days 

spent (Figure 7-21) and the simulation end time (Figure 7-22).  
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Figure 7-21 Total spent man-days of simulations with multiple-

assignment of irregular and complex scenario according to 

number of simulations for various assignment methods 

 

Figure 7-22 Simulation end times of simulations with multiple-

assignment of irregular and complex scenario according to 

number of simulations for various assignment methods 

When we look into Figure 7-21, Hybrid BFO found the optimal 

result for that method only by 10 times executions, which is the 
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same result of 5,000 times executions. This can be thought that 

as the batch brute-force assignments were performed three 

times, the number of possible cases was affected to be limited a 

lot. RANDO approaches better optimal results gradually as the 

number of executions increases, and it converges upon the 

optimal result at 500-1,000 times, And more than 1,000 times, 

there are some improvements on the result but the effect is very 

slight to be within 0.1 M/D. Whereas, iRANDO is shown to be 

sensitive to the number of executions for the performance 

improvement. In concrete, as there were rapid result 

improvements within 500 times, after then until about 5,000 

times, the result converged upon the optimal result which is not 

as good as that of RANDO. When the number of executions is 

increased to 50,000 times, then iRANDO found better optimal 

assignment result than RANDO. Execution time for 50,000 times 

was about two minutes. Based on this result, we executed 

iRANDO for 1,000,000 times. It took 40 minutes, and the result 

was improved than that of 50,000 times, but the effect was very 

slight (0.1 M/D). The total man-days spent of iRANDO_1000000 

was 267.5 M/D to be differed with RANDO_1000 by only 1.9 M/D. 
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When we look into Figure 7-22, it is shown that in RANDO 

method, the simulation end time becomes improved rapidly from 

10 times to 100 times, but after then it converges upon that 

value. On the other hand, Hybrid BFO and iRANDO could find the 

optimal simulation end time even in the fewer number of 

executions (10 times).  

Consequently, 1,000 times, that only takes 3-4 seconds, can be 

determined to be the optimal number of the simulation 

executions to find the optimal result effectively. Because, when 

a design manager assigns the job to the design engineer in the 

actual BPMS, he must be able to be provided with the optimal 

assignment result based on this simulation in real-time. 

 

7.2.5. Analysis of the BPS Results according to the Concept of 

Standardized Block Design Man-hour and the Design 

Engineer Man-hour Availability 

This simulation has adopted both of standardized block design 

man-hours and design engineer man-hour availability that was 

explained in subsection 4.2. We will look into what results will be 
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presented by BPS if these concepts are not adopted.  

We performed the simulation when none of concepts that have 

been suggested in this study are adopted, in other words, we 

assumed that there are no differences in difficulties between 

blocks, and all availability for design engineers are same. This 

can be performed easily without any changes of the simulation 

model, by fixing blocks information as 23.56 M/Ds which is the 

average for the standardized block design man-hours of input 

blocks, and by setting the design engineers availabilities as 

133.8% which is the average for the man-hour availabilities of 

input design engineers in the scenario generator. This was 

applied in the multiple-assignment of irregular and complex 

scenario, and the result is as shown in Figure 7-23.    

As this kind of simulation is one that the existing general 

simulation methods perform, in the commercial simulation tools 

or BPS module in the BPMS, the simulation is performed by 

setting that the design engineers are four, as the blocks to be 

assigned six arrives at time 0, and four arrives at time 30, and 

another four arrives at time 50, and two arrives at time 61, and 
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the service time for a block is 17.63 day. As the simulation 

result, regardless of the assignment methods that was explained 

in subsection 6.4.1, all results were identical that the total man-

days spent was 281.8 M/D, and the simulation end time was 86.5 

day. The differences between each method are no more than 

which block is assigned to whom, and when the production 

design for each block is ended.   
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Figure 7-23 BPS without both of block standard design M/H concept and design engineer availability concept 
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Figure 7-24 BPS with block standard design M/H concept only 
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Figure 7-25 BPS with design engineer availability concept only 
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Figure 7-24 represents the simulation result that only 

standardized block design man-hours concept is adopted. 

Regardless of the assignment methods, all simulation results 

were identical that the total man-days spent was 281.7 M/D, and 

the simulation end time was 95.7 day. However, to look into the 

assignment results specifically, it can be known that the shapes 

of the overall Gantt charts are different from one to another. As 

we analyzed, it was special case that all simulation end times 

were identical as it was affected by the issuance date of ‘E/R 

Const’ in this scenario. And when we performed the simulation 

after changing the design engineer man-hours availabilities as 

100%, the simulation end times became varied depending on the 

assignment methods. Concretely, FIFO was 119.3 day, LIFO was 

110.1 day, MAX_MHF was 114.9 day, MIN_MHF was 117.8 day, 

BFO was 113.8 day, and iRANDO which is the optimal 

assignment method for the simulation end time was 107.4 day. 

Therefore, total man-days spent are equal but the blocks for 

each design engineer, the design end day for each block, and the 

simulation end time are to be different depending on the 

assignment methods. 
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Figure 7-25 represents the simulation result that only design 

engineer man-hour availability concept is adopted. Like as above 

two simulations, the total man-days spent was identical to be 

281.7 M/D, regardless of the assignment method. And the 

simulation end time was identical to be 105.6 day, either. Thus, 

it can be known that the assignment method is meaningless 

unless both of standardized block design man-hours and design 

engineer man-hour availability are adopted.  

When we look into the result when everyone has same 

availability without design engineer man-hour availability, total 

man-days spent was identical to be 281.8 M/D, regardless of 

standardized block design man-hours. Because this is the value 

of the total standardized block design man-hours (376.9) divided 

by the design engineer man-hour availability (133.8%). If the 

design engineer man-hour availability concept is adopted, a 

capable design engineer would design more blocks, and an 

ineffectual design engineer would design less blocks, so that 

total man-days spent would be increased relatively.  

In addition, according to the standardized block design man-
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hours concept, it can be known that the production design end 

days for each block will be scattered differently. Because, the 

simulation end time reflects the end day for B#1102 of which 

standardized block design man-hours is very high to be 45.2 

M/D since 61 days where ‘E/R Const’ issues. From this, due to 

the nature of the multiple-assignment of irregular and complex 

scenario, it comes out that the minimum of the simulation end 

time can only be 90.8 day. In other words, blocks of ‘E/R Const’ 

which is issued at 61 day can be assigned to be worked only at 

61.9 day when 0.9 day has spent for the drawing analysis 

process of a design manager. Thus, two blocks can be processed 

at the same time, therefore in order to minimize the simulation 

end time, B#1102 of which standardized block design man-hours 

is high must be designed by LEE GJ whose design ability is best, 

and B#1101 must be designed by MOON DR who is the second 

capable design engineer. Therefore, 90.8 day when MOON DR 

completes the design for B#1101 becomes the minimum of the 

simulation end time.  

From the perspective of the total man-days spent, although it 
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requires 281.8 M/D on average, when the concept of an 

assignment method is applied, it can be 267.3 M/D to reduce up 

to 14.5 M/D. In other words, regardless the estimation method of 

standardized block design man-hours and design engineer man-

hour availability is fit to the actual work or not, this is the 

circumstantial evidence that to apply this concept can provide 

more realistic and optimized alternatives than the existing BPS 

modeling that uses numerical, stochastic models. Also, the 

existing BPS modeling cannot be practical, and only the level of 

guideline or preview that can provide the overview of the system 

in advance, but it has significant meaning that the suggesting 

method in this study can provide not only more precise 

prediction, but also optimized solution. Especially, as there are 

more blocks in a ship and more participating design engineers in 

the actual work in shipyards, it is expected to be more 

improvements according to the suggesting method in this study. 

Therefore, when we apply this method to the actual work, if the 

estimation method is corrected to fit for each shipyard, 

significant work improvements are expected.   
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7.3. BPS with Mid-term Schedule Scenario 

When a design manager reflects the simulation result according 

to the scenario in subsection 7.2 to make the actual job 

assignment, the simulation result in the form of Gantt chart will 

become the drawing program (i.e., drawing issuance schedule) 

for the production design. And the drawing program needs to be 

examined whether it connects to the production schedule as it 

being shared with the production department and the process 

planning department or not.   

For a ship production, the production schedule for each block is 

made in the backward direction from the erection network, and is 

created and managed in the form of the mid-term schedule. 

When the mid-term schedule is created in the process planning 

department to be shared with the production design part, a 

design manager would make a plan for the drawing program 

which satisfies the mid-term schedule preferentially. In this 

subsection, we will deal with the job assignment simulation for 
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the ship hull production design which satisfies this mid-term 

schedule. Figure 7-26 represents the reflection of the mid-term 

schedule to the scenario in Figure 7-4.     

 

Figure 7-26 Mid-term schedule scenario 

Concretely, in the boxes beside of each block, the production 

starting days from the simulation start day are written on a daily 

basis. In the mid-term schedule scenario, we assumed that the 

production facilities support the simultaneous productions up to 

four blocks. The production starting day of first four blocks is 60 

days after the simulation start day, and they are ‘B#2/3501’, 

‘B#2/3502’ that are included in ‘Main Deck Const.’ which is the 

first construction. The production is a process-based work that 
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a block is completed at the block assembly stage after going 

through cutting, part-assembly, sub-assembly, etc. Therefore, 

next four blocks will be started for the production, not at the end 

time when the earlier blocks are completed, but at the mid-to-

late stage of the production for each block. In this example, the 

production time for each block is assumed to be same as 30 days, 

and the production is assumed to proceed with the interval of 25 

days and by four blocks sequentially. After 85 days from the 

simulation start day, ‘B#2/3503’ which are included in ‘Main Deck 

Const.’, and ‘B#2/3701’ which are included in ‘Stern Const.’ are 

going to be produced. 25 days later since then, which is 110 

days after the simulation start day, ‘B#2/3702’ which are 

included in ‘Stern Const.’, and ‘B#1301’, ‘B#1302’ which belong to 

‘Bow Const.’ will begin to be produced. Lastly, after 135 days 

from the simulation start day, ‘B#1303’, ‘B#1304’ of ‘Bow Const.’, 

and ‘B#1101’, ‘B#1102’ of ‘E/R Const.’ will be produced.    

It is required of the functionality to check whether the simulation 

result in subsection 7.2 satisfies the above mid-term schedule or 

not. For this purpose, as shown in Figure 7-27, in order to 
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support a user to execute the simulation with various changes of 

the mid-tern schedule, we updated ‘simSetting’ in the scenario 

generator. In concrete, we supplemented the part where 

‘simSetting’ is defined, so that a user can define the mid-term 

schedule as Map type in the form of ‘block name : production 

starting day’. In addition, as comparing and analyzing the mid-

term schedule to the simulation result, the information about 

whether they satisfies each other or not can be set in 

‘midTermSchldCheck’  item. Also, when the simulation is 

visualized, the information about whether the mid-term schedule 

will be visualized together or not can be set in 

‘midTermSchldVisualization’ item.     

Figure 7-28 represents the simulation result with the mid-term 

schedule check result when the information of the mid-term 

schedule is inputted in above configuration and 

‘midTermSchldCheck’ which is the mid-term schedule checking 

functionality is set to be ‘On’. If all drawing issuance days of 

blocks are in advance of the production starting days for each 

block in the mid-term schedule, then it can be said that the mid-
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term schedule is satisfied, else if there is a block that is not, 

then it is determined that the mid-term schedule is not satisfied. 

If all blocks are satisfied, as shown in the upper right of Figure 

7-28, “All assignments satisfy the mid-term schedule” will be 

displayed. And if the mid-term schedule is not satisfied, then the 

name of block which did not satisfy and how much delay will 

occur being compared to the mid-term schedule are set to be 

displayed together.    
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Figure 7-27 Update for mid-term schedule on the ‘simSetting’ of the XML-based scenario generator 
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Figure 7-28 Mid-term schedule check function after BPS
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Figure 7-29 represents the simulation result using BFO method 

according to the mid-term schedule. For a simulation result, the 

mid-term schedule is displayed together, and a design and a 

production are linked with an arrow line by blocks. Even at a 

glance at the BFO simulation result, it can be known intuitively 

that the result can be the drawing program for the production 

design which satisfies the mid-term schedule completely.   

Figure 7-30 represents the simulation result using FIFO method 

as the example of the unsatisfied for the mid-term schedule. In a 

result window, it is displayed that ‘B#2501’ would be 13.1 days 

behind the schedule so that the mid-term schedule could not be 

satisfied. And also in Gantt chart, it can be easily found that the 

design and a production are overlapped.  
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Figure 7-29 BPS result with the mid-term schedule scenario - BFO 
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Figure 7-30 BPS result with the mid-term schedule scenario - FIFO
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As being developed from the functionality of simply checking 

whether the mid-term schedule is satisfied or not, it can be 

thought of the assignment method which can find the assignment 

result, which satisfies the mid-term schedule of course, by 

maximizing the minimum idle time of the block, which means a 

free time between the design end time and mid-term schedule. 

And this can be applied to only RANDO, HybridBFO, etc. where a 

random aspect is reflected, not the deterministic simulation such 

as FIFO, MAX_MHF, etc. And we named these methods as 

mRANDO, and mHybridBFO by adding the prefix ‘m’ which 

means ‘mid-term-schedule-satisfying’ to each assignment 

method. If above purpose is accomplished, and if there are 

several assignment results which has the same maximum value 

for the minimum idle time of blocks, then it is designed to adopt 

one with the minimum total man-days spent out of them.      

Figure 7-31 shows the simulation result of mRANDO_1000 with 

the mid-term schedule. The total man-days spent was 278 M/D, 

and it took a little bit long simulation end time as 99.1 day. As 

being compared to RANDO_1000 and iRANDO_1000, it shows 
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rather poor results for both of the total man-days spent and the 

simulation end time, but when we consider that this is the 

assignment result which satisfies the mid-term schedule well, 

from the perspective of a design manager, this assignment 

seems as the realistic assignment method which is more likely to 

adopt. The minimum idle time was 17.5 day to fit the mid-term 

schedule very sufficiently. 
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Figure 7-31 BPS result with the mid-term schedule scenario – mRANDO_1000 
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Figure 7-32 BPS result with the mid-term schedule scenario – mHybridBFO_1000 
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Figure 7-32 shows the simulation result of mHybridBFO_1000 

with the mid-term schedule. The total man-days spent was 

279.1 M/D, and the simulation end time was 90.8 day. The 

minimum idle time was 17.5 day same as that of mRANDO_1000.    

Figure 7-33 represents the simulation results by all assignment 

methods for the mid-term schedule scenario. The simulation 

results of the existing methods could not satisfy the mid-term 

schedule except for BFO.  

We organized the simulation results of BFO, mHybridBFO_5000, 

and mRANDO_5000 which are the assignment methods that 

satisfy the mid-term schedule in terms of the simulation end 

time as shown in Figure 7-34. As being compared with the 

simulation result in subsection 7.2, the simulation end time for 

both of mHybridBFO_5000 and mRANDO_5000 seems to be early.   
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Figure 7-33 Total spent man-days of BPS with mid-term 

schedule scenario for all assignment methods 

 

Figure 7-34 Simulation end time for BFO, mHybridBFO_5000, and 

mRANDO_5000 in the BPS with mid-term schedule scenario 
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mRANDO and mHybridBFO are similar in results, but shows 

different features. And these can be said the effect by the 

number of simulations, consequently, mHybridBFO can find the 

optimal solution for that method in a less number of simulations, 

whereas, mRANDO has the feature that as number of simulations 

increases, the result converges to the better one.  

Figure 7-35 represents the total man-days spent of mRANDO 

and mHybridBFO according to the number of simulations. As 

mentioned before, mRANDO was affected by the number of 

simulations positively, whereas mHybridBFO seems to have 

found the optimal solution for that method which had converged 

in the early executions of the simulation. 

Figure 7-36 represents the simulation end time of mRANDO and 

mHybridBFO according to the number of simulations. As before, 

we can see that mRANDO was variable according to the number 

of simulations, and in mHybridBFO, the optimal solution for that 

method converged in the early executions of the simulation. 
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Figure 7-35 Total spent man-days of BPS according to number of 

simulations for mRANDO and mHybridBFO 

 

Figure 7-36 Simulation end time of BPS according to number of 

simulations for mRANDO and mHybridBFO 

If a design manager wants to find the assignment that satisfies 

the mid-term schedule, when he/she sets the mid-term schedule 

which is shared by the process planning department as the 

simulation input, and selects mRANDO, then he/she can get the 
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excellent assignment result which satisfies the mid-term 

schedule sufficiently and reduces the total man-days spent also 

in about 20 seconds. Else, he/she can get the approximate 

optimal result by mHybrodBFO_10 just in a second. Of course, 

depending on the mid-term schedule, there can be no 

assignment methods that satisfy this. And it is hard to predict for 

this case previously, but if we use the discrete-event-based 

BPS which has been suggested in this study, it can be predicted 

in early stage. When it happens, the mid-term schedule can be 

adjusted after being discussed with the process planning 

department, and as a result, it has additional function that can 

prevent the disruption which may occur in advance.   
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8. Conclusion 

In this study, we examined the ship hull production design tasks 

in terms of a process that is the key concept of a workflow and a 

business process. Based on this result, we explained the detailed 

implementation of these tasks to be executed in the BPMS. We 

stated that it is necessary to define the start and end conditions, 

perform data mapping with the actual user information, create a 

UI for the human tasks, and an interface between the UI and the 

BPMS to create a model that can be executed in the BPMS from 

the PDM, which visualizes the process using a diagram. We made 

the PDMs of the hull production design manager, who receives 

the construction, makes work items after block analysis, and 

allocates these to the design engineers, as well as the hull 

production design engineer, who performs the production design 

for the assigned block separately on the basis of the BPMN. 

Based on the given PDMs, we suggested an executable model for 

the BPMS that was implemented using one of the representative 

open-source BPMSs—BOS—and suggested a decision support 

system for job assignment as a possible application for this 
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model. 

First, we implemented the design manager process of the ship 

hull production design as a BPM executable model. The design 

manager is responsible for assigning blocks, which are the work 

units in the hull production design, after a rough analysis. To 

improve on the previous job assignment method, which is 

primarily based on the design manager’s experience and 

knowledge, we suggest the concepts of standardized block 

design man-hours and design engineer man-hour availability. As 

an example scenario, we calculated the estimated design 

engineer man-hours availability and block design man-hours 

using the suggested method and input the expected man-hours 

of the assignment into the cost matrix. To find the optimal 

solution to the assignment problem, we adopted the Hungarian 

Algorithm and presented the details of the optimal assignment 

procedure. All of these optimal assignment procedures were 

implemented using BOS, a representative open-source BPMS, so 

that when a design part manager assigns a job, this 

implementation result can act as a decision support system for 
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him/her to instantly find the optimal assignment in his/her BPMS 

environment. 

When considering decision making in a dynamic situation as well 

as the fact that the result of one decision affects that of the next 

one, the effect of a single decision at this point becomes much 

more difficult to predict. To overcome this problem, we 

suggested an implementation method for BPS using a discrete-

event-based simulation. We recognize the limit of the previous 

simple model based on probability distribution, and therefore, we 

analyzed the theories of DEVS and Event Graph modeling that 

support detail modeling, and we modeled the ship hull production 

design process using these. We implemented the simulation 

using Simkit, which is an open discrete-event simulation engine 

and scenario generator using which a user can generate a 

simulation scenario based on XML. We performed the simulation 

using the multiple-assignment scenario, and we presented and 

analyzed the simulation results that vary depending on the 

assignment method and the number of simulation executions. 

The simulation suggests that it is most effective and efficient to 
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apply the RANDO_1000 method for the minimization of the total 

man-days spent and to apply the iRANDO_1000 method to 

realize the shortest simulation end time. In addition, for the 

assignment to be considered the production schedule, we 

implemented a functionality that can set the mid-term schedule 

as the simulation input and check whether the simulation result 

satisfies this. Further, as the assignment method that can realize 

the most free period while satisfying the mid-term schedule, we 

implemented mRANDO and mHybridBFO. The mid-term 

scheduling job assignment of the production design enables not 

only assignment optimization but also automatic acquisition of 

the drawing program for production design. Thus, if a design 

manager uses the proposed discrete-event-based BPS, he/she 

can predict the assignment result according to various situations, 

and furthermore, he/she can obtain the optimal assignment 

results, such as the minimization of the total man-days spent, 

shortest simulation end time, and maximization of free periods 

while satisfying the mid-term schedule for a given purpose, in 

real-time. Such processed information that is provided at the 

right time can serve as a decision support system that supports 
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decision making for a design manager who may make decisions 

differently based on his/her knowledge or experience and may 

likely be more correct. 

This study should serve as a prototype for the BPM executable 

models of other shipbuilding design processes. The tool that 

helps the manager to make decisions by solving the AP in real-

time using the discrete-event-based simulation can be applied to 

other processes.  

In future work, we intend to design the design engineer man-

hours availability and the standardized block design man-hours 

more sophisticatedly using actual work data. The standardized 

block design man-hours is affected by the 3D CAD or the 

various production processes that each shipyard employs. 

Therefore, it is necessary to develop a method to customize the 

modeling of the standardized block design man-hours currently 

being customized by shipyards. Technically, it needs to be 

modeled mathematically and precisely using more factors beyond 

the simple level estimation method proposed in this paper. The 

design engineer man-hours availability also needs to be 
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improved. The design engineer man-hours availability is a 

sensitive issue in actual works, and its qualitative representation 

may provoke antipathy among the design engineers. Therefore, 

this type of information should be authorized only for the design 

manager, and the estimation must be based on actual 

performance. Therefore, it needs to be actualized to estimate the 

man-hours availabilities for each design engineer by analyzing 

the design log data in the BPMS. Similarly, if there are 

sophisticated and accurate design engineer man-hours 

availability, and standardized block design man-hours, we will 

pursue this study irrespective of whether this simulation result is 

sufficiently reliable to apply to actual work. In other words, 

through the customization of both the above man-hour 

estimation for each shipyard, we intend to perform the 

verification of the framework for the proposed decision support 

system, and through this, we want to demonstrate that this is 

sufficient to apply to actual work. In addition, neglecting simple 

simulation objectives such as the minimization of the total man-

days spent and the shortest simulation end time, we will perform 

various scenario-based simulations that provide optimal results 
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for the meaningful objectives in the actual work. 

Furthermore, by using the implemented BPS framework, we 

intend to verify the effectiveness of the simulation through 

detailed modeling, by applying it to various simulations in the 

shipbuilding design, and production process. 
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Appendix  

A. Connector Implementations 

A.1. Java Class for Block Standard Design Man-

hours 

import java.util.List; 
 
import org.ow2.bonita.connector.core.ConnectorError; 
import org.ow2.bonita.connector.core.ProcessConnector; 
import org.ow2.bonita.util.AccessorUtil; 
 
import java.util.Vector; 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
 
public class StandardBlkMH extends ProcessConnector { 
 
 //Data for out to BPM 
 public ArrayList<Double> Result_StdBlkMH  = new  
ArrayList<Double>(); 
 
 public class StdBlkMH { 
  int Num_of_BHD; 
  double Block_VOL; 
  int Num_of_Hole; 
  int Num_of_Slant_BHD; 
  boolean TO_Lug; 
  boolean Workng_Scaffld; 
  Vector<Double> v_factor = new Vector<Double>(); 
  Vector<String> Blk_Experienced_Designer = new 
Vector<String>(); 
 
  //Standard Man-days for Task 
  final static double Modeling = 7; 
 //For 3D modeling 
  final static double WorkngDWG = 7; 
 //For Working drawing 
  final static double Nesting = 3; 
  //For Nesting 
  final static double NestngDWG = 2; 
 //For Nesting drawing and cutting plan 
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  final static double LiftngLug = 2; 
 //For Lifting lug plan 
  final static double Scffld = 2;  
 //For Scaffold plan 
 
  //Fixed Man-days for Block Design 
  final static double Lablng = 1;  
 //For Labeling 
  final static double Review = 2;  
 //For Review 
  final static double ArrngeForPublsh = 1; 
  //For Arrange for Publish 
  final static double TransitData = 1; 
 //For Parts conversion from 3D CAD to nesting program 
 
  public StdBlkMH() 
  { 
 
   Num_of_BHD =  0; 
   Block_VOL = 0; 
   Num_of_Hole = 0; 
   Num_of_Slant_BHD = 0; 
   TO_Lug = false; 
   Workng_Scaffld = false; 
  } 
 
  public StdBlkMH(int numBHD, double blk_vol,  
 int num_hole, int num_slant, boolean lug, 
  boolean scaffld, Vector<String> 
blk_Experienced_Designer) 
 
  { 
 
   Num_of_BHD = numBHD; 
   Block_VOL = Math.ceil(blk_vol*1000)/1000; 
   Num_of_Hole = num_hole; 
   Num_of_Slant_BHD = num_slant; 
   TO_Lug = lug; 
   Workng_Scaffld = scaffld; 
   this.Blk_Experienced_Designer = 
blk_Experienced_Designer; 
  } 
 
 
  public double compute_MH_for_BlkVol(boolean 
flag){ 
 
   double[] result = new double(Bonita Open 
Solution); 
 
 
   if(flag==true) 
   { 
    double[] factor_modeling ={0.7, 
0.75, 0.85, 1.0, 1.15, 1.25, 1.3}; 
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    result = factor_modeling; 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    double[] factor_WorkDWG_NESTNG 
={0.5, 0.6, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.4, 1.5}; 
    result = factor_WorkDWG_NESTNG; 
   } 
 
   if(Block_VOL<0.5) 
   { 
    return result[0]; 
   } 
   else if(Block_VOL<0.7) 
   { 
    return result[1]; 
   } 
   else if(Block_VOL<0.9) 
   { 
    return result(Bonita Open 
Solution); 
 
   } 
   else if(Block_VOL<1.1) 
   { 
    return result(WfMC-TC-00-1003); 
   } 
   else if(Block_VOL<1.3) 
   { 
    return result[4]; 
   } 
   else if(Block_VOL<1.5) 
   { 
    return result(Bonita Open 
Solution); 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    return result(WfMC-TC-1016-P); 
   } 
  } 
 
  public double compute_MH_for_Num_of_BHD(){ 
   if(Num_of_BHD<2) 
   { 
    return 0.4; 
   } 
   else if(Num_of_BHD<=4) 
   { 
    return 0.7; 
   } 
   else if(Num_of_BHD<=7) 
   { 
    return 1.0; 
   } 
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   else 
   { 
    return 
1.0+0.15*Math.floor(0.5*(Num_of_BHD-7.0)); 
   } 
  } 
 
  public double compute_MH_for_Num_of_Hole(){ 
   return 0.5*Num_of_Hole; 
  } 
 
  public double compute_MH_for_Num_of_Slant(){ 
   return 0.5*Num_of_Slant_BHD; 
  } 
 
  public double compute_MH_for_Scffld(boolean 
flag){ 
   if (flag == true) 
   { 
    return Scffld; 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    return 0; 
   } 
  } 
 
  public double compute_MH_for_Lug(boolean flag){ 
   if (flag == true) 
   { 
    return LiftngLug; 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    return 0; 
   } 
  } 
 
  public void set_Block_MH_factors(){ 
   this.v_factor.addElement(new 
Double(this.compute_MH_for_Num_of_BHD())); 
   this.v_factor.addElement(new 
Double(this.compute_MH_for_BlkVol(true))); 
   this.v_factor.addElement(new 
Double(this.compute_MH_for_BlkVol(false))); 
   this.v_factor.addElement(new 
Double(this.compute_MH_for_Num_of_Hole())); 
   this.v_factor.addElement(new 
Double(this.compute_MH_for_Num_of_Slant())); 
   this.v_factor.addElement(new 
Double(this.compute_MH_for_Lug(this.TO_Lug))); 
   this.v_factor.addElement(new 
Double(this.compute_MH_for_Scffld(this.Workng_Scaffld))); 
  } 
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  public double compute_Block_MH(){ 
   double temp_result=0; 
   temp_result = 
this.v_factor.elementAt(0)*this.v_factor.elementAt(1)*Modeling; 
   temp_result+= 
this.v_factor.elementAt(0)*this.v_factor.elementAt(2)*(WorkngDWG
+Nesting+NestngDWG); 
   temp_result+= this.v_factor.elementAt(3)+ 
this.v_factor.elementAt(4)+this.v_factor.elementAt(5)+ 
this.v_factor.elementAt(6); 
   temp_result+= Lablng +Review 
+ArrngeForPublsh +TransitData; 
 
 
   //return 
(Math.round(temp_result*1000))/1000; 
   return (Math.ceil(temp_result*10))/10; 
  } 
 } 
 
 
 @Override 
 protected void executeConnector() throws Exception { 
  // TODO Auto-generated method stub 
  //ArrayList<Object> temp = new  
ArrayList<Object>(); // 
 
  ArrayList<Integer> Num_of_BHD = new  
ArrayList<Integer>(); // 
  ArrayList<Float> BlkVol = new  
ArrayList<Float>(); // 
  ArrayList<Integer> Num_of_Hole = new  
ArrayList<Integer>(); // 
  ArrayList<Integer> Num_of_SlantBHD = new  
ArrayList<Integer>(); // 
  ArrayList<Boolean> TO_Lug = new  
ArrayList<Boolean>(); // 
  ArrayList<Boolean> Scffld = new  
ArrayList<Boolean>(); // 
  ArrayList<Object> Variable_name = new  
ArrayList<Object>(); // 
 
 
 
 Variable_name.add(AccessorUtil.getQueryRuntimeAPI().getV
ariable(getActivitytInstanceUUID(), "num_of_BHD")); 
 
 Variable_name.add(AccessorUtil.getQueryRuntimeAPI().getV
ariable(getActivitytInstanceUUID(), "blk_Vol")); 
 
 Variable_name.add(AccessorUtil.getQueryRuntimeAPI().getV
ariable(getActivitytInstanceUUID(), "num_of_hole")); 
 
 Variable_name.add(AccessorUtil.getQueryRuntimeAPI().getV
ariable(getActivitytInstanceUUID(), "num_of_Slant_Hole")); 
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 Variable_name.add(AccessorUtil.getQueryRuntimeAPI().getV
ariable(getActivitytInstanceUUID(), "tO_Lug")); 
 
 Variable_name.add(AccessorUtil.getQueryRuntimeAPI().getV
ariable(getActivitytInstanceUUID(), "scffld")); 
 
  Num_of_BHD = 
(ArrayList<Integer>)(Variable_name.get(0)); 
  BlkVol = (ArrayList<Float>)Variable_name.get(1); 
  Num_of_Hole = 
(ArrayList<Integer>)Variable_name.get(2); 
  Num_of_SlantBHD = 
(ArrayList<Integer>)Variable_name.get(3); 
  TO_Lug = 
(ArrayList<Boolean>)Variable_name.get(4); 
  Scffld = 
(ArrayList<Boolean>)Variable_name.get(5); 
 
 
  Vector<StdBlkMH> S02_MainDeckConst = new 
Vector<StdBlkMH>(); 
 
  for (int i=0;i<Num_of_BHD.size();i++) 
  { 
   S02_MainDeckConst.addElement(new 
StdBlkMH(Num_of_BHD.get(i), 
   BlkVol.get(i), Num_of_Hole.get(i), 
Num_of_SlantBHD.get(i), 
   TO_Lug.get(i), Scffld.get(i), null)); 
 
  
 S02_MainDeckConst.elementAt(i).set_Block_MH_factors(); 
  
 Result_StdBlkMH.add((S02_MainDeckConst.elementAt(i).comp
ute_Block_MH())); 
  } 
 
 AccessorUtil.getRuntimeAPI().setProcessInstanceVariable(
getProcessInstanceUUID(), "stdBlkMH", Result_StdBlkMH); 
 } 
 
 @Override 
 protected List<ConnectorError> validateValues() { 
  // TODO Auto-generated method stub 
  return null; 
 } 
 
}= (ArrayList<Boolean>)Variable_name.get(5); 
   
   
   Vector<StdBlkMH> S02_MainDeckConst = new 
Vector<StdBlkMH>(); 
       
   for (int i=0;i<Num_of_BHD.size();i++) 
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   { 
    S02_MainDeckConst.addElement(new 
StdBlkMH(Num_of_BHD.get(i),  
      BlkVol.get(i), 
Num_of_Hole.get(i), Num_of_SlantBHD.get(i), 
      TO_Lug.get(i), 
Scffld.get(i), null)); 
         
    
S02_MainDeckConst.elementAt(i).set_Block_MH_factors(); 
    
Result_StdBlkMH.add((S02_MainDeckConst.elementAt(i).compute_Bloc
k_MH())); 
   }   
  
 AccessorUtil.getRuntimeAPI().setProcessInstanceVariable(
getProcessInstanceUUID(), "stdBlkMH", Result_StdBlkMH); 
 } 
 
 @Override 
 protected List<ConnectorError> validateValues() { 
  // TODO Auto-generated method stub 
  return null; 
 }  
 
} 

 

A.2. Java Class for Design Engineer Man-hours 

Availability 

import java.util.*; 
 
import org.ow2.bonita.util.AccessorUtil; 
 
import org.ow2.bonita.connector.core.ConnectorError; 
import org.ow2.bonita.connector.core.ProcessConnector; 
import org.ow2.bonita.facade.identity.*; 
 
 
public class EngineerAvailableMH extends ProcessConnector { 
 
 //Data for out to BPM 
 public ArrayList<Double> Result_EngineerAvailableMH  = 
new  ArrayList<Double>(); 
 
 public class DesignEngineerMH { 
  String Name; 
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  double WrkngYr; 
  int Num_of_Completed; 
  int Num_of_Re_Review_in_Recent5; 
  int Num_of_fault_in_Recent5; 
 
  Vector<Double> v_factor = new Vector<Double>(); 
 
  public DesignEngineerMH(String name, double yr, 
int num_of_Archive, 
  int num_of_Re_Review_in_Recent5, int 
num_of_fault_in_Recent5) { 
   super(); 
   Name = name; 
   WrkngYr = yr; 
   Num_of_Completed = num_of_Archive; 
   Num_of_Re_Review_in_Recent5 = 
num_of_Re_Review_in_Recent5; 
   Num_of_fault_in_Recent5 = 
num_of_fault_in_Recent5; 
  } 
 
  public DesignEngineerMH() { 
   super(); 
   Name = "정보없음"; 
   WrkngYr = 0; 
   Num_of_Completed = 0; 
   Num_of_Re_Review_in_Recent5 = 0; 
   Num_of_fault_in_Recent5 = 0; 
  } 
 
  public double compute_MH_for_Completed(){ 
   if(Num_of_Completed<1) 
   { 
    return 0.5; 
   } 
   else if(Num_of_Completed<=3) 
   { 
    return 0.7; 
   } 
   else if(Num_of_Completed<=6) 
   { 
    return 0.9; 
   } 
   else if(Num_of_Completed<=12) 
   { 
    return 1.0; 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    return 1.2; 
   } 
  } 
 
  public double compute_MH_for_Fault(){ 
   if(Num_of_fault_in_Recent5==0) 
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   { 
    return 1.1; 
   } 
   else if(Num_of_fault_in_Recent5==1) 
   { 
    return 1.05; 
   } 
   else if(Num_of_fault_in_Recent5==2) 
   { 
    return 1.0; 
   } 
   else if(Num_of_fault_in_Recent5==3) 
   { 
    return 0.9; 
   } 
   else if(Num_of_fault_in_Recent5==4) 
   { 
    return 0.75; 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    return 0.5; 
   } 
  } 
 
  public double compute_MH_for_Yr(){ 
   if(WrkngYr<1) 
   { 
    return 0.6; 
   } 
   else if(WrkngYr<=2) 
   { 
    return 0.8; 
   } 
   else if(WrkngYr<=4) 
   { 
    return 1.0; 
   } 
   else if(WrkngYr<=7) 
   { 
    return 1.3; 
   } 
   else if(WrkngYr<=10) 
   { 
    return 1.5; 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    return 1.6; 
   } 
  } 
 
  public double compute_MH_for_Re_Review(){ 
   if(Num_of_Re_Review_in_Recent5!=0) 
   { 
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    return 0.9; 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    return 1.0; 
   } 
  } 
 
 
  public void set_DesignEngineer_MH_factors(){ 
   this.v_factor.addElement(new 
Double(this.compute_MH_for_Yr())); 
   this.v_factor.addElement(new 
Double(this.compute_MH_for_Completed())); 
   this.v_factor.addElement(new 
Double(this.compute_MH_for_Re_Review())); 
   this.v_factor.addElement(new 
Double(this.compute_MH_for_Fault())); 
 
  } 
 
  public void print_DesignEngineer_MH_factors(){ 
   for (int i=0; i<5;i++) 
   { 
   
 System.out.println(this.v_factor.elementAt(i)); 
   } 
 
  } 
 
  public double compute_DesignEngineer_MH(){ 
   double temp_result=1; 
 
   for(int i=0; i<this.v_factor.size();i++) 
   { 
    temp_result *= 
this.v_factor.elementAt(i); 
 
   } 
 
   return (Math.ceil(temp_result*1000))/10; 
  } 
 } 
 
 
 @Override 
 protected void executeConnector() throws Exception { 
  // TODO Auto-generated method stub 
 
  Vector<DesignEngineerMH> Prod_DesignPart = new 
Vector<DesignEngineerMH>(); 
 
  List<User> Prod_DesignPart_Engineers; 
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  Object temp_obj  
=AccessorUtil.getQueryRuntimeAPI().getVariable(getActivitytInsta
nceUUID(), "designerVariables"); 
 
  Prod_DesignPart_Engineers = (List<User>)temp_obj; 
 
  String temp_name= ""; 
  Integer service_year =0; 
  Integer num_of_completed_blk =0; 
  Integer corrections_in_recent5 =0; 
  Integer rereview_in_recent5 =0; 
  Boolean blk_exp =false; 
 
 
  Map<ProfileMetadata,String> Prod_EngineerData = 
new HashMap<ProfileMetadata,String>(); 
 
 
  for(User temp :Prod_DesignPart_Engineers) 
  { 
   temp_name = temp.getLastName()+ 
temp.getFirstName(); 
 
   Prod_EngineerData = temp.getMetadata(); 
 
   for (ProfileMetadata temp_p : 
Prod_EngineerData.keySet()) 
   { 
    if 
(temp_p.getName().contains("year")) 
    { 
     service_year = 
Integer.parseInt(Prod_EngineerData.get(temp_p)); 
    } 
    else if 
(temp_p.getName().contains("completed")) 
    { 
     num_of_completed_blk= 
Integer.parseInt(Prod_EngineerData.get(temp_p)); 
    } 
    else if 
(temp_p.getName().contains("review")) 
    { 
     rereview_in_recent5= 
Integer.parseInt(Prod_EngineerData.get(temp_p)); 
    } 
    else if 
(temp_p.getName().contains("correction")) 
    { 
     corrections_in_recent5= 
Integer.parseInt(Prod_EngineerData.get(temp_p)); 
    } 
    else if 
(temp_p.getName().contains("exp")) 
    { 
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     blk_exp= 
Boolean.parseBoolean(Prod_EngineerData.get(temp_p)); 
    } 
   } 
 
   Prod_DesignPart.addElement(new 
DesignEngineerMH(temp_name, service_year, num_of_completed_blk, 
rereview_in_recent5, corrections_in_recent5)); 
  } 
 
  for(int i=0; i< Prod_DesignPart.size(); i++) 
  { 
  
 Prod_DesignPart.elementAt(i).set_DesignEngineer_MH_facto
rs(); 
   Result_EngineerAvailableMH.add(new 
Double(Prod_DesignPart.elementAt(i).compute_DesignEngineer_MH())
); 
  } 
 
 
 AccessorUtil.getRuntimeAPI().setProcessInstanceVariable(
getProcessInstanceUUID(), "engineerMH", 
Result_EngineerAvailableMH); 
 } 
 
 @Override 
 protected List<ConnectorError> validateValues() { 
  // TODO Auto-generated method stub 
  return null; 
 } 
 
} 
 

A.3. Groovy Script for Hungarian Algorithm 

def temp = []; 
def temp_all = []; 
 
costMatrix.each{list -> temp<<list.collect{Math.ceil((it-
list.min())*10)/10}}; 
 
def convertMatrixDirection = { 
    def temp_mtx = [[]]; 
    (1..it.get(0).size()-1).each{temp_mtx <<[];}; 
     
    it.each{list -> list.eachWithIndex{elmt, i -> 
if(temp_mtx[i]!= null) 
        temp_mtx[i] << elmt; else temp_mtx[i] = elmt;}} 
    return temp_mtx; 
} 
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temp=convertMatrixDirection(temp); 
 
temp.each{list -> temp_all<<list.collect{Math.ceil((it-
list.min())*10)/10}}; 
 
temp=temp_all; 
temp=convertMatrixDirection(temp); 
println temp; 
 
/* Hungarian Algorithm */ 
int total =0; 
 
boolean flag_row_direction = false; 
boolean flag_column_direction = false; 
boolean flag_HA = false; 
 
def matrix_for_HA = []; 
 
def cover_line_row_direction = []; 
def cover_line_clmn_direction = []; 
 
 
def MatrixAnalysis = {matrix -> 
    def temp_list = []; 
    matrix.each{list -> temp_list << 
list.findAll{it==0.0}.size()}; 
    return temp_list; 
} 
 
def MatrixAnalysis_for_assignment = {matrix -> 
    def temp_list = []; 
    boolean flag_assign =false; 
    matrix.each{list -> temp_list << list.findAll{it==0.0}}; 
    if(matrix==temp_list) 
    { 
        flag_assign = true; 
    } 
    return flag_assign; 
} 
 
 
def MatrixElementOrderCorrection_in_list = {current_list, 
old_list -> 
    current_list=current_list.collect{old-> 
        int temp_correction = 0; 
        old_list.each{if(it<=old){temp_correction++;}} 
        old+temp_correction; 
    }; 
     
    return current_list; 
} 
 
def MatrixElementOrderCorrection = {current_value, old_list -> 
     
        int temp_correction = 0; 
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        old_list.each{if(it<=current_value){temp_correction++;}} 
        current_value+=temp_correction; 
     
    return current_value; 
} 
 
def MapSwitch = { 
    def temp_map = [:]; 
    it.each{k,v -> temp_map.put(v, k)}; 
    return temp_map; 
} 
 
 
def HA_Step3_single_process = {matrix, total_zero, 
cover_line_direction -> 
 
    def zero_in_direction = []; 
    int max_temp; 
 
    def temp_line = []; 
    zero_in_direction=MatrixAnalysis(matrix); 
             
    total_zero = zero_in_direction.sum(); 
    if (total_zero != 0) 
    { 
    max_temp = zero_in_direction.max(); 
     
       
  zero_in_direction.eachWithIndex{elmt, i -> if(elmt==max_temp){ 
        temp_line+=i; 
        total_zero-=elmt; 
        }}; 
     
    temp_line.reverse().each{matrix.remove(it)}; 
             
    temp_line=MatrixElementOrderCorrection_in_list(temp_line, 
cover_line_direction); 
         
    return [matrix, cover_line_direction+temp_line, total_zero]; 
    } 
} 
 
     
def HA_max_if_one = { 
    if (it ==1) 
    return true; 
} 
     
def HA_Step3_initial_process = {matrix  -> 
         
            def zero_in_directions = []; 
            int max_temp_r = 0; 
            int max_temp_c = 0; 
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            boolean flag_r = false; 
            boolean flag_c = false; 
             
            zero_in_directions=MatrixAnalysis(matrix); 
                         
            max_temp_r = zero_in_directions.max(); 
             
            max_temp_c = 
MatrixAnalysis(convertMatrixDirection(matrix)).max(); 
             
            flag_r = HA_max_if_one(max_temp_r); 
            flag_c = HA_max_if_one(max_temp_c); 
             
            return [flag_r, flag_c, zero_in_directions.sum()]; 
} 
             
     
def HA_Step3_single_process_preset = 
HA_Step3_single_process.curry(matrix_for_HA, total); 
 
 
cover_line_row_direction.each{temp[it].each{el-> 
el+temp_minimum.min()}}; 
 
matrix_for_HA.addAll(temp); 
 
(flag_row_direction, flag_column_direction, total) = 
HA_Step3_initial_process(matrix_for_HA);  //initial 
process(default) 
//println " ${flag_row_direction} and ${flag_column_direction}"; 
 
while(flag_HA == false) 
{ 
    while (total>0) //Hungarina Alogrithm Step 3 - single batch 
    { 
        (flag_row_direction, flag_column_direction, total) = 
HA_Step3_initial_process(matrix_for_HA); 
         
        if(flag_column_direction==true) 
        { 
            //row direction i) 
            (matrix_for_HA, cover_line_row_direction, total) = 
HA_Step3_single_process(matrix_for_HA, total, 
cover_line_row_direction) ; 
        } 
        else if(flag_row_direction==true) 
        { 
            //column direction ii) 
            matrix_for_HA=convertMatrixDirection(matrix_for_HA); 
            (matrix_for_HA, cover_line_clmn_direction, total) =  
HA_Step3_single_process(matrix_for_HA, 
total,cover_line_clmn_direction); 
            matrix_for_HA=convertMatrixDirection(matrix_for_HA); 
        } 
        else 
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        { 
            //row direction i) 
            (matrix_for_HA, cover_line_row_direction, total) = 
HA_Step3_single_process(matrix_for_HA, total, 
cover_line_row_direction) ; 
             
            //column direction ii) 
            matrix_for_HA=convertMatrixDirection(matrix_for_HA); 
            (matrix_for_HA, cover_line_clmn_direction, total) =  
HA_Step3_single_process(matrix_for_HA, 
total,cover_line_clmn_direction); 
            matrix_for_HA=convertMatrixDirection(matrix_for_HA); 
        } 
    } 
     
    if(cover_line_row_direction.size() + 
cover_line_clmn_direction.size()>= temp.size()) 
    { 
        flag_HA =true; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
        println cover_line_clmn_direction; 
        println cover_line_row_direction; 
        println temp; 
        //matrix adjust 
        def temp_minimum = []; 
        matrix_for_HA.each{list -> temp_minimum += list.min()}; 
         
        def temp_mtx = []; 
                     
        cover_line_row_direction.each{temp[it] = 
temp[it].collect{el-> el+temp_minimum.min()}}; 
         
        temp=convertMatrixDirection(temp); 
        cover_line_clmn_direction.each{temp[it] = 
temp[it].collect{el-> el+temp_minimum.min()}}; 
        temp=convertMatrixDirection(temp); 
                 
        temp.each{temp_mtx<<it.collect{elmt -> Math.ceil((elmt-
temp_minimum.min())*10)/10}}; 
         
        temp = temp_mtx; 
         
        println temp; 
         
        //data reset for new batch 
        matrix_for_HA.clear(); 
        matrix_for_HA.addAll(temp); 
        cover_line_clmn_direction.clear(); 
        cover_line_row_direction.clear(); 
        (flag_row_direction, flag_column_direction, total) = 
HA_Step3_initial_process(matrix_for_HA); 
    } 
} 
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costMatrixAfterHA=temp; 
costMatrixForAssignment.addAll(temp); 
 
 

A.4. Groovy Script for Assignment After Hungarian 

Algorithm  

//H.A. Assignment 
 
def Matrix_assignment = []; 
Matrix_assignment.addAll(costMatrixForAssignment); 
 
def MatrixAnalysis = {matrix -> 
 def temp_list = []; 
 matrix.each{list -> temp_list << 
list.findAll{it==0.0}.size()}; 
 return temp_list; 
} 
 
def MatrixAnalysis_for_assignment = {matrix -> 
 def temp_list = []; 
 boolean flag_assign =false; 
 matrix.each{list -> temp_list << list.findAll{it==0.0}}; 
 if(matrix==temp_list) 
 { 
  flag_assign = true; 
 } 
 return flag_assign; 
} 
 
def MatrixElementOrderCorrection_in_list = {current_list, 
old_list -> 
 current_list=current_list.collect{old-> 
  int temp_correction = 0; 
  old_list.each{if(it<=old){temp_correction++;}} 
  old+temp_correction; 
 }; 
  
 return current_list; 
} 
 
def MatrixElementOrderCorrection = {current_value, old_list -> 
  
  int temp_correction = 0; 
   
 
 old_list.each{if(it<=current_value){temp_correction++;}} 
  current_value+=temp_correction; 
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 return current_value; 
} 
 
def MapSwitch = { 
 def temp_map = [:]; 
 it.each{k,v -> temp_map.put(v, k)}; 
 return temp_map; 
} 
 
 
def HA_Step4_assignment = {matrix, 
assnt,zero_in_directions_assnt  -> 
  
     
  int index_r = -1; // null value avoiding "0" 
  int index_c = -1; // null value avoiding "0" 
   
  def assignment =[:]; 
      
  zero_in_directions_assnt.eachWithIndex{elmt, i -> 
if(elmt==1)index_r=i}; 
     
  if(index_r != -1) 
  { 
       
   matrix[index_r].eachWithIndex{elmt,i-> 
if(elmt==0.0) index_c = i}; 
    
   matrix.remove(index_r); 
   matrix.each{it.remove(index_c)}; 
    
  
 index_r=MatrixElementOrderCorrection(index_r, 
assnt.keySet()); 
  
 index_c=MatrixElementOrderCorrection(index_c, 
assnt.values()); 
   assignment.put(index_r, index_c); 
    
   
  } 
       
  return [matrix, assignment+assnt]; 
} 
 
def HA_Step4_unique_zero_finding = {list-> 
  
 list = list.findAll{it==1}; 
  
 boolean temp_flag = false; 
 if(list.size()==0) 
 { 
  temp_flag =true; 
 } 
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 return temp_flag; 
} 
 
def HA_Step4_one_direction_assignment = {assignments, matrix -> 
 def zero_in_directions_assnt = []; 
  
 boolean flg = false; 
  
 while(flg==false) 
 { 
  zero_in_directions_assnt=MatrixAnalysis(matrix); 
 
 flg=HA_Step4_unique_zero_finding(zero_in_directions_assn
t); 
   
  if(flg==false) 
  { 
   (matrix,assignments) = 
HA_Step4_assignment(matrix,assignments,zero_in_directions_assnt)
; 
       
   zero_in_directions_assnt.clear(); 
  } 
 } 
  
 return [assignments, matrix]; 
} 
 
def HA_Step4_recursive_assignment = {matrix -> 
  
 def test_assignment_r = [:]; 
 def test_assignment_c = [:]; 
   
 while(MatrixAnalysis_for_assignment(matrix)==false){ 
   
  (test_assignment_r, 
matrix)=HA_Step4_one_direction_assignment(test_assignment_r, 
matrix); 
   
  if(MatrixAnalysis_for_assignment(matrix)==false) 
  { 
  
 test_assignment_c=MapSwitch(test_assignment_r); 
     
   (test_assignment_c, 
matrix)=HA_Step4_one_direction_assignment(test_assignment_c, 
convertMatrixDirection(matrix)); 
  
 test_assignment_r=MapSwitch(test_assignment_c); 
  } 
   
  println test_assignment_r; 
 } 
  
 if(matrix!=null) 
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 { 
  test_assignment_r.put("unassigned", matrix); 
 } 
    
 return test_assignment_r; 
} 
 
def assigment_result = [:]; 
 
assigment_result=HA_Step4_recursive_assignment(Matrix_assignment
); 
println "Munkres assignment algorithm (Hungarian Algorithm) 
result is ${assigment_result}"; 
 
assignment_result =assigment_result; 
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B. Business Process Simulation 

Implementations 

B.1. Groovy Script of Scenario Generator  

///////////////////////////////// 
/*Design Engineer input by User*/ 
///////////////////////////////// 
 
def temp_name = ["LeeGJ", "YoonGJ", "MoonDR", "KimSY"];
 //Input: Name of design engineers (English only) 
 
def temp_availabilty = [241.92, 121.5, 126.36, 45.36];
 //Input: Man-hours availabilities of design engineers 
(100: 100% efficiency, 200 is 200% efficiency, 50 means 50% 
efficiency) 
 
//def temp_availabilty = [133.785, 133.785, 133.785, 133.785];
 //Input: Man-hours availabilities of design engineers 
(100: 100% efficiency, 200 is 200% efficiency, 50 means 50% 
efficiency) 
 
//def temp_availabilty = [100, 100, 100, 100];  
//Input: Man-hours availabilities of design engineers (100: 100% 
efficiency, 200 is 200% efficiency, 50 means 50% efficiency) 
 
def fw = new FileWriter("src/shpd/designEngineer.xml");
 //target destination dir and filename 
 
//XML generator! 
def xml = new groovy.xml.MarkupBuilder(fw); 
xml.SHPDP{temp_name.eachWithIndex{elmt, i-> 
xml.designEngineer(id: i){name(elmt); 
availability(temp_availabilty.get(i));}};}; 
 
//Block Info class 
class BlockInfo{ 
 String constDwgName; 
 def blockNameAndStdMH = [:]; 
 double interArrivalsInDays; 
 } 
 
 
//////////////////////////// 
/*Block Info Input by User*/ 
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//////////////////////////// 
 
def blockInfoClassList = []; 
 
BlockInfo dwg1 = new BlockInfo(constDwgName:"MainDeckConst", 
blockNameAndStdMH:["B#2501":32.4, "B#3501":27.5, 
"B#2502":24.0,"B#3502":18.5, "B#2503": 39.9,"B#3503":40.6], 
interArrivalsInDays:0); 
//BlockInfo dwg1 = new BlockInfo(constDwgName:"MainDeckConst", 
blockNameAndStdMH:["B#2501":32.4, "B#3501":27.5, 
"B#2502":24.0,"B#3502":18.5], interArrivalsInDays:0); 
BlockInfo dwg2 = new BlockInfo(constDwgName:"SternConst", 
blockNameAndStdMH:["B#2701":16.5, "B#3701":22.0, 
"B#2702":13.7,"B#3702":18.0], interArrivalsInDays:30); 
BlockInfo dwg3 = new BlockInfo(constDwgName:"BowConst", 
blockNameAndStdMH:["B#1301":8.5, "B#1302":12.0, 
"B#1303":12.7,"B#1304":8.9], interArrivalsInDays:20); 
BlockInfo dwg4 = new BlockInfo(constDwgName:"ERConst", 
blockNameAndStdMH:["B#1101":36.5, "B#1102":45.2], 
interArrivalsInDays:11); 
 
/* 
BlockInfo dwg1 = new BlockInfo(constDwgName:"MainDeckConst", 
blockNameAndStdMH:["B#2501":23.56, "B#3501":23.56, 
"B#2502":23.56,"B#3502":23.56, "B#2503": 23.56,"B#3503":23.56], 
interArrivalsInDays:0); 
BlockInfo dwg2 = new BlockInfo(constDwgName:"SternConst", 
blockNameAndStdMH:["B#2701":23.56, "B#3701":23.56, 
"B#2702":23.56,"B#3702":23.56], interArrivalsInDays:30); 
BlockInfo dwg3 = new BlockInfo(constDwgName:"BowConst", 
blockNameAndStdMH:["B#1301":23.56, "B#1302":23.56, 
"B#1303":23.56,"B#1304":23.56], interArrivalsInDays:20); 
BlockInfo dwg4 = new BlockInfo(constDwgName:"ERConst", 
blockNameAndStdMH:["B#1101":23.56, "B#1102":23.56], 
interArrivalsInDays:11); 
*/ 
 
blockInfoClassList<<dwg1<<dwg2<<dwg3<<dwg4; // simply add it! 
//blockInfoClassList<<dwg1<<dwg2<<dwg3; // simply add it! 
//blockInfoClassList<<dwg1; // simply add it! 
 
def fwBlock = new FileWriter("src/shpd/blockInfo.xml");
 //target destination dir and filename 
 
//XML generator! 
def xmlBlock = new groovy.xml.MarkupBuilder(fwBlock); 
xmlBlock.SHPDP{blockInfoClassList.eachWithIndex{elmt, i-> 
xmlBlock.constDwgName(id: i){name(elmt.constDwgName);  
 elmt.blockNameAndStdMH.eachWithIndex{k,v,j-> 
block(id:j){name(k); stdMH(v);};};  
  interIssueDays(elmt.interArrivalsInDays);}};}; 
 
 
///////////////////////  
/*Simulation setting */ 
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/////////////////////// 
  
 def numbSim = 1;  //Number of Simulation for non-
deterministics (i.e. Random) 
  
 def obj = "MinMH";  //Simulation Objective: Shortest End or 
Minimum Man-hours //def simObjective = ["ShortestEnd","MinMH", 
"EnoughIdleTime"]  
 
 //Mid-term Schedule - if "On', then "midTermSchdlInfo" should 
be set 
 def midTermSchdlCheck = "On";  //Check whether the 
simulation result satisfies the mid-term schedule or not //def 
midTermSchdlCheck = ["On","Off"] 
 def midTermSchdlVisualization = "On";  //Visualization of 
MidTerm result  //def midTermSchdlVisualization = ["On","Off"] 
   
 def midTermSchdlInfo = ["B#2501":60, "B#3501":60, 
"B#2502":60,"B#3502":60,  
  "B#2503": 85,"B#3503":85, "B#2701":85, "B#3701":85,  
  "B#2702":110,"B#3702":110, "B#1301":110, "B#1302":110,  
  "B#1303":135,"B#1304":135, "B#1101":135, "B#1102":135];  
 // Map-type - 'Block Name': 'Start day in the mid-term schedule 
from simulation start day' 
  
  
 //Gantt Chart Items Sorting 
 def resultSort = "TIME";   
 //Simulation result sort method: alphabetic, reverse-alphabetic, 
time-series //def simResultSort = ["ABC","ZYX","TIME"] 
  
 def fwSimSetting = new FileWriter("src/shpd/simSetting.xml");
  
 //target destination dir and filename 
  
 def xmlSimSetting = new groovy.xml.MarkupBuilder(fwSimSetting); 
  
 xmlSimSetting.SHPDP{assignment("BRUTE_FORCE");  
  //def assingmentMethods = ["FIFO", "LIFO", 
"MAX_MH_FIRST", "MIN_MH_FIRST", "BRUTE_FORCE", "RANDOM"]; 
  numberOfSimulation(numbSim);  
  simObjective(obj); 
  simResultSort(resultSort); 
  midSchdlCheck(midTermSchdlCheck); 
  midSchldVisual(midTermSchdlVisualization); 
  midTermSchdlInfo.eachWithIndex{k,v, i-> 
xmlSimSetting.midSchldInfo(id: i){name(k); startDay(v);};}; 
  };  
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B.2. Groovy Script of Brute-force Algorithm 

//Brute Force 
 
class BruteForce{ 
    
 List cost_mtrx; 
 //deep copy 
  
 def deepcopy(orig) { 
  def bos = new ByteArrayOutputStream() 
  def oos = new ObjectOutputStream(bos) 
  oos.writeObject(orig); oos.flush() 
  def bin = new 
ByteArrayInputStream(bos.toByteArray()) 
  def ois = new ObjectInputStream(bin) 
  return ois.readObject() 
   } 
  
 // Matrix 
  
 def joinMatrix(m1,m2){ 
  def testsum = []; 
  m1.eachWithIndex{elmt, i-
>testsum<<elmt+m2.get(i)}; 
  return testsum; 
  } 
  
 
  
 def convertMatrixDirection = { 
  def temp_mtx = [[]]; 
  (1..it.get(0).size()-1).each{temp_mtx <<[];}; 
   
  it.each{list -> list.eachWithIndex{elmt, i -> 
if(temp_mtx[i]!= null) 
   temp_mtx[i] << elmt; else temp_mtx[i] = 
elmt;}} 
  return temp_mtx; 
 } 
  
 def MatrixMapping = {mtrx_to_be_mapped, original_mtx -> 
   
  def re_ordered_mtrx=[]; 
  mtrx_to_be_mapped.each{re_ordered_mtrx<< 
original_mtx[it]}; 
   
  return re_ordered_mtrx; 
 } 
  
 def balancedMatrix = {list, mtrx-> 
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  def temp_mtrx = []; 
   
  temp_mtrx=deepcopy(mtrx); 
  
  list.reverseEach{i-> 
temp_mtrx.each{it.remove(i);}}; 
     
   
  return temp_mtrx; 
 } 
   
 // Combination 
 def comb = { m, list -> 
  def n = list.size() 
  m == 0 ? 
   [[]] : 
   (0..(n-m)).inject([]) { newlist, k -> 
    def sublist = (k+1 == n) ? [] : 
list[(k+1)..<n] 
    newlist += comb(m-1, 
sublist).collect { [list[k]] + it } 
   } 
 } 
  
 //list 
  
 def remains = {current_list, full_list -> 
  def list_remains = []; 
   
  list_remains.addAll(full_list); 
 
 current_list.reverse().each{list_remains.remove(it)}; 
   
  return list_remains; 
 } 
    
 //Assignment 
  
 // Brute-force search (Max) 
 def brute_force_max_search ={ 
  def temp_list = []; 
  it.eachWithIndex{v,i-> if(v==it.max()) 
temp_list+= i;} 
  return temp_list; 
 } 
  
 // Brute-force search (Min) 
 def brute_force_min_search ={ 
  def temp_list = []; 
  it.eachWithIndex{v,i-> if(v==it.min()) 
temp_list+= i;} 
  return temp_list; 
 } 
  
 //Brute_force assignment 
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 def permute = {sqr_mtrx, sum_min -> //in: matrix for 
permute, global minimum of sum 
  def factorial_list = 0..(sqr_mtrx.size()-1); 
   
  def sum_in_list = []; 
   
  def permutation_set = 
factorial_list.permutations(); 
   
  permutation_set.each{elmt-> 
   def temp_sum=0; 
   elmt.eachWithIndex{value, i-> 
temp_sum+=sqr_mtrx.get(i).get(value)}; 
   sum_in_list+=temp_sum; 
   } 
  def brute_force_assignment =[]; 
   
  if (sum_min>=sum_in_list.min()) 
  { 
   def index_in_list =[]; 
  
 index_in_list=brute_force_min_search(sum_in_list); 
    
    
   def permutation_set_in_array = 
permutation_set.toArray(); 
  
 index_in_list.each{brute_force_assignment<< 
permutation_set_in_array[it]}; 
    
   sum_min =sum_in_list.min(); 
    
  } 
   
  sum_in_list.clear(); 
  permutation_set.clear(); 
   
  return [brute_force_assignment, sum_min]; //out: 
brute_force_assignment_result in array, and minimum of sum 
 } 
  
 def permute_with_combination = {full_mtrx-> 
   
  def n = full_mtrx.get(0).size(); 
  def r = full_mtrx.size(); 
  println "${n}P${r} Assignment (n= ${n}, r=${r})"; 
  def mtrx_for_permutation = []; 
  mtrx_for_permutation=deepcopy(full_mtrx); 
   
  def list_of_n = 0..(n-1); 
   
  def sqr_matrix_for_permute = []; 
  def list_of_combination = []; 
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  def min_of_sum = 99999999999999999999999; // null 
value 
  def assignment_list = []; 
  
    
  list_of_combination =comb(r, list_of_n); 
 
     
  list_of_combination.each{lst-> 
   def temp_list = []; 
   def temp_mtrx = []; 
   def temp_assignment = []; 
   
       
   temp_list= remains(lst,list_of_n); 
    
   temp_mtrx = balancedMatrix(temp_list, 
mtrx_for_permutation); //make square matrix for permutation 
    
   (temp_assignment, min_of_sum) 
=permute(temp_mtrx, min_of_sum); 
   
   if(temp_assignment !=[]) 
   { 
   
 temp_assignment=MatrixMapping(temp_assignment, lst); 
     
    assignment_list +=temp_assignment; 
    temp_assignment.clear(); 
   } 
   }; 
   
  println "Total expected man-days is 
${min_of_sum}"; 
   
  return assignment_list; 
   
 } 
} 
 
 
 

B.3. Groovy Script of Simkit-based Simulation 

import simkit.SimEntityBase; 
 
import org.codehaus.groovy.scriptom.*; //for ie browser 
 
//import simkit.random.RandomVariate; 
//import simkit.random.RandomVariateFactory; 
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//import 
simkit.smdx.test.TestShapeTransformIntersectionTests.ThisTestMov
er; 
 
import java.text.*; 
 
//Brute Force 
 
class BruteForce{ 
    
 List cost_mtrx; 
 //deep copy 
  
 def deepcopy(orig) { 
  def bos = new ByteArrayOutputStream() 
  def oos = new ObjectOutputStream(bos) 
  oos.writeObject(orig); oos.flush() 
  def bin = new 
ByteArrayInputStream(bos.toByteArray()) 
  def ois = new ObjectInputStream(bin) 
  return ois.readObject() 
   } 
  
 // Matrix 
  
 def joinMatrix(m1,m2){ 
  def testsum = []; 
  m1.eachWithIndex{elmt, i-
>testsum<<elmt+m2.get(i)}; 
  return testsum; 
  } 
  
 
  
 def convertMatrixDirection = { 
  def temp_mtx = [[]]; 
  (1..it.get(0).size()-1).each{temp_mtx <<[];}; 
   
  it.each{list -> list.eachWithIndex{elmt, i -> 
if(temp_mtx[i]!= null) 
   temp_mtx[i] << elmt; else temp_mtx[i] = 
elmt;}} 
  return temp_mtx; 
 } 
  
 def MatrixMapping = {mtrx_to_be_mapped, original_mtx -> 
   
  def re_ordered_mtrx=[]; 
  mtrx_to_be_mapped.each{re_ordered_mtrx<< 
original_mtx[it]}; 
   
  return re_ordered_mtrx; 
 } 
  
 def balancedMatrix = {list, mtrx-> 
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  def temp_mtrx = []; 
   
  temp_mtrx=deepcopy(mtrx); 
  
  list.reverseEach{i-> 
temp_mtrx.each{it.remove(i);}}; 
     
   
  return temp_mtrx; 
 } 
   
 // Combination 
 def comb = { m, list -> 
  def n = list.size() 
  m == 0 ? 
   [[]] : 
   (0..(n-m)).inject([]) { newlist, k -> 
    def sublist = (k+1 == n) ? [] : 
list[(k+1)..<n] 
    newlist += comb(m-1, 
sublist).collect { [list[k]] + it } 
   } 
 } 
  
 //list 
  
 def remains = {current_list, full_list -> 
  def list_remains = []; 
   
  list_remains.addAll(full_list); 
 
 current_list.reverse().each{list_remains.remove(it)}; 
   
  return list_remains; 
 } 
    
 //Assignment 
  
 // Brute-force search (Max) 
 def brute_force_max_search ={ 
  def temp_list = []; 
  it.eachWithIndex{v,i-> if(v==it.max()) 
temp_list+= i;} 
  return temp_list; 
 } 
  
 // Brute-force search (Min) 
 def brute_force_min_search ={ 
  def temp_list = []; 
  it.eachWithIndex{v,i-> if(v==it.min()) 
temp_list+= i;} 
  return temp_list; 
 } 
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 //Brute_force assignment 
 def permute = {sqr_mtrx, sum_min -> //in: matrix for 
permute, global minimum of sum 
  def factorial_list = 0..(sqr_mtrx.size()-1); 
   
  def sum_in_list = []; 
   
  def permutation_set = 
factorial_list.permutations(); 
   
  permutation_set.each{elmt-> 
   def temp_sum=0; 
   elmt.eachWithIndex{value, i-> 
temp_sum+=sqr_mtrx.get(i).get(value)}; 
   sum_in_list+=temp_sum; 
   } 
  def brute_force_assignment =[]; 
   
  if (sum_min>=sum_in_list.min()) 
  { 
   def index_in_list =[]; 
  
 index_in_list=brute_force_min_search(sum_in_list); 
    
    
   def permutation_set_in_array = 
permutation_set.toArray(); 
  
 index_in_list.each{brute_force_assignment<< 
permutation_set_in_array[it]}; 
    
   sum_min =sum_in_list.min(); 
    
  } 
   
  sum_in_list.clear(); 
  permutation_set.clear(); 
   
  return [brute_force_assignment, sum_min]; //out: 
brute_force_assignment_result in array, and minimum of sum 
 } 
  
 def permute_with_combination = {full_mtrx-> 
   
  def n = full_mtrx.get(0).size(); 
  def r = full_mtrx.size(); 
  println "${n}P${r} Assignment (n= ${n}, r=${r})"; 
  def mtrx_for_permutation = []; 
  mtrx_for_permutation=deepcopy(full_mtrx); 
   
  def list_of_n = 0..(n-1); 
   
  def sqr_matrix_for_permute = []; 
  def list_of_combination = []; 
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  def min_of_sum = 99999999999999999999999; // null 
value 
  def assignment_list = []; 
  
    
  list_of_combination =comb(r, list_of_n); 
 
     
  list_of_combination.each{lst-> 
   def temp_list = []; 
   def temp_mtrx = []; 
   def temp_assignment = []; 
   
       
   temp_list= remains(lst,list_of_n); 
    
   temp_mtrx = balancedMatrix(temp_list, 
mtrx_for_permutation); //make square matrix for permutation 
    
   (temp_assignment, min_of_sum) 
=permute(temp_mtrx, min_of_sum); 
   
   if(temp_assignment !=[]) 
   { 
   
 temp_assignment=MatrixMapping(temp_assignment, lst); 
     
    assignment_list +=temp_assignment; 
    temp_assignment.clear(); 
   } 
   }; 
   
  println "Total expected man-days is 
${min_of_sum}"; 
   
  return assignment_list; 
   
 } 
} 
//evaluate(new 
File("./src/brute_force/BruteForce_assignment.groovy")); 
 
//BruteForce_assignment.main(); 
 
//bf = new BruteForce_assignment(); 
/*def main_const=[[13.4, 11.4, 9.9, 7.6,  16.5, 
 16.8], 
 [26.6,  22.6,  19.7,  15.2,  32.8,  33.4], 
 [25.6,  21.8,  19.0,  14.6,  31.6,  32.1], 
 [71.3,  60.6,  52.8,  40.7,  87.9,  89.4]]; 
 
 
def assignment_result = []; 
 
bf = new BruteForce(); 
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assignment_result= bf.permute_with_combination(main_const); 
*/ 
 
//Block Info class 
 
class BlocksInfo{ 
 String constDwgName; 
 def blockNameAndStdMH = [:]; 
 private double interArrivalsInDays; 
 } 
 
 
 
// Ship Hull Construction Design Process (Triggering Event 
Generator) 
// Simkit Component Model (DEVS Atomic model) 
class ConstDWGIssue extends SimEntityBase{ 
  
 int numberIssue; 
  
 def blockInfoFromXML = []; 
  
  
/* 
 * RandomVariate interIssueTime; 
 ConstDWGIssue( String distribution, Object parameters ){ 
 interIssueTime = 
RandomVariateFactory.getInstance( distribution, parameters ); 
 } 
*/ 
 public void reset() { 
  super.reset(); 
  numberIssue = 0; 
  //for BOS call 
   
  String simDir = 
"D:/programming/Java/SHPDprocessSimSimpleModel/src/shpd/"; 
 
   def bInfo = new 
XmlParser().parse(simDir+"blockInfo.xml"); 
    
   def temp_xml=[];      
    
   bInfo.each{def temp_map=[:]; 
    it.block.each{elmt-
>temp_map.put(elmt.name.text(),Float.parseFloat(elmt.stdMH.text(
)));}; 
    BlocksInfo temp_bInfo= new 
BlocksInfo(constDwgName: it.name.text(), 
    blockNameAndStdMH: temp_map, 
    interArrivalsInDays: 
Float.parseFloat(it.interIssueDays.text())); 
   temp_xml<<temp_bInfo; 
   }; 
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  blockInfoFromXML = temp_xml.reverse();    
 } 
 
 public void doRun() { 
 super.reset(); 
   
 //waitDelay( "IssueConstDWG", 
interIssueTime.generate(),constName.pop()); 
 
 //waitDelay( "IssueConstDWG", 
presetInterIssueTime.pop(),constName.pop(),constNumberOfBlocks.p
op()); //for inner simulation data only 
 BlocksInfo blocksToBeModeled =  blockInfoFromXML.pop(); 
  
 waitDelay( "IssueConstDWG", 
blocksToBeModeled.interArrivalsInDays,blocksToBeModeled); 
 } 
/* 
 public void doIssueConstDWG(String dwgName, def blkNum) { 
   
 //waitDelay( "IssueConstDWG", interIssueTime.generate(), 
constName.pop() ); 
   
  if(constName.size()>0) 
  { 
   waitDelay( "IssueConstDWG", 
presetInterIssueTime.pop(), 
constName.pop(),constNumberOfBlocks.pop()); 
  } 
   
   
 } 
 */ 
  
 public void doIssueConstDWG(BlocksInfo constDwg) { 
   
    
  if(blockInfoFromXML.size()>0) 
  { 
   BlocksInfo blocksToBeModeled =  blockInfoFromXML.pop(); 
   waitDelay( "IssueConstDWG", 
blocksToBeModeled.interArrivalsInDays,blocksToBeModeled); 
  } 
   
   
} 
} 
 
// SHPDP Simulation Monitoring Info Class 
 
class DesignEngineerActivityMonitoringInfo{ 
 String assignnedBlock; 
 double startTime; 
 double endTime; 
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 String nameOfDesignEngineer; 
  
 public void stampTime() 
 { 
  double tempT = simkit.Schedule.getSimTime(); 
  this.startTime = Math.ceil(tempT*100)/100; 
 } 
  
 public void getElaspedTime() 
 { 
  double tempT = simkit.Schedule.getSimTime(); 
  this.endTime = Math.ceil(tempT*100)/100; 
 }  
  
 public void getElaspedTimeByt(double t) 
 { 
  double tempT = simkit.Schedule.getSimTime(); 
  tempT +=t; 
  this.endTime = Math.ceil(tempT*100)/100; 
 } 
  
 public void printLog() 
 {   
       
  println "${nameOfDesignEngineer} started 
${assignnedBlock} at ${toDate(startTime)} and finished it at 
${toDate(endTime)}";   
 } 
   
 public def jsOutLog(int i) 
 {  
  String barColor = "'c6d6ac'"; 
  String temp = ""; 
  String caption = assignnedBlock+" : 
"+nameOfDesignEngineer; 
   
  if(nameOfDesignEngineer=="KimBJ") 
  { 
   barColor = "'adff2f'";   
   temp = " Drawing Analysis";  
   caption = assignnedBlock; 
  }   
  return "g.AddTaskItem(new JSGantt.TaskItem(${i}, 
'${assignnedBlock}${temp}',     '${toDate(startTime)}', 
'${toDate(endTime)}',${barColor}, 'http://caditlab.snu.ac.kr', 0, 
'${nameOfDesignEngineer}', 0, 0, 0, 1, 0,'${caption}'));";  
 } 
 public def jsOutLogForMidTerm(int i, double startTime) 
 {   
  String barColorM = "'00853e'"; 
   
  String tempM = ""; 
  String captionM = assignnedBlock+" Production"; 
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  return "g.AddTaskItem(new 
JSGantt.TaskItem(${100+i}, '${assignnedBlock}${tempM}',     
'${toDate(startTime)}', '${toDate(startTime+30)}',${barColorM}, 
'http://caditlab.snu.ac.kr', 0, 'Mid-Term Schedule', 0, 0, 0, 1, 
${i},'${captionM}'));";   
       
 } 
  
 public def toDate(double t) 
 {   
  //def d = new Date(); 
  def d = new Date(2012,9,14,00,00,00); //fixed 
start date - Data(YYYY,MM(-1), DD,00,00,00); 
  //def d = new Date(2012,10,19,00,00,00);
 //fixed start date - Data(YYYY,MM(-1), DD,00,00,00); 
   
  int alpha = d.getDay(); 
      
  def simpleDate = new 
SimpleDateFormat("MM/dd/yyyy", Locale.KOREA); 
    
  int quotient = t/5; 
  int remainder = t % 5; 
     
  int temp_plusDay = 7*quotient+remainder; 
   
  if(alpha+remainder<=5) 
  { 
    
  } 
  else 
  { 
   temp_plusDay +=2; 
  } 
   
  d += temp_plusDay;   
   
  if (d.getDay()==0) 
  { 
   d++;  //Calibration for Sunday 
   
  } 
  else if (d.getDay()==6) 
  { 
   d+=2; //Calibration for Saturday  
  } 
   
   
  return simpleDate.format(d); 
 } 
} 
 
// Ship Hull Production Design Process (Design Manager - Job 
Assignment) 
// Simkit Component Model (DEVS Atomic model) 
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class DesignManagerProcess extends SimEntityBase{ 
 
 
int numberBlocks; 
def standardBlockMH =[]; // in man-days 
def blocksToBeAssigned =[:];  
 
double totalUsedMH; 
 
def availableMH = [:]; 
 
def unassignedBlk = [];  //String : block name 
 
Boolean repetition = false; 
 
def assignment = [:];  
 
def nameAvailableDesigner = []; 
 
private def assingmentMethods = ["FIFO", "LIFO", "MAX_MH_FIRST", 
"MIN_MH_FIRST", "BRUTE_FORCE", "RANDOM"]; 
 
String assingmentMethod; //FIFO, LIFO 
 
def bf = new BruteForce(); //brute force class 
def bf_result = [:]; 
 
Boolean test_flag = false; 
 
def designEngineerActInfo = []; 
 
//RandomVariate ServiceTimeGenerator; 
 
DesignManagerProcess(String assgnmtMthd) 
{ 
 if(assingmentMethods.contains(assgnmtMthd)) 
 { 
  this.assingmentMethod = assgnmtMthd; 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  throw new IllegalArgumentException("choose job 
assignment methods in " + assingmentMethods); 
 }   
} 
  
 
 /* 
 DesignManagerProcess(RandomVariate service_time) 
 {   
  this.setServiceTime(service_time); 
  } 
   
   
 public void setServiceTime(RandomVariate serviceTime){ 
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  this.ServiceTimeGenerator=serviceTime; 
  } 
*/ 
 
 public void reset() { 
  super.reset(); 
  numberBlocks = 0; 
  totalUsedMH =0; 
   
  //for BOS call 
   
  String simDir = 
"D:/programming/Java/SHPDprocessSimSimpleModel/src/shpd/"; 
     
   
  def dE = new 
XmlParser().parse(simDir+"designEngineer.xml"); 
  def temp_designer_name=[]; 
  def temp_designer_MH = []; 
  dE.each{temp_designer_MH<< 
Float.parseFloat(it.availability.text()); 
    temp_designer_name << it.name.text(); 
    }; 
     
  nameAvailableDesigner = temp_designer_name; 
   
  temp_designer_name.eachWithIndex{elmt, i -> 
availableMH.put(elmt, temp_designer_MH.get(i))}; 
   
 } 
 
 public void doRun() { 
  firePropertyChange( "numberBlocks", numberBlocks );   
  } 
  
  
 public void doIssueConstDWG(BlocksInfo constDwg){ 
  numberBlocks =constDwg.blockNameAndStdMH.size(); 
  
 ///firePropertyChange("numberInQueue", oldNumberInQueue, 
getNumberInQueue()); 
  
  //for monitoring 
  def unitDEActInfo = new 
DesignEngineerActivityMonitoringInfo(); 
  unitDEActInfo.stampTime(); 
  unitDEActInfo.assignnedBlock = constDwg.constDwgName; 
  unitDEActInfo.nameOfDesignEngineer =  "KimBJ"; 
   
  waitDelay("DWGAnalysis", 0.0, 
simkit.Priority.HIGH, constDwg.blockNameAndStdMH,unitDEActInfo);
   
  
   
} 
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 public void doDWGAnalysis(def constDwg, def ActInfo){ 
     
  blocksToBeAssigned.putAll(constDwg); 
   
  double 
timeForAnalysis=setTimeDelayDWGAnalysis(0.5,0.2); //first: 
minimum default time, second: variable time for number of blocks 
   
  //waitDelay("JobAssignment", 
ServiceTimeGenerator.generate()); 
  waitDelay("JobAssignment", timeForAnalysis, 
constDwg.keySet()); 
     
  ActInfo.getElaspedTimeByt(timeForAnalysis); 
   
  designEngineerActInfo<<ActInfo; 
   
 } 
 
  
 public void doJobAssignment(def stdBlkMH){ 
   
  unassignedBlk+=stdBlkMH; 
   
 // test case for for first two events fixed! to compare 
the result 
   
  /*     
  if(test_flag==false) 
  {  
   //for first two events fixed! to compare the 
result 
   def first_two_fixed_blks = ["B#2501", "B#3501"]; 
   String temp1 = first_two_fixed_blks.remove(0); 
   String temp2 = first_two_fixed_blks.remove(0); 
   waitDelay("StartDesign", 0.0, 
simkit.Priority.HIGH, nameAvailableDesigner.pop(),temp1 ); 
   //waitDelay("StartDesign", 0.0, 
simkit.Priority.HIGH, nameAvailableDesigner.remove(0),temp1 ); 
   unassignedBlk -= temp1; 
   waitDelay("StartDesign", 0.0, 
simkit.Priority.HIGH, nameAvailableDesigner.pop(), temp2); 
   //waitDelay("StartDesign", 0.0, 
simkit.Priority.HIGH, nameAvailableDesigner.remove(0),temp2); 
   unassignedBlk -= temp2; 
   test_flag = true; 
    
  }  
  */   
   
  
  def assignment_result=[]; 
  def assignment_block =[]; 
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   if(assingmentMethod=="BRUTE_FORCE" && 
determineCostMatrix(getCostMatrix())==true) 
   {       
    assignment_result= 
bf.permute_with_combination(getCostMatrix());  
    
     
    if(assignment_result.size()==1) 
    { 
     
assignment_result.get(0).each{assignment_block<<unassignedBlk.ge
t(it); }; 
     } 
    else 
    { 
     
assignment_result.get(1).each{assignment_block<<unassignedBlk.ge
t(it)}; 
     //추후 알고리즘 반영, 같은 해가 여러개일때 우선 
2번째 해를 반영 
    } 
     
            
    availableMH.keySet().eachWithIndex{elmt, i-
>bf_result.put(elmt,assignment_block.get(i))};   
    println "assignment result is ${bf_result}"; 
     
   } 
       
   while(nameAvailableDesigner.size()>0 && 
unassignedBlk.size()>0) 
   { 
    def workerToBeAssigned = 
nameAvailableDesigner.pop(); 
    String temp_block; 
         
    if(assingmentMethod!="BRUTE_FORCE" || 
determineCostMatrix(getCostMatrix())==false) 
    {//1 by 1 assignment 
     
    if(bf_result.size()==0) 
    { 
      
     waitDelay("StartDesign", 
0.0, simkit.Priority.HIGH, workerToBeAssigned, 
assignmentGenerator()); 
        
   
     } 
    else 
if(bf_result.containsKey(workerToBeAssigned)==false) { 
      
     temp_block = 
assignmentGenerator(); 
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     waitDelay("StartDesign", 
0.0, simkit.Priority.HIGH, workerToBeAssigned, temp_block); 
      
     unassignedBlk -=temp_block; 
      
    
 if(bf_result.containsValue(temp_block)) 
     { 
      def temp_key; 
      bf_result.each{k,v 
-> if(v==temp_block){temp_key=k}}; 
     
 bf_result.remove(temp_key);    
   
     } 
        
   
      
    } 
    else 
    {    
  
     temp_block 
=assignmentGeneratorBF(bf_result, workerToBeAssigned); 
     waitDelay("StartDesign", 
0.0, simkit.Priority.HIGH, workerToBeAssigned, temp_block); 
      
     unassignedBlk -=temp_block; 
     }    
          
          
       
    } 
    else 
    {//brute-force (batch assignment) 
          
     waitDelay("StartDesign", 0.0, 
simkit.Priority.HIGH, workerToBeAssigned, 
assignmentGeneratorBF(bf_result, workerToBeAssigned)); 
      
    }     
   } 
    
   if(assignment_block != []) 
   { 
    assignment_block -= bf_result.values(); 
    } 
    
   unassignedBlk-= assignment_block; 
  
 } 
  
 public void doStartDesign(def designEngineer, def stdBlkMH){ 
   
  //for monitoring 
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  def unitDEActInfo = new 
DesignEngineerActivityMonitoringInfo(); 
  unitDEActInfo.stampTime(); 
  unitDEActInfo.assignnedBlock = stdBlkMH; 
  unitDEActInfo.nameOfDesignEngineer =  designEngineer; 
  // 
      
  double availability = availableMH.get(designEngineer); 
    
  double expectedMH = 
(blocksToBeAssigned.get(stdBlkMH))/availability*100; 
    
  double oldTotalUsedMH = totalUsedMH; 
   
  totalUsedMH += expectedMH; 
   
  firePropertyChange("totalUsedMH", oldTotalUsedMH, 
totalUsedMH); 
   
   waitDelay("EndDesign", expectedMH, 
designEngineer, unitDEActInfo); 
  
   blocksToBeAssigned.remove(stdBlkMH); 
    
      
  } 
  
 public void doEndDesign(def designEngineer, def ActInfo){ 
  ActInfo.getElaspedTime(); 
     
  designEngineerActInfo<<ActInfo; 
     
  nameAvailableDesigner << designEngineer; 
  
  if(unassignedBlk.size() != 0) 
  { 
   waitDelay("JobAssignment", 0.0, 
simkit.Priority.HIGH, []); 
  } 
  } 
  
  
 public double setTimeDelayDWGAnalysis(double tDefault, double 
tVariable) 
 { 
  double tDelay=0; 
   
  tDelay = tDefault+tVariable*numberBlocks; 
   
  return tDelay; 
   
  }  
  
 public String assignmentGenerator() 
 {   
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  if(assingmentMethod=="FIFO") 
  { 
   return unassignedBlk.remove(0);    
  } 
  else if (assingmentMethod=="LIFO") 
  { 
   return unassignedBlk.pop(); 
  } 
  else if (assingmentMethod=="MAX_MH_FIRST") 
  { 
   return assgnmts("max");   
  } 
  else if (assingmentMethod=="MIN_MH_FIRST") 
  { 
   return assgnmts("min"); 
  } 
  else if (assingmentMethod=="BRUTE_FORCE") 
  {  
   if (repetition==true) 
   { 
    return 
unassignedBlk.remove(randomGenerator(unassignedBlk.size())); 
    } 
   else 
   { 
    return assgnmts("max"); 
   } 
//    
  } 
  else if (assingmentMethod=="RANDOM") 
  {    
   return 
unassignedBlk.remove(randomGenerator(unassignedBlk.size())); 
  
  } 
    
 } 
  
 public String  assignmentGeneratorBF(def blocks, String worker) 
 { 
  
  String temp_block = blocks.get(worker); 
   
  bf_result.remove(worker);   
 
  return  temp_block; 
   
 }  
 
  
 public List getCostMatrix() 
 { 
  def temp_map = availableMH; 
   
  def temp_availability_set = availableMH.values(); 
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  def cost_matrix = []; 
   
  def temp_map_MH = [:]; 
  temp_map_MH=blocksToBeAssigned.subMap(unassignedBlk); 
   
    
  temp_availability_set.each{elmt-
>cost_matrix<<temp_map_MH.values().collect{Math.ceil(it/elmt*100
0)/10}}; 
   
  return cost_matrix;   
   
} 
  
 public Boolean determineCostMatrix(List mtrx) 
 { 
 if(mtrx.get(0).size()>=mtrx.size()) 
 { 
  return true; 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  return false; 
  }  
} 
 
  
 public String assgnmts(String args) 
 { 
  def temp_list = ["max", "min"];  
  if (temp_list.contains(args)) 
  { 
   def temp_map = [:]; 
    
   
temp_map=blocksToBeAssigned.subMap(unassignedBlk); 
    
   def MH = temp_map.values()."${args}"(); 
         
   String blkNameMaxMH; 
   temp_map.each{k,v-> if(v==MH){blkNameMaxMH=k;}}; 
          
   unassignedBlk.remove(blkNameMaxMH); 
       
   return blkNameMaxMH;   
  } 
  else 
  { 
   throw new IllegalArgumentException("choose 
assignment methods in " + temp_list); 
   } 
 } 
  
public int randomGenerator(int size) 
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{ 
    int randNum; 
    
        long seed = System.currentTimeMillis(); 
        random = new Random(seed*13); 
         
        randNum = random.nextInt(size); 
    
}  
 
 
public void resultSortByName(Boolean alphabetic) 
{ 
 if (alphabetic)//a, b, c..order 
 { 
  this.designEngineerActInfo.sort{a,b -> 
a.nameOfDesignEngineer <=>b.nameOfDesignEngineer}; 
  } 
 else 
 { 
  this.designEngineerActInfo.sort{a,b -> 
b.nameOfDesignEngineer <=>a.nameOfDesignEngineer};   
 } 
  
} 
  
} 
 
//Simulation// 
 
 
//manager = new DesignManagerProcess (serviceTime); 
//manager = new DesignManagerProcess ("LIFO"); 
//manager = new DesignManagerProcess ("BRUTE_FORCE"); 
//manager = new DesignManagerProcess ("FIFO"); 
//manager = new DesignManagerProcess ("RANDOM"); 
//manager = new DesignManagerProcess ("MAX_MH_FIRST"); 
//manager = new DesignManagerProcess ("MIN_MH_FIRST"); 
 
//assignment 
 
String simDirRoot = 
"D:/programming/Java/SHPDprocessSimSimpleModel/src/shpd/"; 
 
def sSet = new XmlParser().parse(simDirRoot+"simSetting.xml"); 
 
manager = new DesignManagerProcess (sSet.assignment.text()); 
arrival = new ConstDWGIssue(); 
arrival.addSimEventListener(manager); 
 
// ================================== 
/* 
String rvName = "Gamma"; 
double alpha = 1.7; 
double beta = 1.8; 
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RandomVariate serviceTime = RandomVariateFactory.getInstance 
(rvName, alpha, beta); 
 
def parms = new Object[1]; 
parms[0] = 100.2; 
//arrival = new 
ConstDWGIssue( "simkit.random.ExponentialVariate", parms ); 
 *  
 
 */ 
 
//Simulation Setting 
 
int num_of_sim 
=Integer.parseInt(sSet.numberOfSimulation.text()); 
 
//midTermSchduleCheck and Info 
String midTermCheck = sSet.midSchdlCheck.text(); 
String midTermVisualization = sSet.midSchldVisual.text(); 
 
class MidTermScheduleCheckInfo{ 
 String blockName; 
 Boolean satisfaction;  
 double daysToProduction; // "Start day of 
production" - "End day of design"  
} 
 
def midTermScheduleCheckResult_for_HTML = []; 
 
def CheckMidTermSchedule(def midScheduleMap, def 
simResult){ //simResult should be - 
manager.designEngineerActInfo 
  
 def designEndDayMap=[:]; 
 simResult.each{elmt -
>designEndDayMap.put(elmt.assignnedBlock,elmt.endTime);}; 
   
 def midSchlInfo = []; 
  
 midScheduleMap.each{k,v -> 
  Boolean temp_flag = false; 
  double temp_endDay = designEndDayMap.get(k); 
   
  if(v>=temp_endDay) 
  { 
   temp_flag = true; 
  } 
       
  MidTermScheduleCheckInfo temp_mInfo= new 
MidTermScheduleCheckInfo(blockName: k, 
   satisfaction: temp_flag,  
  
   daysToProduction: v - temp_endDay) 
  midSchlInfo<<temp_mInfo; 
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 } 
  
 return midSchlInfo;   
} 
 
def ModuleForMidScheduleCheck(String midTermCheck, def sSet)
 //midTermCheck or not, Xml Data 
{ 
 def midScheduleMap=[:]; 
 def midTermScheduleCheckResult = []; 
 def checkResult = []; 
  
 //MidTermSchduleCheck 
 if(midTermCheck =="On") 
 {  
  Boolean midTermsOK = true; 
  sSet.midSchldInfo.each{elmt-> 
midScheduleMap.put(elmt.name.text(),Float.parseFloat(elmt.startD
ay.text()));}; // loading XML data - mid-term schedule 
   
  midTermScheduleCheckResult = 
CheckMidTermSchedule(midScheduleMap, 
manager.designEngineerActInfo); 
  //midTermScheduleCheckResult.each{println 
it.daysToProduction}; 
 
 midTermScheduleCheckResult.each{ if(it.satisfaction==fal
se){midTermsOK = false;}}; 
   
  if(midTermsOK==true) 
  { 
   checkResult<< "All assignments satisfy 
the mid-term schedule"; 
  } 
  else 
  { 
  
 midTermScheduleCheckResult.each{ if(it.satisfaction==fal
se){checkResult<< "MID-TERM SCHEDULE ALERT: ${it.blockName} is 
expected to be 
${Math.round(Math.abs(it.daysToProduction)*10)/10} days behind 
the mid-term schedule";} }; 
  } 
         
 } 
 return  [midScheduleMap,checkResult];  
} 
 
 
String gantt_data_from_simulation=""; 
 
double tMH =999999;  //default 
double simEndTime=999999; //default 
double minIdleTime = -1;  //default 
double tempTMH; 
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double tempEndTime; 
 
def simSortDefault(String simSortMthd, def obj){ 
 if(simSortMthd=="ABC") 
 { 
  obj.resultSortByName(true); //alphabetic sort 
  } 
 else if(simSortMthd=="ZYX") 
 { 
  obj.resultSortByName(false); //reverse sort 
 } 
} 
 
//Simulation Begins! 
 
if(sSet.simObjective.text()=="ShortestEnd") 
{   
 num_of_sim.times{ 
   
  simkit.Schedule.reset(); 
   
  if(num_of_sim>10) 
  { 
   simkit.Schedule.setVerbose(false); 
   } 
  else 
  { 
   simkit.Schedule.setVerbose(true); 
   } 
   
  if(num_of_sim != 1) 
  { 
   manager.repetition = true; 
   } 
  simkit.Schedule.startSimulation(); 
   
  //Simulation Result// 
  tempEndTime= simkit.Schedule.getSimTime(); 
  tempTMH= manager.getTotalUsedMH(); 
  printf("All job is completed in %.2f simulation 
day\n", tempEndTime); 
   
  printf("Total spent Man-days is %.2f M/D\n", 
tempTMH); 
   
     
  if(simEndTime>tempEndTime) 
  {   
   def midScheduleMap=[:]; 
  
 midTermScheduleCheckResult_for_HTML.clear(); 
    
   (midScheduleMap, 
midTermScheduleCheckResult_for_HTML) 
=ModuleForMidScheduleCheck(midTermCheck, sSet); 
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   simSortDefault(sSet.simResultSort.text(), 
manager); 
    
   gantt_data_from_simulation =""; 
  
 manager.designEngineerActInfo.eachWithIndex{elmt, i-> 
gantt_data_from_simulation+=elmt.jsOutLog(i+1); 
     
    if(midTermVisualization == "On" && 
elmt.nameOfDesignEngineer!="KimBJ")   
    {     
    
 gantt_data_from_simulation+=elmt.jsOutLogForMidTerm(i+1, 
midScheduleMap.get(elmt.assignnedBlock)); 
    }   
   }; 
    
   simEndTime=tempEndTime; 
    
    
  } 
  else if(simEndTime==tempEndTime) 
  { 
   if(tMH>tempTMH) 
   { 
     
   def midScheduleMap=[:]; 
  
 midTermScheduleCheckResult_for_HTML.clear(); 
    
   (midScheduleMap, 
midTermScheduleCheckResult_for_HTML) 
=ModuleForMidScheduleCheck(midTermCheck, sSet); 
     
   simSortDefault(sSet.simResultSort.text(), 
manager); 
   
   gantt_data_from_simulation =""; 
  
 manager.designEngineerActInfo.eachWithIndex{elmt, i-> 
gantt_data_from_simulation+=elmt.jsOutLog(i+1); 
     
    if(midTermVisualization == "On" && 
elmt.nameOfDesignEngineer!="KimBJ") 
    { 
    
 gantt_data_from_simulation+=elmt.jsOutLogForMidTerm(i+1, 
midScheduleMap.get(elmt.assignnedBlock)); 
    } 
   }; 
   
   tMH=tempTMH; 
   }    
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  } 
   
  simkit.Schedule.reset();   
   
  manager.designEngineerActInfo.clear(); 
 } 
  
 printf("Simulation end time is %.2f d\n", simEndTime); 
  
 } 
else if(sSet.simObjective.text()=="MinMH")  //default 
simulation to find minimum total M/H 
{   
 num_of_sim.times{ 
   
  simkit.Schedule.reset(); 
  if(num_of_sim>10) 
  { 
   simkit.Schedule.setVerbose(false); 
   } 
  else 
  { 
   simkit.Schedule.setVerbose(true); 
   } 
  if(num_of_sim != 1) 
  { 
   manager.repetition = true; 
   } 
  simkit.Schedule.startSimulation();   
   
  //Simulation Result// 
  tempTMH= manager.getTotalUsedMH(); 
  println tempTMH; 
     
  if(tMH>tempTMH) 
  { 
   def midScheduleMap=[:]; 
  
 midTermScheduleCheckResult_for_HTML.clear(); 
    
   (midScheduleMap, 
midTermScheduleCheckResult_for_HTML) 
=ModuleForMidScheduleCheck(midTermCheck, sSet); 
    
    
   simSortDefault(sSet.simResultSort.text(), 
manager); 
   
   gantt_data_from_simulation =""; 
  
 manager.designEngineerActInfo.eachWithIndex{elmt, i->  
   
 gantt_data_from_simulation+=elmt.jsOutLog(i+1); 
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    if(midTermVisualization == "On" && 
elmt.nameOfDesignEngineer!="KimBJ")   
    {     
    
 gantt_data_from_simulation+=elmt.jsOutLogForMidTerm(i+1, 
midScheduleMap.get(elmt.assignnedBlock)); 
    }     
   }; 
    
   // 
       
   tMH=tempTMH; 
   simEndTime= simkit.Schedule.getSimTime();
    
    
  } 
   
   
  simkit.Schedule.reset(); 
    
   
  //println " 
${manager.designEngineerActInfo.get(11).assignnedBlock} : 
${manager.designEngineerActInfo.get(11).nameOfDesignEngineer}"; 
   
  manager.designEngineerActInfo.clear(); 
  } 
  
 printf("Total spent Man-days is %.2f M/D\n", tMH);  
}  
 
else if(sSet.simObjective.text()=="EnoughIdleTime") //simulation 
to find assignment that maximizes the minimum idle time between 
the design and production of the blocks      
{  
 def midScheduleMap=[:]; 
 Boolean midTermsOK =true; 
 //MidTermSchduleCheck 
  
 sSet.midSchldInfo.each{elmt-> 
midScheduleMap.put(elmt.name.text(),Float.parseFloat(elmt.startD
ay.text()));}; // loading XML data - mid-term schedule 
  
 num_of_sim.times{ 
   
  simkit.Schedule.reset(); 
   
  if(num_of_sim>10) 
  { 
   simkit.Schedule.setVerbose(false); 
   } 
  else 
  { 
   simkit.Schedule.setVerbose(true); 
   } 
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  if(num_of_sim != 1) 
  { 
   manager.repetition = true; 
   } 
  simkit.Schedule.startSimulation(); 
   
  //Simulation Result// 
  tempEndTime= simkit.Schedule.getSimTime(); 
  tempTMH= manager.getTotalUsedMH(); 
  printf("All job is completed in %.2f simulation 
day\n", tempEndTime); 
   
  printf("Total spent Man-days is %.2f M/D\n", 
tempTMH); 
     
  midTermScheduleCheckResult = 
CheckMidTermSchedule(midScheduleMap, 
manager.designEngineerActInfo); 
  //midTermScheduleCheckResult.each{println 
it.daysToProduction}; 
 
 midTermScheduleCheckResult.each{ if(it.satisfaction==fal
se){midTermsOK = false;}}; 
   
  if(midTermsOK==true) 
  {   
   double temp_min; 
   def idleDays = [];  
     
   midTermScheduleCheckResult.each{elmt -
>idleDays += elmt.daysToProduction};  
   temp_min = idleDays.min(); 
       
   if(temp_min> minIdleTime) 
   { 
   
 simSortDefault(sSet.simResultSort.text(), manager); 
     
    gantt_data_from_simulation =""; 
   
 manager.designEngineerActInfo.eachWithIndex{elmt, i-> 
gantt_data_from_simulation+=elmt.jsOutLog(i+1); 
      
     if(midTermVisualization == 
"On" && elmt.nameOfDesignEngineer!="KimBJ") 
     { 
     
 gantt_data_from_simulation+=elmt.jsOutLogForMidTerm(i+1, 
midScheduleMap.get(elmt.assignnedBlock)); 
     } 
    }; 
     
    minIdleTime=temp_min; 
    tMH=tempTMH; 
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    simEndTime= 
simkit.Schedule.getSimTime();     
   }  
   else if(temp_min==minIdleTime) 
   { 
    if(tMH>tempTMH) 
    { 
   
 simSortDefault(sSet.simResultSort.text(), manager); 
    
    gantt_data_from_simulation =""; 
   
 manager.designEngineerActInfo.eachWithIndex{elmt, i-> 
gantt_data_from_simulation+=elmt.jsOutLog(i+1); 
      
     
 if(midTermVisualization == "On" && 
elmt.nameOfDesignEngineer!="KimBJ") 
      { 
      
 gantt_data_from_simulation+=elmt.jsOutLogForMidTerm(i+1, 
midScheduleMap.get(elmt.assignnedBlock)); 
      } 
     }; 
     
    tMH=tempTMH; 
    simEndTime= 
simkit.Schedule.getSimTime(); 
    } 
   }  
    
   printf("Design for each block is 
completed at least %.2f days before the productions for each 
block\n", temp_min);  
  }     
   
  simkit.Schedule.reset(); 
   
  manager.designEngineerActInfo.clear(); 
  midTermsOK =true; 
 } 
  
   
 if(minIdleTime>0) 
 { 
  
  printf("Optimal Result: Design for each block is 
completed at least %.2f days before the productions for each 
block\n", minIdleTime); 
  midTermScheduleCheckResult_for_HTML << "All 
assignments satisfy the mid-term schedule - minimum idle time is 
${Math.round(minIdleTime*10)/10} days"; 
 } 
 else 
 { 
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  println("Cannot find assignment that satisfies 
the mid-term schedule"); 
  midTermScheduleCheckResult_for_HTML << "Cannot 
find assignment that satisfies the mid-term schedule"; 
  
 } 
} 
 
else 
{ 
 throw new IllegalArgumentException("choose simulation 
objective in [ShortestEnd,MinMH,EnoughIdleTime]"); 
} 
//manager.designEngineerActInfo.each{it.printLog();}; 
 
//Simulation Detail Result Visualization in Gantt Chart!// 
 
def gantt_setting_javascript = "var g = new 
JSGantt.GanttChart('g',document.getElementById('GanttChartDIV'), 
'day');"<<"g.setShowRes(1);"<<  
"g.setShowDur(1);"<<"g.setShowComp(0);"<<" 
g.setCaptionType('Caption');"; 
 
 
manager.resultSortByName(false); //reverse sort  
//manager.resultSortByName(true); //alphabetic sort 
//String gantt_data_from_simulation=""; 
//manager.designEngineerActInfo.eachWithIndex{elmt, i-> 
gantt_data_from_simulation+=elmt.jsOutLog(i+1);}; 
//minDesingActInfo.eachWithIndex{elmt, i-> 
gantt_data_from_simulation+=elmt.jsOutLog(i+1);}; 
  
def gantt_data_javascript = "g.Draw();"
 +"g.DrawDependencies();" 
 
def html_h = { 
 head{ 
  title("Business Process Simulation Result using 
jsGantt 1.2") 
  link(rel:"stylesheet", type:"text/css", 
href:"jsgantt.css") 
  script(language:"javascript", src:"jsgantt.js"){} 
 } 
} 
  
def html_b ={ 
 body{ 
  div(style: "position:relative", 
id:"GanttChartDIV", class: "gantt") 
  script{ 
   out<<gantt_setting_javascript; 
   out<< gantt_data_from_simulation; 
   out<<gantt_data_javascript;  
  
   } 
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  br() 
  font(face:"Arial,Helvetica", size:"3") 
  strong("Simulation Result") 
  br() 
  ul{ 
   li("Total Man-days - 
${Math.round(tMH*10)/10} M/Ds") 
   li("Simulation End Time - 
${Math.round(simEndTime*10)/10} days")   
   }    
 }  
} 
 
def html_m = { 
 if(midTermScheduleCheckResult_for_HTML != null) 
 { 
  ul{ 
  midTermScheduleCheckResult_for_HTML.each{li(it)} 
  } 
 }    
}  
 
def html = new groovy.xml.StreamingMarkupBuilder().bind{ 
 unescaped << '<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 
1.0 Transitional//EN"' + 
'"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">' 
 html{ 
  out << html_h; 
  out << html_b; 
  out << html_m;      
 } 
} 
 
String simDir = 
"D:/programming/Java/SHPDprocessSimSimpleModel/src/shpd/"; 
String resultFile = "bpsResult.html"; 
 
def htmlWritter = new FileWriter(simDir+resultFile); 
htmlWritter <<html; 
 
//Auto-HTML-Open with Internet Explorer 
/* 
dir = new File(''); 
resultFile = dir.absolutePath+"/"+resultFile; 
*/ 
/* 
Scriptom.inApartment 
{ 
  def ie = new ActiveXObject('InternetExplorer.Application'); 
  ie.Visible = true; 
  ie.AddressBar = true; 
 
  ie.Navigate(resultFile); 
} 
*/ 
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초 록 

 

조선산업은 전통적인 생산방식과 규모의 경제로 이루었던 발전에 

새로운 성장동력으로 IT 융합을 채택하였다. 3D CAD (Computer-

Aided Design) System과 ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning), 

PLM (Product Lifecycle Management) 등 Enterprise IT의 첨단 

솔루션이 조선산업에 도입되고, 맞춤화되어 생산성 향상에 기여하고 

있다. 본 연구는 조선 IT 융합 연구의 일환으로, 조선 선체 생산설

계 프로세스에 BPM (Business Process Management) 도입을 다루

고자 한다. 선박의 선체 생산설계 프로세스는 프로세스 기반의 업무

로, 전체 설계단계 가운데 가장 많은 시수가 소요되고, 생산과 직접

적으로 연계되어 있어, 생산성 향상에 직·간접적으로 기여하는 바가 

크다. 우선, BPMS (Business Process Management System)에서 

정형화된 프로세스를 실행하기 위한 조건인 실행모델의 개념에 대

해서 설명한다. 그리고, 대상 프로세스인 선박 선체 생산설계 업무

를 설명하고, 이를 프로세스 기반으로 모델링하여 실행모델로 구현

하는 과정을 Open source BPM system인 Bonita Open Solution을 

이용하여 제시하였다. 또한, BPM 실행으로 얻을 수 있는 효과를 제

시하고, 그 가운데, 설계 관리자의 업무 프로세스 개선이 기대되는 

업무 할당과정을 분석하여, 그 방안으로 블록 표준 설계 시수와 설

계자 가용 시수 개념을 제안하였다. 하나의 구조도를 1회 할당하는 

single-assignment scenario에 대해서 Hungarian Algorithm을 활

용하여 최적할당 결과를 제시하였다. 더 많은 구조도를 한정된 설계

자에게 순차적으로 할당하는 multiple-assignment scenario에서 작
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업할당에 따른 결과를 예측하기 위해, discrete-event simulation의 

상세 모델링 방법인 DEVS (Discrete Event System Specification)

와 Event Graph modeling을 설명한다. 공개용 이산사건 시뮬레이션 

엔진인 Simkit을 이용하여, Event Graph기반으로 생산설계 프로세

스를 모델링하고 시뮬레이션하였다. 끝으로, BPM 실행 모델 환경에

서 관리자가 작업을 할당하여야할 때, 시나리오를 동적으로 생성하

고, 실시간으로 시뮬레이션 결과를 제시하여 관리자의 의사결정을 

도울 수 있는 의사결정지원 시스템의 프레임워크를 제안한다.  

 

주요어 : 비즈니스 프로세스 매니지먼스, 이산사건 시뮬레이션, 작업

할당, 선체 생산설계 프로세스, 의사결정지원시스템 

학   번 : 2005-20862 
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